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●Part One 

◇◆Integration Stay 2009◆◇ 

Integration Stay in the 1st day morning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staffs were under strict preparations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparation of sound systemＯＫ                      The chief was also on high-tension… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participants on the way                    Guide participants to hall  
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Icebreaking 

1st section of Integration Stay. Breaking tensions (ice) of all participants. 
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Study Groups 

Culture, music, dance、race、world…A lot of subjects、 

Workshop that make participants and organizers thinking, feeling, discussing together 
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Day-Care Center 

The children also enjoyed Integration Stay with Chaikoro Staffs♪ 
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Meal 

Had a delicious meal with other participants or new friends 
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Introduction to other cultures 

Had happy hours with the 2 MCs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Felt the multicultural night through dance, and music 
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Fashion SHOW of national costumes from each country or region 
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Symposium 

「Living together is. Living side-by-side is. And, making multicultural sharing society is.」was the 

Integration Stay concept based on Symposium 

This year‟s theme was「Justice」 
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What is Rightness? And what is about Fairness? 

Sometimes we witness the unimagined reality which occur around ourselves. 

And this symposium becomes a place for each person to knowing, learning, and realizing the reality. 
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Closing Ceremony 

Last gather with friends during this one night two days event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Arigatou for the 2 days” 
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第九回  多国籍合宿報告書 (第六集) 

 

多国籍合宿报告书 
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About a report of the 9th and 10th “Integration Stay 

(Vol.6)” 

 

This Integration Stay began since 2001 and the 

10th Stay was held in 2010. This report is for Vol.6, 

and bound together for 2009 and 2010 versions. 

These two consecutive Integration Stays were held 

on the second and the third Saturday and Sunday 

for each, and the number of the each year‟s 

participants was 457 and 464. It was worthy of note 

that more than 400 people gathered every time 

despite the participants had to pay entrance fee. 

There was not a press to participate and it was 

quietly based on voluntary. Untiring efforts for 

development and improvement was essential 

regarding to the achievement of that numbers. It 

was a product of steady efforts for 

internationalization and regional development such 

as planning for the participants‟ number to be 

divided into three divisions as local residents, 

Japanese students and foreign students. By the way, 

unfortunately, this report won‟t be written in 

Korean, Chinese and English versions. It will be 

only Japanese version because of various reasons 

though there had been four languages copies bound 

into one volume so far. You can see the Korean, 

Chinese and English versions on Kagoshima 

University International Student Center‟s 

homepage and Integration Stay‟s homepage. The 

following is the imaginative and creative of 

Integration Stay in 2009 and 2010.  

○About a report in 2009 

 We planned raising the level of contents of “Study 

Group”, program No.2. I advised to explain the 

historical meaning of the origin of dance because 

some countries had many look-alike dances for 

study groups. For example, on Philippine bamboo 

dance, the truth is that the dance is originating in 

making fun of violence domination by Spanish, who 

used bamboo stick to Filipino slaves in colonial 

period, by dodging cleverly the symbol of the 

domination, bamboo stick. Whether you know the 

truth above or not, it has quite different meanings 

for the dance. On other case, Malaysia, there living 

different representative races in 9 states and there 

are kings in each state. The King of Malaysia has 

been peacefully elected among the kings by turns 

every 5 years. This is the outcome of wisdom that 

various races have overcome the conflict, and we 

have to learn it as a historical precedent of 

multicultural society. This is the important fact 

which could make change quality of understanding 

for the Malaysian dance and culture. And also for 

Indonesia, it is multilingual and multiracial nation, 

same as Malaysia and state of “unity of diversity” 

as a national goal. Foreign students became aware 

of their own identity through searching origin and 

history of dance. This can be said excellent 

education for foreign students and the results can 

lead to more understanding of different culture for 

Japanese students. On the “Cultural program”, 

program No.3, you will be surprised and can enjoy 

splendor of national costumes, but you need to find 

out a variety of history of various races have and 

wisdom and delight for coexistence of different 

races which were cultivated in the each countries 

such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippine and so on, 

from the performances of splendid and various 

national costumes. 

 Relating to the description of “Study Group” on 

this report, the three study groups‟ contents and 

explanations of the meanings above are not enough, 

and for “Buddhism and multicultural coexistence” 

by a chief priest of Chinkokuji temple, Mr. Murai 

who came from Ichikikushikino city in Kagoshima 

prefecture, the deep content was not also expressed 

enough. And the interest of discussion of “Freedom 

of speech” by Japan-China Friendship Association 

and the novelty of “Asian Art” by Keiichi Ogawa 

were also not enough for recording. Introducing the 

interest of study groups‟ content and recording 

contents to be learned became must-to-do 

assignments for 2010. 

 What we considered as important was “Panel 

Discussion”, program No.5. The coordinators were 

regretting, saying that she couldn‟t pursuit enough 

and also communication was difficult for her, but 

high quality of the panelists‟ speech and exchanged 

discussion were pertinent, and an earlier objective 

was fully accomplished. This program is worthwhile 
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to read. And, “Impression of executive committee 

members of Integration Stay”, program No.7, is also 

worthwhile to read. 

 We newly made part 2 and it includes various full 

contents, such as the details for a charge of KUFSA 

(Kagoshima University Foreign Students 

Association) among the staffs, the meaning and a 

large amount of ingathering of staffs‟ activity and 

experience record of self-growth process in 

“Integration Stay Before & After”. 

○About a report in 2010 

 On the Integration Stay in 2010, we prepared a 

report, supposing the improvement of the quality of 

the report based on the reviewing of 2009. We had 

all organizers of study groups gather on Saturday 

afternoon and made the presentation of the content 

and work which would have been performed in 

front of the organizers. We aimed at improvement 

of quality by making comments for the inadequate 

points and problem points one another on the spot. 

By exchanging everyone‟s opinion, using 

experienced people advices, we discussed how to 

have participants enjoy and how to make a 

presentation so that the participants could join 

easily. As the result, we could deepen 

understanding of what we should have aimed for 

better quality of study group, and for that, the skill 

risen up. At the same time, we tried to share what 

Other opinionstudy groups would be doing at that 

time one another to finally share Outline at the 

appointed day of Integration Stay. In parallel, we 

had the organizers make presentations of a lesson 

plan in concrete according to the time order, the 

purpose of the study group, the evolution of an 

argument and the conclusion. This presentation 

meeting was carried out twice before the 

Integration Stay and improvement of the quality 

was promoted, but beyond this, improvement could 

be seen also on the report before the Integration 

Stay. For example, staffs of study group could finish 

their main important parts of this report and there 

were a little problem to be modified after the 

Integration Stay. The most important result was 

that we could show clearly how the performances 

were made to the people who haven‟t participated 

in the Stay before. This report is a basic material. 

All participants can share Outline at the appointed 

day of Integration Stay. I was very impressed to 

know how much time and energy that staffs of 

study group had spent for this report. However, this 

attempt for the report is the first time and it has 

many inadequate parts. In each of study groups, 

you can see many countless development and 

improvement points, for example, the necessity of 

awareness of Japanese people‟s weak and strong 

points for the internationalization in “Fairness and 

Competition”, “Ürümqi 7·5 Violent Incident is 

Unforgettable Event” Cidick Kudeluke, Uighur 

joined, pointing out that Indonesian “Unity of 

diversity” is caused by independence from Europe, 

the meaning of World Heritage as the identity of 

Philippine ethnic minorities, Islam pacifism in 

“Egypt…”, “World peace…”, “Right of foreigners to 

vote…”, “Nigeria” and shocking pointing out in 

“pro-Japanese group” of Korea. And Other opinions, 

annual programs such as panel discussion are 

recorded and you can see traces of efforts in each 

program. Finally, I‟ll add that study group of 

Columbia whose coordinator couldn‟t participate in 

the Integration Stay performed “Indian Right and 

Reproducing of Culture” in Kagoshima University 

on July. 

 

 This Integration Stay has been held for ten years 

which many participated students had been out 

throughout the world. I‟ve heard that mini 

Integration Stays are being held all over the world. 

Kagoshima is greatly memorized in their heart. We 

who remain in Kagoshima have an obligation to 

make their spiritual home, Kagoshima, to be more 

wonderful. 

 

Kagoshima University International Student 

Center 

Motoki Kobayashi 
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4．The content of the 9th Integration Stay 2009 – Objectives and Schedule –  

*************************************************************************************************** 

 

Objectives of Integration Stay 

 

『Challenges toward a Multicultural Society』 
 

１、  Fun 

Making friends from different countries 

Experiencing diversity of culture 

２、  Knowledge 

Learning other countries’ lifestyle, background, and problem 

Learning differences of opinion and feeling based on culture, religion, history, environment  etc  

３、  Think & Do 

Thinking about a way to foster a tolerant society where no one is excluded 

 

Schedule 

First day 

 ７：２０～１７：５０ Registration at Kagoshima University Library 

 ８：００～１０：３０ Depart to Osumi 

１０：５０～１１：００ Welcome ceremony 

１１：００～１２：００ Icebreaking 

１２：００～１３：１０ Lunch & Free time 

１３：４０～１５：００ Study group session 1 

１５：００～１６：５０ Study group session 2 

１７：００～２１：１５ Dinner(１８：００～１９：２０)Bathing(１８：１０～２１：１５) 

１９：１０～２１：４５ Introduction of other cultures 

２２：００～      Bedtime 

２２：００～２３：００ Dance 

Second day 

 ６：００～１７：３０ Wake up call & Cleaning 

 ７：３０～１８：４５ Breakfast 

 ９：００～１０：５０ Symposium 

１１：００～１２：２０ Free time 

１２：２０～１３：３０ Lunch & Free time 

１３：４０～１４：１０ Final assembly 

１４：１０～１４：４０ Group photograph and Departure preparation 

１５：１０～１７：１０ Depart to Kagoshima 

１７：１０        Arrive back at Kagoshima University 
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5．Program reports 

*************************************************************************************************** 

①Ice breaking 

Coordinators : From Kagoshima University (Nana Maekawa・Niang Mohamed Oumar・Villamor Shiela) 

     From International University of Kagoshima (Keita Hamaya) 

●Objective 

To ease the nervousness of participants, and to make a start point of making friends amongst participants 

●Contents 

1. Self introduction 

2. Mimicry Quiz : Make a circle in a group. During the music is being played, pass round the box that 

has animals card inside. As the music stops, last person who get the box has to draw a card. Then, 

that person has to imitate animal voice that is written in card. That is the game play. 

3. Chinese Whispers : One word is translated to many languages, each group of first player whispers 

one language to the next player. First player and last player stand on the platform and announce the 

statement to entire group. 

●Schedule 

10:30~10:45   Final check and arrangement to each group leaders  

10:45~10:55  Self introduction 

  10:55~11:15  mimicry quiz  

  11:15~11:35  Chinese whispers 

11:35          Finish 

●Reflection 

・Lack for preparing name tag for people who came not with bus 

・did not cooperate well amongst staffs 

・contact to each group leaders was not well maintained 

・waited too long after ceremony  

・the name tag was small, did not remember own group‟s name tag 

・In self introduction section, didn‟t hear own group‟ s people voice well because it was held all at once 

●Caution for next time 

・Set the content of game before 

・Give explanation sufficiently about games in icebreaking to staffs and volunteers 

・Try to not make people waiting until the game begin 

●Participant‟s reaction 

It was well organized for mimicry quiz and Chinese whispers. People were laughing when someone 

imitated animal voice, and feeling over the icebreaking ran high when first and last players‟ word didn‟t 

match. And we saw participants ate together after the game was over.  

●Impression 

We felt anxious due to lack of preparation on the day, but it was succeed because we got helps and advices 

from Other opinionstaffs, each group leaders, broadcasting people. It was our greatest happiness for we who 

were puzzled during preparation. By this chance, we want to thank for all people who were involving in 

icebreaking program. Arigatou gozaimashita.     
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*************************************************************************************************** 

②Study Group & Questionnaire Request 

 

List of Study Groups 

 Title Coordinators Page 

1 The traditional dance of Philipino Shiela Sibugan Villamor 25 

2 
The Japanese Sound 

 ～Traditional Japanese musical instrument～ 

Hougakubu 

Kagoshima uni 
26 

3 Columbia： Multiculturalism Paradise Francia Campos 28 

4 The story of African drums and trees Danka Danka 30 

5 Malaysia～the true Asia MOHD HAZWAN BIN YUSOF 31 

6 Traditional sports of Bangladesh BAK-Japan 32 

7 
Education for children and the issue of child labor in 

Pakistan 

Anis Ur Rehman 

Anila Nas Somroo 
33 

8 Let‟s go to Indonesia 
Yuriz Bakhtiar 

Patrick Prayoga  
35 

9 Korea is changing, from Korean points of view Li Minju 37 

10 

To create the energy society that has no radioactivity 

by increasing the eco-villages and social 

industrialists 

Eiichiro Noguchi 40 

11 
Modern technologies, foods and pioneer days in 

northern America  
Ty O.Murphy 42 

12 Buddhism and the multicultural symbiosis Temple Chinkoku 43 

13 Diffusion of aboriginal microbial in Cambodia Yasushi Yanagida 45 

14 Senganen-Test Kagoshima Gaigo Gakuin 46 

15 Fair trade start from us Fairliss 47 

16 
“Difference‟s difference”  

～through the activity of Jaddo～ 
NPO Jaddo 48 

17 California dream J.Smith 51 

18 Session of Shotyu Inori Yamashita 52 

19 
Let‟s have Go-kon！ 

(Let‟s join together!) 

Residence Tutors of kagoshima 

international students 

residence 

54 

20 Freedom of speech 

Chinese Students Association, 

Kagoshima University &the 

Chinese-Japan Friendship 

Association in Kagoshima City 

57 

21 Korean economy in the global era Han Sang Gyun 58 

22 Asian arts Keiichi Ogawa 60 

23 Language Market Yuhrinkan 62 

24 Conflict and peace through the Somalia 
Hiroki Ishihara／Shinichiro 

Ochi 
64 

25 Let‟s enjoy the Sepak Takraw 

Teachers of National Institute 

of Fitness and Sports in 

KANOYA 

 

66 

26 Is the nuclear power generator eco? NPO Tenmonkan Atoms 68 

http://www.facebook.com/patrick.prayoga
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1．Tinkling – A Philippine Traditional Dance 

Organizer: Eugene Bacolod, Brian John Sarno, Shiela Villamor (Philippine) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

The main objective of this study group were to share Philippine 

culture, customs and traditions through dance and music.  

●Outline at the appointed day 

The study group consists of the following:  

1. Introduction – a short powerpoint presentation about the 

Philippines, followed by the history and evolution of the Tinikling 

dance. The basic components of the dance were also introduced like 

the bamboo. 

2. Dance Demonstration – Filipino dancers performed the Tinikling dance to give the participants a preview 

of what they can expect to learn from the study group. 

3. Individual Teaching – at first the basic steps were taught to the participants individually with the music 

as background. The participants were also taught on how to clap the bamboo poles while Other opinions 

were learning how to dance. 

4. Group Teaching – at this point,  the participants were taught how to dance in pair using the basic steps. 

Advance steps were also introduced.Good dancers from the participants were selected to join the Filipino 

dancers during the cultural show later that night. 

●What worked well / What didn`t work well・Improvement for next timeGood/Bad Points 

Most of the participants were able to learn the basic steps of the dance. Some of the participants were afraid 

at first to dance because of the bamboo poles. Their feet might caught between the two bamboo poles. The 

organizers were able to motivate the participants by teaching them individually. As a result, all of them were 

able to experience the fun and excitement of dancing the Tinikling.  

●Questionnaire Results / Review 

 Most of the participants were interested to join the study group because they love dance and interested 

about the Philippines. They were able to realize that dancing requires rhythm and enthusiasm.  

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I like dance and it seemed fun ・I „m interested in the Philippines ・I wanted to try Philippine dance. 

②What weren`t be able to understand the content of this Study Group? 

・Essence of the dance 
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③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more? 

・Importance of rhythmic sense ・I was impressed all participants is kind and have enthusiasm 

・Too many steps  ・It‟s educational that Bamboo Dance have a tearful history 

・I want to learn how to dance more and song if there is 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I understood that music and dance have no border ・The Philippines is interesting 

・I liked the Philippines more before ・Even sorrowful punishment can be fun by one way 

・I knew that people have cheerful idea even in colonization 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・It‟s good that there are enough time to dance ・It‟s so fun and easy to join ・Perfect 

・It‟s better if there was place could prepare 

⑥Other opinions 

・So good time ・I hope to dance again 

●Impression 

The study group was a fun-filled experience for both the participants and the Filipino organizers. We were 

able to share the Filipino culture and traditions through music and dance. The organizers believed that the 

main purpose of joining the integration stay was achieved through sharing, and one way of sharing is dance 

and music.hih 

 

2. Introduction of Japanese Music and Instrument 

Organizer: University of Kagoshima Japanese Music Club (Japan) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

We want the participants to understand the Japanese culture by using Japanese musical instruments and 

performances. And with this case as a start, it‟s an opportunity to gain interest in Japanese musical 

instruments.  

●Outline at the appointed day 

・Introduce Japanese music and DVD playback. 

・ Introduction of Japanese music, mechanism of instrument                                          

and characteristic using Slideshow. 

・Play and touch the instrument practically. ・Performance by Member 

of Japanese Music Club 

● Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and 

Participants‟ reaction)  

 The participants have a good time even though most of them are Japanese. Too bad the introduction of the 

instrument wasn‟t deep enough. During the performance, everyone was interested in the Japanese Harp 

and couldn‟t stop touching it. We felt very happy that the participants gave positive feedback about the 

instrument. In example the Japanese Harp‟s tone is good, and it‟s hard to play a bamboo flute. 

●What worked well 

Participants try to play the musical instruments without any hesitation 
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●What didn`t work well / Improvement for next time 

I will pay little more interest if the performance play some familiar song. I think it will be better if you have 

talk about the history of the musical instruments during the announcement. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

Learn the joy of the instrument by going through Japanese Music and Japanese Music Instrument. I think 

the committee could make a better study group if we could take the time to prepare and put more effort 

early on. 

●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reason why we chose this study group. 

・Would like to try playing the Japanese musical instruments. ・Looks fun 

・Interested in Japanese musical instrument. ・Interested in Traditional musical instrument. 

・Would like to know about Japanese traditional culture. 

・Heard that the Japanese Music Club member will be coming, and I like to listen to it. 

②Things that can‟t be understand  

・Cannot understand the technical explanation. But the way to play bamboo flute was fun. 

・Want to try playing the musical instrument, but couldn‟t play it well because I have no music sense.  

・Why the instrument can make sound. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・It was fun that we can try to play Japanese musical instrument ourselves. And the Japanese Harp was 

impressive. ・It was unexpected that handmade and familiar tuner are friendly to tune.  

・The performance was impressive. By going through the performance, we found it to be difficult. 

・The posture of holding the instrument/accessories, way of using it was hard, the image of playing it easily 

we seen from TV are gone. ・Wanted to play bamboo flute a little more to make it play sound. 

・First I thought that Flute and Bamboo Flute are similar, but after playing it, I think that Bamboo flute is 

harder to play. Was very happy when trying to play it and finally the sound came out. 

・Would like to learn Shamisen (Japanese 3 stringed guitar) seriously. ・The tone was beautiful. 

・Wanted to try playing more instruments. ・Glad that I can play the bamboo flute.  

・Would like to learn how to understand the music note. ・I‟d like to play bamboo flute 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・Feel interested in Japanese music. ・Difficult than expected ・Japanese music is something fun. 

・There is some assumption and misunderstand about Japanese music at first, after participate study  
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group, I gained new knowledge. ・Decided to learn the shamisen in the near future 

・Learned the beauty tone of Japanese music instrument. ・First time playing Bamboo flute and its hard. 

・Although Japanese music instrument have very formal image, its very fun and cool instrument once you 

get know to it. ・We were able to gain knowledge for Japanese traditional instrument. 

・After having contact with the instrument, we knew that its actually very hard to play it well. 

・We know that the youngster now actually didn‟t forget about the Japanese traditional instrument. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・It‟s better to have order when trying out the instrument. ・It‟s fun to touch the instrument practically. 

・Explanation >Practical experience > Performance is very good flow ・Understood all of the instrument 

・It is better if we can association with foreign actively. 

・Take long time for the queue because the not enough instruments was provided. 

⑥Other opinions 

・Have learn a lot of thing 

・The last Rokudan was wonderful ・Was an interesting study group 

・It is so great that to have a performance.  ・The classroom was hot 

・Not enough time to play the instrument practically because lack of it. 

・It was great that I can participate in the study group I‟m interested on. 

●Impression 

It was a great experience for all of us. We would like the junior to take over and 

continue this study group next year.  

 

3．Columbia：Multi Cultural Paradise 

Organizer: Francia Campos / Julian Rodriguez (Columbia) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

 We want the participants to have the knowledge and the interest about Columbia by introducing 

Columbian culture, festival and traditional food. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

 35 minutes：Presentation of Columbian history, geography, culture, traditional food with the powerpoint 

 10 minutes：Drinking Columbian coffee 

 15 minutes：Introducing the traditional costume and the famous festival with DVD. 

 20 minutes：Discussion 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction)  

・Participants was drinking Columbia coffee with relish. 

●What worked well? 

・We have participants understand our culture through presentation 

・We have participants taste Columbian coffee. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

We couldn‟t play back DVD. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 
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We could see Columbia from the difference point of view. 

●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group. 

・I was interested in Columbia. ・I like learning culture. 

・I wanted to know the famous subject of Columbia except for coffee. ・I wanted to drink tasty coffee.  

②What weren’t be able to understand the content of this Study Group? 

・About independence war ・Facility for inflation, house etc…  

・I didn‟t know Columbia though I heard the place-name. ・I didn‟t understand the food very well. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more? 

・I could see the many differences in culture and food. ・About the civil war ・Handiwork was good. 

・I was surprised to see that Columbian people eat ant and its taste was peanut. 

・I had the image that Columbia was hot, but I knew that there are also cool places in Columbia. 

・City is developed beyond my expectation.  ・Various kinds of animals inhabit Amazon. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I got to have impression in Columbia, the neighboring areas. 

・I knew that some countries in Southern Hemisphere is developed like Columbia. 

・I found that educational environment in Japan is wealthy compared to Columbia because Columbian 

children are busy because of helping housework. ・I could know the various sides of Columbia.  

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・The power-point was good. ・There is no points to be improved.  

・I was impressed by children who were doing translation. 

・There was a trouble that the video of festival wasn‟t on the screen. ・Time to make coffee was in vain. 

・It‟s better that everyone can join. ・It was better that music was going. 

⑥Other opinions 

 Coffee was very tasty. 

●Impression 

 We could enjoy with the participants. Thank you very much. 
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4．The story about drums and trees 

Organizer: DANKA DANKA (Japan) 

●Innovation 

In our study group, there were three groups and we work each groups so that it was easy to understand for 

participants. 

●Matters on preparation days  

We couldn‟t talk with a staff and an interpreter, because I came back in Japan from Africa just before 

Integration Stay. 

●The solution  

We didn‟t depend on only interpreter, but also we tried to add the explanation to 

participant (by) with sitting beside them. 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

The „Jenbe‟ which is the drum of the west of Africa is well-known to Japanese and 

now, it is used at some event for boost. Especially, there are some Jenbe school in 

Kagoshima, so it gradually have become popular among people in Kagoshima. 

However, I think it seems that they do not have any interest on West Africa as the 

motherland of Jenbe. 

Many people associate the Africa with the Lion and the Elephant which live in the East of Africa. The 

sponsor are Danka Danka which is the NGO aim to appeal the west Africa and return the trees to forest of 

Africa at Senegal and two foreign students from the west of Africa .We would like to tell participants about 

“ productive cultures” and  “unknown and abyss culture of drums”. Then we let them want to go to Senegal 

and think it easy to be connected with Africa. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

10 minutes before it begins, most of participant already had come to the room and there were the request to 

start immediately, so I let them play Jenbe until the program starts as schedule. The foreign students who 

live(s) in Japan for 4 months explained Senegal using power point and (one) anOther opinionstudent(s) who 

lives in Japan for 2 years explained the meaning of Jenbe in African‟s life. After that, I introduce the activity 

of DANKA DANKA using video. The (one) students who explained Senegal were disappointed that there 

were no questions from participants, and he told them If there had been no question, it would have meant 

that my introduction were not interesting for you., please ask me some question(s). He told participants 

actively like this and I thought Japanese reaction was not satisfactory to them. However, some participants 

hoped to play Jenbe. Through it, one played Jenbe and Other opinionshowed Senegal dance unexpectedly. 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

While We thought we could almost tell participants what we aim to explain, because one said “Before this 

study group, I consider domestic problems, but from now on, I want to be interested in foreign occurrence. 

What can I do for you?,” the one who had showed African dance thought that most of participants enjoyed 

play the Jenbe but weren‟t (be) interested in our country too much.  

●What worked well 

While we couldn‟t have prepared it well, participants could feel the character of Senegalese to equal to the 
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occasion . 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

・To prepare the PC before it. ・The Video weren‟t clear. ・Schedule was changed  

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

I would like to consider the way to inform which doesn‟t depend on power point and is more direct. 

●Impression 

There were few persons who were mistaken about our study group‟s meaning (they think it was work shop 

of Jenbe) but mostly we could tell them what we want to inform. After this study group, we want them to be 

interested in Africa and overseas cooperation. 

 

5.  Malaysia～the true Asia 

Organizer: MOHD HAZWAN BIN / YUSOF (Malaysia) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

We try to share with the participants about why Malaysia can be called „Truly Asia‟ and how unique we are 

in the monarchy system. Not like any other Monarchy System Country, Malaysia‟s Sultan (King) had been 

choose by rotation among 9 Sultan from 9 states in Malaysia. Our country is the only country that performs 

this rotation system. Malaysian people are not only Malay, but Malaysia also has Indian and Chinese as one 

part of Malaysian people. As we know, Chinese and Indian are two of the world biggest races. With the 

combination of Malay, Chinese, and Indian, Malaysia has become a country that has most of the Asian 

people face. Not only that, we teaches a little bit of simple Malay language and some of amazing thing that 

only has in Malaysia. To make it much more fun, we had made some pop quiz and this had helped the 

participants to really know about Malaysia. After the presentation, participants had try and experience 

themselves of one of the Malaysia traditional game.  

●Outline at the appointed day 

For the first 40 minutes, we do presentations about Malaysia by using power point and put some pop quiz 

to make the participants think and this had really help them to know Malaysia better. This presentation 

had been done in both English and Japanese by 2 students from Malaysia, Hazwan and Syafeeq. After that, 

we enjoyed one of the Malaysia‟s traditional game and all the participants seems to be enjoying the game. 

For the last 10 minutes, we take survey from the participants. 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

With the combination of 2 students from Malaysia for the presentation, we had done an interesting 

presentation and the participants enjoyed our jokes in Japanese and English. Also with the help of 6 other 

Malaysia‟s student, we manage the study group really well and received positive comments from the 

participants. 

●What worked well 

We manage the time very well and the study group went well from the start to the end. By putting a lot of 

animation in the power point, this had really help the presentation to be really interesting and very easy to 

understand. We also think that all participants had really „participated‟ our study group. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 
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We think that the room is a little bit small for us to do traditional games inside it and for next time, we will 

do something different but interesting. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

Next time, we will show the participants about traditional culture we 

had in Malaysia. We also learn that a study group should be interesting 

but informative. 

●Questionnaire Results / Review 

・Please tell me the summary of questionnaire and your comment. 

・This is a very good program and people should really join this program. 

●Impression 

Study Group is a very great place for us to introduce Malaysia to the world and the most important thing, 

participants enjoyed our study group. 

 

6．Traditional sports of Bangladesh 

Organizer: BAK-Japan（Bangladesh Association in Kagoshima-Japan）(Bangladesh) 

●What did want to tell to participants 

We tried to share our leisure time culture in Bangladesh, which consists of some interesting sports and 

games. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

First there was a Powerpoint presentation for 15 min which contained:  

1. A short introduction of Bangladesh (location, area, population, climate, etc) 

2. Names of some common sports and games which are played all over world including Bangladesh. 

3. Explanation of rules of about 15 traditional games by slide show and short demonstration.  

Secondly, 3 selected traditional games were explained and played. Each game required about 20 min 

including explanation of rules, which took 3 min. There was a break at the middle of the study group for 5 

min. The last 5 to 10 min was spent for question and answer portion.    

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

Regardless of age, all participants were very active in all games. All were new games. So each participant 

wanted to win. This intention made them excited; participants were like children so enthusiastic and excited. 

All were happy during the play time. I think all the participants have enjoyed the study group very much. 

●What worked well 

The participants were very smart and easy-learners; they could 

understand all the critical rules of each games immediately.  

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

The floor was so slimy. It was difficult for the participants to play the 

games actively. Next time we will try to change the playground. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

Conducting this study group would help us a lot to introduce our culture 

to the Japanese and foreigners in a very unique way. 
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●Questionnaire Review 

It seems that all participants enjoyed the study group. We are happy enthusiastic participation in games 

and their comments will help us to improve the future study group. 

●Impression 

We are so happy that we were given a chance to introduce our culture in such a big event. We would like to 

express our heartfelt gratitude to the authority of Integration Stay for their great job organizing such an 

event. 

 

7．Education and Child Labor Problems of Pakistani Children 

Organizer: Anila Nas Somroo / Anis Ur Rehman (Pakistan) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

1. Main Topic 

(1)Problems faced by Pakistani children (2)Problems in schooling 

(3)Effects of poverty on health and education (4)Child labor and its caused 

2. Content 

(1)Q.Why Pakistan is not giving only Quran education / A. There is a period for quran education, modern 

education is necessary. 

(2)Q.What are the requirements for being teacher in schools / A.Graduation, teaching course 

(3)Q.Is there any cell to monitor the education system / A.Yes there is Ministry, text book board etc 

(4)Who is supporting Talibans for their activities/ A.Some of our neighbors and western countries are 

supporting Taliban 

(5)What  is the salary of school teacher / It varies with rank and seniority 

3. Everyone‟s Opinion 

・I will say that we have to literate each and every body to coup the problem. 

・We have to refuse to get dictated by World super powers 

・We have to produce inner resources to enhance our economy 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and 

Participants‟ reaction) 

1. All participants listened it care fully 

2. They tried to mix the system with Islam which was not right  

●What worked well 

We all presented the problems very clearly 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

Everything was well arranged 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

・Yes I came to know the perception of Japanese people about Islam and Pakistan through their questions  
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●Questionnare Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・The topic was taken up on the TV ・I was interested in child labor, poverty and educational problems 

・Because there weren‟t almost chances of listening to situation of Pakistan 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group? 

・I couldn‟t understand how to play game ・I want to know the source of statistics used in presentation 

・I didn‟t understand about Taliban well ・Topic of salary ・English 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want learn more? 

・I want to learn how government have to do with education ・I was surprised at a death rate 

・Too many problems of education and medical treatment system 

・Coordinators tackled their nation‟s problem seriously 

・I was impressed with what coordinators answer the question seriously  

④How did you feel change on yourself? 

・I was interested in the problem of Taliban ・I reconfirmed that Japan is too happy and safety 

・My consciousness of short of medical facilities became deeper  

・I thought the ideal method of international cooperation 

⑤Improvements or Evaluaion on Process 

・Interpretation was good ・I think that it is useful for understanding to show pictures of the spot 

・Change of slide was quick. I want to change slower 

⑥Other opinions 

・There weren‟t almost chances of listening to situation of Pakistan, so this is good experience 

・I‟m happy tell us report after that ・Presentation was worthwhile 

●Impression 

I feel good to tell about the problems. Questions and comments of few Japanese peoples made me feel that 

they are thinking‟ that all of Pakistan is in such a worst situation. Although we repeatedly reminded them 

that We are talking about only problems and All of Pakistani children are not facing the problems. I also get 

an impression that some of the endemic peoples were radicalizing the Talibans and Islams and they don‟t 

have any clear idea about the realities may be due to the lack of information and also because of propaganda 

of western media 
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8．Let‟s go to Indonesia! 

Organizer: Yuriz Bakhtiar, Patrick Prayoga (Indonesia) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

Indonesia has a slogan, “unity of diversity”. We, Indonesians, wanted to tell to the all the participants that 

even though Indonesia composed of different things (culture, religion, language, etc.), but we are still 

united. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

・30mins about explanation of Indonesia basic information such as national flag, natural landmarks, food, 

etc. 

・40mins about experiencing Indonesian dances, traditional Indonesian 

musical instrument “Angklung”, traditional games, and also tasting 

Indonesian dishes. 

・10mins for writing questionnaire 

● Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and 

Participants‟ reaction) 

We found that participants were happy of joining Indonesia study group and they also obtained plenty of 

information regarding Indonesian culture. 

●What worked well? 

Having live experience of Indonesian culture, such as playing Indonesian traditional musical instrument 

“Angklung”, doing Indonesian dance “Poco-poco”, playing traditional games, and tasting Indonesian dishes.  

●What didn‟t work well? / Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ 

reaction).  

We should have explained about Indonesian's slogan “Unity in Diversity” by showing some videos. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

We appreciate of being given this chance so we Indonesians could introduce a little of our country and 

culture. On the next event, I believe it has to be much better without changing the main content.  

●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I‟m actually going to go to Indonesia. ・I want to understand more about other countries. 

・I‟m interested in the beauty of the sea and the food through TV. 

・I‟m interested in Indonesia, especially Indonesian history and culture. 
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・I have been interested in Indonesia for a long time because I study oceanography. 

・I‟m interested in the other country‟s musical instrumental (or playing). 

・I‟m interested in Indonesia because my senior went for training and I knew that there was Tsunami in 

Indonesia. ・This study group is the second time to choose. The dance was very interesting. 

・My friends introduced me. ・I‟m acquainted with the lecturer. 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group? 

Considering the way of people life, I wondered if there actually hold a traditional events right now. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more? 

・Poco-Poco was enjoyable and Indonesian sweets were also good. The way that you played “twinkle, twinkle, 

little star” by the instrument with a united effort was very good. I could know better of Indonesia and it 

taught me a lot. ・I wanted to touch much more kinds of musical instruments. 

・I‟m surprised to know that the number of race is bigger than I knew in Indonesia.  

・I wanted have much a little time. ・Rubber band rope jumping is the same as Japan. 

・I unexpectedly didn‟t know that the population is the third biggest and nearly 200 races are living in 

Indonesia. ・The meaning of the national flag. The meaning is united regardless of the diversity. 

・The culture is different in each island. Food culture was interesting for me. I want to come to Indonesia (in 

touch with the) and know about the art that was also shown few on the screen. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I felt something familiar to Indonesia though I had thought Indonesia had been a far world from Japan.  

・I think there is no conflict because of the differences of the cultures in Indonesia, though there are many 

countries fighting caused by the differences of the culture. 

・Rational game is almost the same in the whole world. ・I‟ve come up the concrete image of Indonesia. 

・It was good that I found it Indonesia when I heard the name of the place, “Kalimantan”. 

・I felt fresh to know that there are similar games to Japan also in Indonesia. 

・It was rare that I shift my focus on to Asia, but I‟ve got an interest to know that Indonesia has been 

developed on its own way. ・The image to Indonesian people has changed. 

・I have heard of Indonesia long time ago since my elementary school teacher lived in Indonesia for long 

time. ・I‟ve known that Indonesian people like dancing. ・Dance was enjoyable. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・It was better if the time for activity could be extended. ・Introduction of trivia seen only in Indonesia  

・I wanted the time to read the explanation though there is no choices because of the short time. 

・I like both of the last year and this year, but I like the last year better than this year. Anyway, I enjoyed 

it. ・It was good to act my body. ・Talking was also interesting.  

・Progressing was very easy to understand.・I got favorable feeling because presenter coped with the trouble 

very hard. ・I was fascinated on the point of eyesight and hearing by using P.P.T. 

・It was very fun because we are given the Indonesian food between the presentation, and I enjoyed the 

experiences such as dance or instrument. The content of the presentation was clear. 

⑥Other opinions 

・I‟ve known a little historical thing. ・Coconut sweets was tasty. ・This study group taught me a lot. 

・I felt friendly to Indonesia by actual experiencing and joining together. I was glad to be given a souvenir. 
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・Thank you for the enjoyable time. 

●Impression 

I‟m grateful to be given a good opportunity to introduce Indonesia. 

 

9．Changing South Korea from Korean viewpoint 

Organizer: Min-Joo Lee (South Korea) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

・About Korean culture： It can be seen also in the outside of South Korea, but I chose three from what we 

think it peculiar culture to South Korea and what Korean tends to feel. You can see it also in the other 

countries, but we want you to know that South Korea has various and unknown parts as well as good and 

bad parts by telling Korean-like parts in it. In short, we want you to know the much deeper aspects of 

South Korea not only the surface. 

・You will get to see your country refresh in a foreign country. So, we want you to know South Korea a little 

deeper by telling the differences between South Korea and Japan to the other countries’ people, Korean 

people and Japanese people, and at the same time, we want to discuss what is in common and different 

●Outline at the appointed day 

We chose and introduced internet culture, three relationships (educational relationship, territorial 

relationship, blood relationship), and anger syndrome (“fire sickness” or “anger sickness” in Kanji character) 

from Korean cultural matters. We introduced for about 50 minutes and we got questions after that. At first, 

we showed the participants the surface South Korea by showing advertisement for sightseeing of South 

Korea when we introduce. And then, we presented the parts three of us chose and analyzed in the form of 

introduction. On that day, about 15 people participated. 

 We were glad to see that everyone seriously heard our presentation though atmosphere was quiet because 

some topics were a little heavy. But, I wished there had been a mike because neighbor ‟s room was too noisy 

to concentrate on our presentation for the participants and we felt sorry for that. 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants’ reaction)  

It was a little pity that we couldn’t do interesting presentation, for the substance was a bit boring and, 

some seriously joined and Other opinions were sleeping. 

●What worked well? 

Our presentation itself was good because it didn’t take so long time as we thought and it smoothly 

progressed though we worried about it because it took so long time on the practice. And, it was also good to 

take questions from the participants and we can talk with the participants. 

●What didn’t work well / Improvement for next time 

・We couldn’t answer well because there were some unexpected questions and difficult ones. We should 

have examined well and collected the materials for the answer to such like questions.  

・We feel like we couldn’t make our-self understood very well because we didn’t plan any different 

scenarios though we were said to make it in the meeting before that day. 
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●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I wanted to know more a near and far country, South Korea. I thought one of the phrases of this topic, 

“from Korean viewpoint” seemed interesting. I chose this because I know only the surface of South Korea  

and wanted to learn the deep parts. 

・I’m interested in South Korea from Korean viewpoint because my mother is Korean. 

・I chose this because I’m Korean and wanted to listen to a study group of two ones related with South 

Korea. ・I wanted to know South Korea deeper because I have a Korean friend. 

・I have a misunderstanding about South Korea though I’m Korean.  ・I’m interested in South Korea. 

・it seemed interesting idea that you think much more about your country. ・I like South Korea.  

②What weren’t be able to understand the content of this Study Group? 

・I didn’t understand the content very well because I’m a new comer to Japan and poor at Japanese. ・

they think it important to control their emotion. 

・everyone questioned about grudge (“Han” in Korean). Speaking of “grudge”, it sounded a little 

different from “grudge” in Japan (“Urami” in Japanese). I think we cannot explain this in a one 

word. ・it was sometimes difficult to listen to because of neighbor’s sound. 

・I didn’t understand why the number of the site of internet in South Korea is bigger than that of Japan. 

・There was an explanation about three relationships, but I think it is terrible also in Japan. I think it 

cannot be said that blood relationship in South Korea is stronger than that in Japanese. For example, in 

politician, there are cases that both of father and his son or father and his daughter or husband and wife 

are politician. I think it was better that if you introduced how to solve as well as the problem. Incidentally, 

the politicians in Japan have almost been from the University of Tokyo. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you 

want to learn more? 

・About grudge. But, I’ve pretty got in Q&A. It was interesting. 

・I often think that Korean mother is always angry and she looks severe 

when I watch Korean drama or movie. But, I’ve known that it is 

related with cultural matter, anger syndrome. That convinced me 

enough.  ・Explanation was in detail. They were politely explaining 

psychological problems well. 

・I‟m impressed that bond consciousness is strong. 
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・The difference of collectivism between South Korea and Japan. 

・Introduction video of South Korea brought me back old memories. And, it was good because I could think of 

blood relationship, educational relationship and territorial relationship again. ・This study group taught 

me a new discovery because I’ve heard of Hapun for the first time. 

・In Korea, patriotism is stronger than the other countries.  

・The cause of anger syndrome. Why could South Korea been developed regardless of the introverted. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I thought Korean mother is severe, but I will stop to think that she is a just severe person because I’ve 

found that this is related with various matters. ・Repressed emotion can be anger syndrome. 

・I’ve known that Korean people have also politeness or the notion to restrain emotion the same as 

Japanese people.  ・I didn’t feel the difference between the nations. Mind problem is the same. 

・I haven’t had no interest to social parts in South Korea or how Korean people think, but I thought it 

better to have interests like that aspect through today’s study group.. 

・The content of argument was good because they took not only bad parts but also good parts and never been 

biased toward one viewpoint and they recognized both of them were one of “South Korea”.  

・I could deepen understanding about grudge. 

・Favor to my local doesn’t lead only good thing. Any countries feel trouble with much stress. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・I couldn‟t listen to the presentation and Q&A well because neighbor ‟s room was noisy though it was not the 

presenters‟ responsibility. It was better if there were a mike or you should have done good room 

arrangement. ・It was good that they very politely reacted to the questions. 

・The presentation was very in detail in everything and urged me to easily understand because of concrete 

examples. ・It was good that they tried to answer our questions very hard in their faith. 

・I think it is difficult for Japanese people to understand because South Korea from Korean viewpoint, and 

South Korea from Japanese (foreigners’) viewpoint is different and this would be different even between 

Korean people.   ・I was glad to see that three of them tried to do their best. 

・I thought it would be difficult for foreigners to understand their pictures because there had many Korean 

alphabet. ・It was better if you prepared much. 

⑥Other opinions 

・Well done. It was interesting. 

・I‟ve got to like South Korea better than ever and I could have interest. By all means, I want to go to South 

Korea in the future! 

・I thought I needed to go to South Korea and had much more communication with Korean people to 

understand the sense of grudge. I have to go there if I sincerely try to understand.   

・I enjoyed to know refresh that South Korea from Japanese viewpoint and South Korea from Korean 

viewpoint is different. I’ve got to want to know social situation in South Korea and its culture much 

more. ・I wanted to talk much more with them. 

・Three of them were doing their best and it was a good presentation. I didn’t know the anger syndrome at 

all. It is not still clear, but I think I’ve got what they meant. ・Plain but good study group.  
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●Impression 

・As a whole,  I think it was good my experience. This is very rare experience, and I’m glad that I could 

learn various aspects of my country and Japan. 

・I could learn much by watching and comparing with Other opinionstudy groups. It was a really good 

circumstance for me. 

・We‟ve had various discussion about grudge. We had not thought of the meaning so deeply because I had 

often heard of this phrase from our childhood. I thought of this phrase refresh. And furthermore, I‟ve 

found it difficult to tell the other foreign countries‟ people very well. I wonder if we can all it our culture. I 

could think of my country and the other countries. So, I want to participate in this Integration Stay in a 

year to make a new opportunity to think refresh. 

 

10．To make Eco village and energy society which don‟t produce radioactivity 

 with increasing entrepreneurs. 

Organizer: Eichiro Noguchi (Japan) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

I would like to introduce “Eco Villages” as concrete measure and social entrepreneur, moreover the way of 

its realization. Evelthough the concept is still vague and unfamiliar for Kagoshima people yet, but I hope 

through this occasion, there will be an opportunity for participants especially to have this big concept 

considered.  

●Outline at the appointed day 

The total number of participants had been greatly change in advance, so I abandoned to spend too much 

time for discussion. Instead of it, I had prepared many materials that might be read repeatedly. 

Unexpectedly, there were no chairs in the room, but I let participants feel relaxed and sit. Then, I told them 

my purpose of this study group and after that let them introduce their-self. At that time, I thought it is 

needed to interpret completely, and for interpreter, I tried to speak with punctuating the talk. I spend most 

of the time for distribution of the materials and explanation of it, so I tried to let all of them speak or 

question at least one time, and I used the whole time remaining to 

answer to it. If it were possible, I would like to do some follow-up 

regarding its content. 

●What worked well? 

I could tell most of what I wanted to inform participants. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

I need to more consider the numbers of participants and 20 

interpretation.  

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

Since previous Integration Stay, this whole year I have acquired many information and data to be passed to 

younger generations. However due to my limit as a human being, I could not digest all of the contents 

completely. So, I already think that I will discuss these contents together with the younger generations in 

the near future. 
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●Questionnaire Results / Review 

I considered myself as being greedy, as a result, I could not complete the whole program. I often join the 

study group as a sponsor, and often the timetable and venues are changed. These changes held my step back 

of improving the quality of the study group. However, I still appreciate for the invitation as a sponsor.  

 

①Reason chose this Study Group 

・I‟m interested in “Eco”, So through this study group I wanted to learn the sustainable and reclamation of 

Energy. ・I heard the “Eco Village” first time, and I‟m interested in it. 

・I want to know about entrepreneurs who establish the company as one influence on environment and 

people, and in detail of it. ・I want to be teacher of society, so I would like to increase my knowledge. 

・I think that energy economy is about considering the environment nearby us, pairing with the economy 

development, both of them are useful to resolve environmental problems in China. 

・I'm interested in the word "entrepreneuring" 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the contenn of this Study Group? 

・What do the Eco village contribute to our society concretely and the present condition of it.  

・I could learn "Eco village" but I couldn't understand about entrepreneurs well. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more? 

・Eco villages are not established from zero, but wherever from to improve our way of life. 

・The explanation of global warming(it is really infection for earth)  ・About "Kinohana family". 

・I want to participate in Eco village community. Before this, I thought that I could do nothing for our 

environment, but after joining this study group, I think it is important to change that mind-set and start 

practicing it. Starting from now on, I will try to consider seriously what I can do. 

・I want to learn more about zero-waste life in Eco Village. ・Self-sufficiency and global warming. 

・I could understand the policy and support  for sustainable society, and  the promotion to change    

existence area into Eco villages. I'm interested in the talk that there are someone live in the Eco village 

with commuting the company in the city. 

④How did you feel change on yourself? 

・I'll try to examine for Eco village (the way to live in the community of the area, to consume the local product, 

barter etc…) ・Not to think about only myself, but also Other opinions. 

・I feel as if energy problems in the future were my own affair. I would like to think and practice little by 

little. ・I would like to learn environment deeply, and think what I can do from now on. 

・I understood that the Eco village is not the only village of farmers but also the community which exists 
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anywhere. ・I‟ll change the way of my life gradually. ・I want to appreciate the environment around me. 

・My faculty is law and literature in Kagoshima university, so I would like to think how I can make the 

society better from aspect of law in future. 

・Before this study group, I really had not known Eco village, so this experience was a big change for me. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・I could understand easily through concise explanation of some data and each question time. 

・I could make my horizon broaden because of many introduction in this study group. 

・I admired sponsor of this study group because he told us many information in this short proglam,soI want 

to learn how to progress it like him. ・The time is too short to understand totally. 

・The way of progress trough that I could hear other‟s opinions and then consider it is good. 

・There were many materials. ・It was better that we discussed only one topic. 

・I wanted to know the Mr.Noguchi‟s opinion to the Eco Village. ・I wanted to sit down at the table. 

⑥Other opinions 

・I was disappointed that the time was too short. ・Thank you for precious talk. 

・After Integration Stay, I bought "Big issue" at first time and read , then I felt the "reality" in the sentence 

of it. I wanted to consider what I can do from now on.  

●Impression 

I was tensed up very much, but I told what I wanted to inform including firm things to participants fully. So, 

I appreciate it. Thank you very much. 

 

11．Modern technology and Cooking in the North America and beginning of it 

Organizer: Ty O. Murphy (U.S.A) 

●What did you want to tell to participants? 

I want participants to understand deeply the history and society of Florida. 

In my study group, we‟ll discuss  the influence of plantation and taste 

traditional or super-modern foods of Florida. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

 10minutes：introduction 

 20minutes：The presentation about history of Florida 

    ・I told participants the history from Native American To establishment of NASA and the change 

of society incident to it. After that, we discussed about it. 

    ・We discussed about how we can control the quick change of technology from pros/cons aspects. 

 20minutes：Tasting prep and crocodile 

 5minute  ：break time 

 20minutes：Tasting arrozy frijoles negros 

 5minutes ：Tasting space foods 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

Participants were interested in the foods I had prepared. 

●What worked well 

Actually, I let participants taste some foods, so they could experience the improvement of technology. 
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●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

We couldn‟t discuss with each other deeply, because the time was too short for it. I need to consider that 

how to tell participants the main points easily, and how to bring out opinions from them. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

Next time, I would like to make the presentation easy to understand, and spend more time to discuss 

addressing subjects.  

●Impression 

It was precious time for me to hold study group gathering many people from all over the world. I was so 

impressed to taste and discuss with them. First, I began it to tell many people Florida, but finally, I learned 

many things through it.  

Human‟s history can‟t be told without the history of technology. I was glad if my study group could give 

participants the chance to consider the influence of technology or the relation with the multicultural society. 

 

12. Buddhism and Multicultural Symbiotic Societies 

Organizer: The Chief Priest of Chinkoku Temple (Japan) 

●What did want to tell to participants 

Japanese of present days have forgotten the good quality of their ancestors. For example, when eating, 

have you ever thought that many people in the world do not have enough food? Just by eating, you are 

actually depriving life of Other opinions. Are you living you life to the point where it is worth to deprive 

other‟s life? Eating is living. Have you ever thought about the purpose of your life? 

It‟s not just about eating. When you are studying, sleeping or talking, have you ever thought the meaning of 

it, and put your heart into it? 

Foreign students shouldn‟t imitate the poor quality of present Japanese but 

should pass along the good quality of old Japanese to their home country.  

●Outline at the appointed day 

・Topic about Japanese of olden days ・Eating bread ・Question and answer 

session 

● Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction)  

I was glad they were paying attention in my topic 

●What worked well 

Through eating, the good qualities of old Japanese were successfully delivered. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

The contents were a bit different between Japanese and English 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

 I would like to talk other kind of topics and make it meaningful for the contestants 

 

 

 

 

http://ejje.weblio.jp/content/chief
http://ejje.weblio.jp/content/priest
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●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reason chose this Study Group. 

・It‟s rare to have a chance to listen from a chief priest, so as Japanese, I am interested in the topic. 

・The Japanese of old days were mostly living as a Buddhist, but in the life of present days, to what should 

we show our gratitude, what do we feel and what kind of thought should we hold on living. I would like to 

learn these from the perspective of Buddhism. 

・Because the Buddhism of Japan and China develop in different course 

・Because it‟s rare to listen from a chief priest so I was hoping to be able to listen to some profound topic. 

・I came in touch with Buddhism a lot in daily life and is interested in knowing more about Buddhism and 

the religious perspective of Japan・Because I heard that the chief priest is a fantastic person 

・I wanted to know what to do for the realization of multicultural symbiotic societies 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・Although I can understand the subject, but it‟s totally a different situation in japan. Food is just something 

profitable for a capitalism country like Japan.  

・In the talk, I realize there are too many “Japanese” as a subject.  There is nothing to do with country if the 

human beings have the same religion. ・Is it true that praying after finishing all the food is wrong? 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more? 

・After thinking of the history of the bread I am eating, I understand the worthiness of it 

・There are link between our life and the growth of rice. ・Way of eating bread and rice. 

・I think that multitasking at the same time, and can‟t ask for efficient only. 

・Reflect about my own life, and wait for a good chance. 

・Understand that there are deep side about food, life are all linked together. 

・It‟s great to me that made me think that the way of their life. ・Everything in this world are equal. 

・Understand that we should pay attention to every small daily act. 

・Even plants and animals have life,  we must treat our food importantly for taking their life away and 

make food. ・We have no future if we don‟t take good care of our living world. 

・It is very interesting that from food it can link Japanese culture, Buddism, and Shinto together. 

・I felt that I have the right to understand the meaning and purpose to stay alive. 

・In the Buddhism thought, they ask us to give out our greed. But we shouldn‟t give out the greed of helping 

each other. ・Other than food, I would like to know more about Buddhism thought. 
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④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・It makes me thinking of my life and human being existence. But I felt scared after thinking too much of 

it. ・I realize that I forgotten those meals are thankful. ・Be focus, and do what you want to do. 

・Eating is not something rightly. ・Take good care of what we have now. ・Treat our food importantly 

・Foods actually have life too. ・Must beware of eating, my life and some small matters from now on. 

・I must change my point of view about food.・Must treat it seriously before eating it. 

・From now on I must treat food and living creature around me seriously. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・The translation is smooth enough, very easy to understand it. ・The teacher‟s English is too slow. 

・Eating bread and listening to the talk is simple and great. ・The English translator should use a mic too. 

・Although it seems a little hard to bring in the themes of the talk, but eventually the participants 

understand it. ・I think it is perfect. It make us thought of the deep part in such a short time. 

・Based on the integration stay, I understand the talk has to be translated, but there are gap between 

sentences, it‟s quite hard to link together. ・The introduction very slow enough and great. 

・It is easier to understand if there are slideshow and pamphlet. ・The talking speed is a little bit slow. 

・I hope this kind of important talk can do a little bit writing on the blackboard. 

⑥Other opinions 

・Felt thankful for coming from so far away. ・It is a very valuable talk. ・Want to listen to some other thing 

・I want to listen to the chief priest again. ・I love Buddhism. ・Learn lot of thing. 

・When translating, don‟t you think it is better to use first person. 

●Sentiments 

This is the first time I have a conversation with people from different countries .And I am happy if my 

speech affects everyone. 

It was my pleasure to be able to meet everyone. Thank you.  

 

13．The popularization activity of native bacteria in Cambodia 

Organizer: Yanagida Yanagida (Japan)  

●What did want to tell to participants? 

I would like to introduce my experience from the lead to international exchange to activity in Cambodia. 

Through that, I want participants to understand that it is important to enjoy positively in international 

exchange.  

●Outline at the appointed day 

(1) International exchange in Japan・・・＜30 minutes＞ 

 1．The motive of it 

 ・fishery/agriculture   

 2．My  activity in Japan 

・“Karaimo koryu”/WWOOF ・Participation of the seminar（Cambodia youth invitation in 2006） 

(2) The report of the activity in Cambodia・・・＜30 minutes＞ 

(3) Question and Answer・・・＜20minutes＞ 
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●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

In the study group, I talked one-sidedly and there were few opinions from participants. 

●What worked well? 

I explain it using power point including some pictures. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

・It was bored  for some participants so that I talked one-sidedly・I couldn‟t explain about specific terms. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

・On the next study group, I would let participant to speak freely. 

・To add explanation of some specific terms in the presentation. 

●Impression 

I was glad to tell participants the essence of International exchange. However, I needed to add the 

explanation of some some specific terms in the presentation.  

 

14. Sengan-en (The Sengan Garden) 

Organizer: Institute of Kagoshima Gaigo (Japan) 

●What did want to tell to participants?  

Senganen had received the influence from different culture  and is one of the birthplace of the modern 

Japan 

●Outline at the appointed day 

By using PowerPoint, the description of different spots was told with quiz in between.   

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and 

Participants‟ reaction) 

・I was surprised that there were no reaction from the contestants but 

somehow it went well 

・The numbers of participants that I heard beforehand were a bit different 

from the actual day, and I was not certain whether to include English 

explanation but end up I did both. 

●What worked well 

The quiz went very well.  

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

・Will try to work harder to lighten up the atmosphere ・Composition of speech 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

When doing the preparation for the event, we get to know more about our own topic. And it‟s very 

important to think from the perspective of audience too when preparing for the presentation 

For camp like this, it‟s better to have the topic conducted in the form of experience rather than discussion 

form 
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●Questionnaire Results 

 
①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・To learn more about Kagoshima‟s history, culture and nature.  

・I had studied about Senganen before so I was interested in the topic 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・I couldn‟t understand the English and the places of senganen 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・Kagoshima-ben ・The talk about Stujin-gan was interesting.・The history of Janbo Mochi was deep. 

・Learn the thing and history that exhibited in Senganen. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I want to learn more about the history of Kagoshima   

・I want to take time and have a close look at senganen next time 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・It‟s hard to see the video slide ・Easy to understand. ・The small performance was interesting 

⑥Other opinions 

・I was very happy to learn a lot of different things 

 

15．Fair-trade from us 

Organizer：Ayako Kabayama(Fairliss) (Japan) 

●Innovation 

・We held break-time for not making participants bored. This is based on last year‟s experience. 

・We provided some fair-trade‟s coffee and cookies and show participants the goods and catalogues of it. 

・To make it clearly for them we talk about fair-trade using some examples from every possible aspects. 

・Last year ,We couldn‟t explain the presentation well in English in later half. So, we reflected on it and 

wrote the script from the start to final of study group. However, it was not well executed. 

●Matters on preparation days 

It was difficult for us to hold regular meeting so that some of us were members of society and Other 

opinions were college students. In addition, we couldn‟t participate in the sponsor‟s meeting.  

●The way to solve the problem 

While we couldn‟t hold meeting, we made some plan using the note which had been talked with Kobayashi 

teacher. In this study group, some of the participants from many countries have a business connection of 
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fair-trade. So, we can learn from them and it is precious time for us. However, I regret that unconsciously, I 

made the program of this study group for Japanese. 

 

16．The difference of difference ~through the activity of Jaddo~ 

Organizer: NPO Jaddo (Japan) 

●What did want to tell to participants 

Japan is an island country and has only one language and furthermore, there are no big differences in 

weather and custom in the country. Therefore, common sense by tacit approval prevails in Japan and we 

also regard it as natural thing. But, "common sense" different from Japan by various factors of the 

environment, politics, and the religion, etc. exists in the world. And, I want you to notice that your common 

sense never becomes standard common sense. And, also I want you to think that if the differences of the 

common sense could be tolerated also in the other countries or the areas. 

We, NPO Jaddo want you to know that we’re supporting in the field we tend to avoid in our daily life, 

“medicine”, “hygiene” and “education”. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

 Flow of study group Prepared 

matters 

In
tro

d
u

ctio
n

（5
 m

in

） 

・We, Japanese interpret the proverb, “spend money like water” 

as the image that is “luxuriously spend a lot of money”. But, 

on the other hand, in arid zone etc., this proverb is 

interpreted as the image that is “importantly spend money 

little by little”. 

・Above this, we notice that the image we hold to one word or 

matter differs from areas, environment and generation where 

one is raised up. 

・We convince of the theme. 

“The difference of the difference” 

Notice that your common sense never becomes standard 

common sense.   

・White board 

P
ro

g
re

ss

（6
0

 m
in

） 

・Read closely the question paper Jaddo prepared and form your 

opinion（about 5 minutes）. 

・Split into each groups after you formed your opinion, and form 

the opinions into one opinion to “the differences of the 

differences” as one group. And in this time, discuss why you 

think so finding the concrete examples.（about 15minutes） 

・Present the opinions in each groups.（about 5 minutes） 

・Listen to the amplification about “the differences of the 

differences”.（about 15 minutes） 

・Discuss in each groups for the second time（about 20 minutes） 

Question paper 

 

 

 

 

・White board 

 

・PC 

・PP soft 
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C
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・Convince how your group’s opinion has changed. 

・Convince this theme is never distinguished by justification. 

・Convince that some differences can be changed. 

・Listen to the explanation about activity of Jaddo which is one 

of the changeable differences. 

・Acknowledge the presence of “differences” and esteem sense 

of values each other.  

 

 

 

 

 

・PC 

・PP soft 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants’ reaction)  

The number of the participants and the nationality was small such as Japan, China, Germany and 

Bangladesh and the group discussion didn’t become heated. 

●What worked well? 

・Their opinions were deeper than I expected because the participants’ age 

was wide compared to the last year. 

・We could have enough time for the questionnaire because I’ve got 

distribution at time in the last year. And, after that we could directly 

share some participants’ opinions because we had some participants’ 

present their impressions. 

●What didn’t work well / Improvement for next time 

・The number of the participants’ was small compared to the last year. I felt a little disappointed with the 

fact because I had assumed various common senses must have been exchanged one after another and I 

could enjoyably advise because this Integration Stay can be expected that people from many countries and 

areas come, but it was a little disappointment. 

・I want to make a catch copy that makes the participants want to participate when they got explanation 

about study group in reservation.  

・I disregarded the explanation of Japan’s situation because the number Japanese participants was big. It 

was not enough for the participants who had just come to Japan. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

・Challenge for the next time：How to advertise for much more participants 

・What you learned：Though I feel the same in the last year, we could have the new viewpoint by hearing 

opinion exchange which is born only in the Integration Stay. And, concerning the question which is 

conscious of gender, I felt thought of gender is very different from age and sex even in Japanese. I think I 

can make one more study group only with this topic. 

●Questionnaire Results 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I wanted to think of the “differences”. 

・I’ve known there are various kinds of values and the “usual” through studying abroad. I thought it 

would be a good opportunity I could think the matters how I can accept the differences and how I have to 

cope with.  ・I wanted to know the differences between Laos and Japan in detail. 

・I was interested in Laos because my daughter was indebted at the end of the last year by experience 

activity in Laos and I was hearing her talking.  ・I wanted to learn many different cultures and lives. 
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・Now, I’m studying as a research student in the Graduate school of Kagoshima University faculty of law, 

economics and humanities. I chose this study group because I’m specializing cultural anthropology and the 

most important subject is how the diversity of human, in other words, various differences should be 

understood, and I thought it would teach me a lot through this study group. 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・Nothing special 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・I thought education was important. 

・This study group taught me a lot because I didn’t know about Laos very well. I didn’t know that the 

present condition of toilet and longevity is the same as Japan 60 years ago in today’s Laos.  

・It was very good that I could receive incentive to my own way of thinking refresh by discussing with people 

who come from various countries. 

・I could learn the difference of the lifestyle between Japan and Laos. 

・Though Japan has uneasiness such as economy and employment, Japanese people have received favor in 

the aspect of medicine, welfare and education keeping constant standard. Though the actual condition of 

Laos was marvelous, I think Laos government need to adopt strategic policy.  

・I thought it is very difficult to think of the differences. It was the first time that I seriously discussed the 

differences with other people. It was difficult to think of the tolerated differences and the un-tolerated 

differences by myself. Thank you very much for giving me this wonderful opportunity. 

・I learned that in Laos, girls are importantly raised up and who is inheriting the house is the youngest girl 

in the house.  ・It made me shock that people have to wait for one year by having the birth registered. 

・I’ve known that women’s social status is different from countries or tribes and the activity of Jaddo. 

・I could learn the fundamental differences of lifestyle between the two races and the problems people of all 

over the world is having now.  ・How to understand the other cultures was deeply impression for me. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I noticed that what I’m doing in my daily life is not natural for some people and my viewpoint has 

broaden. ・Way of my life will still get active from now when I broaden my viewpoint. 

・On the discussion, three of us had different opinions, and the way of my thinking has changed in various 

parts.・The goodness and problem of Japanese society has been cleared. 

・I could notice that my consciousness of my common sense was far from enough and my “common sense” 

can pass only in my narrow space though I had assumed I had known my common sense is tiny. 

・It is natural that each countries have their own differences in each. But, I think everyone have the right to 

receive the equal medicine regardless of the differences of the countries. 

・If I were to go to the other countries or one area in China to give economical support, I would try to make 

people who live there join for the improvement of their lives not just giving money. 

・I want to know more about the differences of the various countries. 

・I thought it important to get rid of my prejudice in connecting with the different culture. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・It was very easy to understand that we have the organizer clearly explain Laos using power-point. 

・The progress was very smooth and natural. And I could participate in this study group with my honest 
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feeling because the organizer esteemed what the participants felt. 

・The time for discussion was much and it was good that I could hear the other persons’ opinions. 

・I wanted to discuss other countries’ people because my group was all Japanese. 

⑥Other opinions 

・It was very good opportunity to think of and discuss various questions with many various countries’ 

people together. 

・This study group taught me a lot. Everyone of Jaddo, everyone of this study groups’ stuffs, thank you for 

your preparation. 

・This study group is very precious experience though I don’t know if my translation was going to function 

very well. 

 

17．California dream  

Organizer：J. Smith (U.S.A) 

●What did want to tell to participants 

I tried to share an understanding why so many people have gone to live in California and of the cultural 

diversity of California, through its history and physical characteristics.  For many generations people from 

all parts of the world have come to California to follow their dreams. The gold rush of the 1850s is still seen 

as a symbol of California's style, which tends to generate technology, social, entertainment, and economic 

fads and booms and related busts. Whether the dream is finding gold, having religious freedom, being a 

movie star, becoming Governor, going to a great college, building your own technology company, creating a 

family farm, competing in sports, or just surfing the waves, California has been the place to go. 

Today California is a true mix of people from around the world and their children. There are especially 

large communities from Latin America and East Asia, particularly China and Japan. (There is actually a 

long history of people from Kagoshima in California, beginning with one of the 15 Satsuma ryugakusei, 

Nagasawa Kanaye, who ended up becoming a major wine maker in Santa Rosa.) This creates a wonderful 

kaleidoscope of diverse cultures, foods, religions, and viewpoints that help keep California at the leading 

edge of new ideas and innovation in technology, arts, food, and politics. 

I hoped to inspire and give encouragement to people who want to go to California or America 

●Outline at the appointed day 

The main presentation was using computer and power-point pictures and charts.  We also shared recorded 

music, karaoke singing about California and some fruits from California. I used many images and videos so 

people could catch the visual aspects of the nature and people in California. The videos helped share the 

sounds and movements of life in California. And the singing and foods helped to sample the emotion and 

tastes of California. While the text of the presentation slides was in English, I spoke in both English and in 

Japanese. 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

People were watching carefully, enjoying some humor, singing along (and clapping) as well as enjoying the 

fruits. Afterward I had positive comments 

●What worked well? 

I think the preparation and the presentation all went well. I tried to keep it informative, interesting and 
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fun. The members also really enjoyed the karaoke music part and the slides I prepared for the song (Hotel 

California) 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time? 

Generally speaking I think all parts of the study group worked well.  The room was a bit hot. I would also 

like to add another cultural activity for group participation. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

I would like to think of some more ways to be interactive with the audience about this topic. Also maybe 

some more questions and answers could be good.    

●Impression 

I think the presentation and topic fit with the integration stay. Most participants seemed to learn and enjoy 

it 

 

18.ＳＨＯＵＣＨＵ（The Japanese Liquor） 

Organizer: Inori Yamashita (Japanese) 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

Link with people around the world by telling one of the Japanese cultures, Shouchu. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

①Explanation about Shouchu recipe, variety of Shouchu, the Satsumashouchu mark that have been labeled 

recently. 

②Quiz. Find Shouchu from the liquor around the world. Etc 

③Practice how to drink shoushu. 

④Introduce the scenery photo of the Shouchu Gura 

⑤Explanation about the 9020 Shouchu recipe and variety of Shouchu. 

Content: Explanation about What kind of raw material is use in Shoushu, Difference between Shouchu 

and A grade Shouchu, What kind of Shouchu is it that sell in supermarket and pack with paper, 3E mark, 

QR mark and etc 

⑥Quiz (3 questions) 

Select one thing from (  ) that arrange on the table. ⇒Participants will select one answer. 

1st Question: Which one is Shouchu? Part 1(Shouchu, Japanese Sake, Vodka, Water) 

2nd Question: Which one is Shouchu? Part 2 (Shouchu,(Golden brown colour liquid), Whiskey, Apricot 

wine) 

3rd Question: Which one is Sweet Potato Shouchu? (Paddy, Sweet Potato, 

Wheat) 

⑦Explanation about how to drink Shouchu tastily.  

Water ratio and Hot water ratio. Practically mixing Shouchu and water 

at each table. 

⑧Participants to exchange view about liquors around the world. 

Introduction of Africa‟s liquors which the information is from a Tanzania friends. 
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●What worked well? 

The quiz warms everyone up. And, everyone‟s is interested in mixing the shouchu and water 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

The way to produced shouchu have a lot of technical terms, it have the image turning someone down. Next 

time we think we shouldn‟t talk about technical terms. And, I felt this time there are too much people. It‟s 

hard to summarize thing and talk to the participants sitting far away. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

I thought that telling the participants some familiar skill that need in normal life and knowledge to 

communicate with the people in Integration stay was fun. Although this is the 4th year to organize study 

group, but there are still a lot of subject, henceforth, I would like to use liquor as bridge to connect the world. 

Study group is not only about introduction, communication with the participants is also important. 

From now on I think I want to think up some interesting idea for next year.  

●Questionnaire Results  

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・Want to know more about this Japanese wine, as known as shouchu.  ・Wanted wine tasting. 

・I would like to know more about shouchu because I love it.  ・Concern about food and drinks around us. 

・Because I can drink shouchu during the study group. ・It is because I even study about shouchu in school. 

・Normally I don‟t drink shouchu, it‟s because I am interested in it. ・Because im weak in shouchu. 

・Shouchu is famous in Kagoshima, and I want to know how to make this tasty liquor. 

・I want to know the history of Kagoshima Shouchu. 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・Can‟t differentiate the taste between Rice Shouchu and Wheat Shouchu. 

・Can‟t understand shouchu is made from what kind of ingredient.  ・Producing process is over complex. 

・I felt that they skipped the talk about main ingredient. ・None 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・Drank shouchu after studying about it. ・Knew that there are a lot of liquors around the world. 

・I think I am addicted to sweet potato. ・It‟s great to know how to use the KuroJyoKa (Wine Pot) 

・The Shouchu which sit in barrel is so fresh and taste like whiskey 

・Wine tasting for the rice shouchu and wheat shouchu was hard.  ・Classified Shouchu 

・Remembered the way to choose shouchu and how to taste shouchu. ・Liquor‟s smell 

・During the wine tasting section, I was surprised that my teammates are so detail about liquor. 
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・First get know about the SatsumaShouchu trademark. ・Wanted to know how to produce shouchu. 

・Have deep interested in how to produce shouchu. ・Differentiating Shouchu and Whiskey by its colour. 

・I had a lot of question about shouchu, and eventually I can understand a little bit through the translation.  

・I personally don‟t drink shouchu too much, but because the elderly always make it, it is very helpful. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I didn‟t feel any changes in the way I thought, but I learn a lot about shouchu.  ・Learn about shouchu. 

・First time know that there are differences between A grade shouchu and B grade shouchu. 

・Learn new knowledge about sweet potato shouchu.  ・Should smell the wine before drinking it. 

・Next time when I buy shouchu, I will look at the mark behind. ・I want to try to shouchu next time. 

・I have changed my prejudice on some country because liquors around the world have strong alcohol. 

・I think that shouchu isn‟t any more regional products, it will become globalize product in near future. 

・There are different ways of drinking A grade shouchu and B grade shouchu.  ・Can now be tasting wine. 

・Wanted to know more about shouchu. ・I was surprise that A grade shouchu can be mix with juice. 

・Feel like buying KuroJyoKa (Wine Pot) ・Know about the correct way of drinking shouchu. 

・Wanted to teach my friends the right way of drinking shouchu.  ・Know the depth of shouchu. 

・Was using the water ratio of 8:2 for shouchu. From now on will be 6:4. And the shouchu smells even better. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・Please tell me why Japanese will use ice and hot water to mix with liquor and drinks. 

・It‟s better to make the translation earlier. ・The presentation with powerpoint is so easy to understand. 

・Want to drink more shouchu. ・It is my first time doing wine tasting; it will become my good memory. 

・It is better to make the word on the screen bigger.  ・Process and the translation works very well. 

・The introduction is in Japanese; please translate it to English too.  ・The introduction was very polite. 

⑥Other opinions 

・It‟s very interesting ・I drank quite a lot of shouchu, and I drunk.  ・Fun. 

・40% whiskey was great. ・It is great that I know bits of knowledge about shouchu. ・Interesting. 

 

19. Let‟s Go-Kon!(Let‟s join together!) 

Organizer: International Student Dormitory Tutors (Japan / Indonesia)  

●What did want to tell to participants? 

Go-Kon is an introduction starting with basic greeting and continues with international cultural exchange. 

In example, even we can‟t communicate through languages, but if we have the heart to tell opponents what 

you want to say, from then, you will feel the bond between each other. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

There will be some decoration on the table. To make the participants feel relax and cozy, and there are 

paper placed on the center, so that when the participants have nothing to talk about, they can pick one of the 

topic card and continue with some talk. 

We did some arrangement on the seat changing too. There are a small flag in the paper cup on each seat; 

participants have to move to the other groups‟ seat which have the same flag on it. 
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●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants` reaction) 

The atmosphere was very lively, every participants looks pretty close. Their conversation didn‟t stop and no 

participants are down at that time. 

●What worked well? 

Although the composition of the activity wasn‟t that smooth, but the 

real meaning is to have communication and cultural exchange isn‟t it? 

Practically, during the second half of the activity, almost every group is 

enjoyed in the talk. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time? 

・Should make some improvement on the topic cards.  

・Juice wasn‟t enough. 

・The activity only have one seat changing section just to let the participants to talk tightly, I think we need 

some improvement about this. ・There‟re some said should arrange a lesser number of people in group. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

We will not change the study group style, we should challenge more to make every participants to do more 

cultural exchange. As an organizer of this study group, we will not forgot the slogan of “Let‟s Join together, 

Every Year! ” 

●Questionnaire Results  

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・Want to talk with foreign people. And make my friends‟ network bigger. 

・It is easier to understand each other by going through a meal. 

・It‟s look very fun when I first read the content, and I can communicate with different person. 

・Because I never tried Go-Kon before, wonder what kind of activity is this. 

・Doesn‟t have special reason 

②What weren`t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・I have to study more about some countries just to make myself understand more. 

・Doesn‟t have any question ・Topic is not enough 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・I don‟t have much chance to talk with Japanese, so I think this is a good chance to talk with first meeting 

people.  ・Talk with a Chinese and understand about china‟s political measures.  ・Everyone is friendly. 

・It‟s fun even can‟t understand the Japanese, every countries have different sense and everyone have a 
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different view of thinking. Cross the border of country, it‟s good to have making friends from other country. 

・The Rabbit in Oriental Zodiac is actually a Cat at Vietnam. 

・I talked with a lot of Chinese, and they think I should continue my work even after im married. I 

understand a little about their country after communicating with them. 

・It‟s great that I can listen to some great man stories from the Chinese. And still I have to work hard in my 

English.  ・Everyone‟s Japanese is great, and I want to brush up my English skill too. 

・I was shock that there are differences between people who want to marry and people who want a couple.  

・They gave me a lot of comments and suggestion about my oversea study. 

・Even though can‟t communicate in English, but I am still able to express my thought. 

・The topic card is useful.  ・There are no small talks even between same age people. 

・The foreign can‟t understand the question that had been ready earlier, and they gave weird answer on that. 

I think the intercultural language is the most interesting. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I felt that no matter it is Japanese or foreign students there are not much different on method of thinking. 

・I know about my own country when foreign ask me about some good manners of Japanese.  

・Intercultural communication is the best.  ・Listen to the talks from different country is important. 

・After talking with the Chinese and Korean, I was surprise that there are similar points in views on love. 

・I think I need to work harder on my study after talking with Other opinions.  ・I think I can‟t get a lover 

in japan.  

・Even though the conversation time was short, but I still get to know each other very well and we had fun. 

・It is easy to become friends. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・Putting the topic card at center is a very good idea. ・I want some topics that are easier to talk. 

・The seat changing section makes changes to meet different kind of people.  ・The snacks were tasty. 

・The activity goes smoothly and happily. I think it will be better to add more seat changing section. 

・I think it‟s better to cut down the number of group member  

・The activity run smoothly and eventually the drinks are not enough. 

・The staff member did a lot of preparation. The form was great. 

・The talk doesn‟t really warm me up.  ・The idea of differencing with flag was great. 

・The seat exchanging section was great, but I want to talk to somebody which are from different group. 

⑥Other opinions 

・I should study more English in order to communicate with other.  ・Every one‟s Japanese is good. 

・It is fun; I would like to participate again.  ・This study group was awesome, and I can talk a lot. 

・There are some topics which are hard to talk about in the topic card. I think it is better to make more topic 

card. ・There are some group which have too much Japanese inside, I which to talk to more foreign. 

●Impression 

Of the entire study group, this is the one which is the most relax to take part in, and we have a foreign 

student which is the international dormitory tutor, Patrick to help us in the preparation. 

We think about how to let the participants to have deep cultural exchange and by doing it so, we accept 

comments from him, the foreign student. Although the preparation was very busy, but the participant‟s 
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smile face worth everything. 

I believe by going through this study group, everyone starts from basic greeting and from there we start 

linking everyone together as intercultural starting line. It is impossible task for taking away the wall 

between countries, and words for just 1hour 20minutes. After a manner, it is nothing more but just an 

introduction section. But, as an organizer of this study group, I can say we achieved our main objective that 

to join this study group as a start to have the thought to communicate with foreign. At least, I think it is 

worth everything to see participants go home with smile on their faces. I wish so. 

Being in a society that is so full of diversities, the hosts/organizers hope that a heart of tolerance and 

acceptance will be maintained, even though differences exist between countries and languages. We hope we 

could keep and maintain the good attitude accepting each other as our present subject.  

And, I would like to say thank you to Patrick for warming every one up.  I learn a lot from doing 

preparation work with the foreign students.  

Although it is hard to live together, it is important not to give up understanding each other. I felt that from 

the start of the preparing. 

 

20．Freedom of Speech 

Organizers：Chinese Student Association, Kagoshima University / the China-Japan Friendship Association in 

Kagoshima City（Chinese / Japan） 

●What did want to tell to participants 

We want to give deeper understanding of Freedom of Speech in China. 

Considering the fact that there are difference people's interpretations of 

China's knowledge, we want to discuss it moreover with participants. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

First, we introduced our purpose, the definition of freedom of speech and the 

laws of each countries. After that we explained about the analysis of Questionnaire Results. Then we spent 

time to question, answer and discuss with participants. 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

Most of participants talked about their opinion about the freedom of speech actively. 

●What worked well? 

We could proceed our study group smoothly so that we had prepared completely it using some data. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

While we had often practiced it, we were tensed up, so we couldn‟t keep the schedule. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

We had looked over many data, so we could learn the history and problems deeply, and it was good 

experience for us to tell those of things in front of participants. 

●Impression 

To make the study group, and especially to discuss with participants better, we should have cooperate with 

each other. The preparation for one and half month was too short for us, however, we are satisfied to succeed 

it. 
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21．The South Korea economy in the globalization 

Coordinator：Han Sang Gyun （The South Korea） 

●Innovation 

I showed photograph, image etc to participants so they can easily understand my explanation by 

implementing audio-visual factors.  

●Matters on preparation days 

How to explain the South Korea economy and globalization effectively in the limited time. 

●The way to solve the problem 

I decided to explain fact of South Korea economy in plain. I thought the participant could sympathize with 

me of the globalization of South Korea economy since it is related to world phenomenon. 

●What did want to tell to participants 

Through this session, I hoped I could introduce not only about South Korea economy but also the culture, 

but due to time, it was somewhat difficult. 

I thought this discussion went well because the participants were in sympathy with me about the 

globalization.  

●Outline at the appointed day 

I divided presentation time (total 80 minutes) in two sections. For the first section, I started with 

introduction of South Korea, history of its economy, and its present condition. After that, I divided about 20 

participants into 3 groups to have discussion of prepared questions about globalization. Because for the 

latter part, I want to have participants discussed amongst each Other opinionso this session will not only be 

in one way communication (only hear my presentation). That was the reason why I limited the participants 

to 20 people.  

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

10 minutes before the beginning of this section, I showed them the video about South Korea. I wanted the 

participants to know about southern part of Korea as much as possible. After this section was over, I checked 

on the questionnaire and many participants praised the form of discussion part. Since there wasn‟t right 

answer for this theme (means can not be decided whether the globalization is good or not), actually I wanted 

to talk and think together with participants so I could listen their opinion directly by myself.  

●What worked well? 

I think it was very good for the participants showed interest in this theme and discussed seriously. 

● What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

For the discussion part, questions were too many for the given time of 40 minutes. Next time, I will just 

give only 2 questions.  

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

It was a merit for me by getting opinions and thoughts from participants.  
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●Questionnaire Results・Review 

Thank you for good opinions.  

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I was very interested in the South Korea because I watched Korean movies and TV. 

・The South Korea is same to Japan in the East of Asia and it‟s near to Japan, So I wanted to know about the 

South Korea more and more.  ・I was interested in the word of globalism. 

・I wanted to discussion. ・I interested in The South Korea economy. 

・I learned Korean in a year at university so I wanted to know about the South Korea. 

・The south Korea economy‟s crisis is reported  from the mass media. 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・It was hard for me to understand, but was good for me to think about it. 

・The time was not enough for discussion.・Nothing. 

・I didn‟t know about economics, so I could not understand perfectly. 

・I could not image globalization of economy because it is too large. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・Coordinator‟s thoughts were objectively and the participant‟s thoughts were very mature.  

・I didn‟t know why the South Korea came to be economy crisis not so much, so I learned well that the factor 

is principle of favoritism in the South Korea and The crisis in Thailand. 

・I hoped the discussion was more deeply.  ・I was stimulated by other participant‟s various opinion. 

・It is same to Japan that The South Korea has been developing swiftly and fell economy crisis. So I thought 

 if the globalizations get progress, later economy crisis will soon someday.  

・I was surprised to know that before the South Korea come to be rich country such as now, that economy had 

 fallen off.  ・I have never think what is globalization, so it was good time for me to think about it. 

・I thought that the South Korea economy resembled Japanese‟s and Japan‟s future, and there were learning 

 points in the South Korea economy crisis.  ・Discussion arose in each groups and I could talk deeply. 

・I was deeply impressed by these opinions ”The globalization has both good and bad points. ”“I cannot 

 decide the globalization is economy indiscriminately. ・I had good time to think and opinion together. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I haven‟t had chance to learn South Korea economy before, so it was good in having time to think that. 

・I changed my idea of the globalization to know about other participants opinions. 

・Most of participants agreed that there was no precise answer of “Yes” or “No” in the globalization. 
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・I thought South Korea resembles to Japan because that country also has developed rapidly like Japan. 

・I heard opinion from Chinese participant and my view point of present China economy become wider (I 

thought it was also globalization).  ・I am to learn more about economy. 

・I think that globalization is not depend on just only economy, concern with another problem.  

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・Coordinator‟s explanation was very easy to understand.  

・Dividing participants into 3 groups and had balance consider to each participants nationality.  

・I thought it was good to divide the time and explain about this study group at first. 

・It would be better if there were resumes in English.   

・Time for discussion was not enough. I could not hear all participants‟ idea in short time. 

⑥Other opinions 

・Because I am still high school student, I didn‟t understand some part clearly, but I got some new 

acknowledgment. 

・It was good for me to listen about the South Korea economy from Korean directly. 

・I am relaxed by coordinator‟s character. 

・It was interest topic. 

・I found economy situation were different from each country and problems that there is a tremendous gap 

between the rich and the poor by the globalization.  

●Impression 

It was good for me to hear many good opinions about globalization. 

 

22．Arts of Asia 

Coordinator：Keiichi Ogawa （Japan） 

●What did want to tell to participants 

To Reviving participant of brush writing (calligraphy) as an Asian originated art which has been shifted by 

digital technology. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

The history of Chinese calligraphy that was brought into Japan by Zen monks in 16th century. 

It adapts 4 types of calligraphy, (側・臥, wave- ) and 3 kinds of Chinese calligraphy's ink (light, medium, 

thick) to physical and breathing technique. Afterwards, there will be some exercises. 

In this activity, it is applied Eastern Asia traditional style which could be divided into three major parts: 

Defending (characters imitating), Destructing (characters applying), and Separating. This activity only last 

for 80 minutes so our main goal is until destructing part only which is making the painting letter.  

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction)  

You may see participant‟s impression during the activity in the questionnaire results. 

●What worked well 

Before the activity took place, I prepared all of equipments and other necessary things needed. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time 

Although I already explained all programs at the beginning of the activity, but unfortunately due to the 
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time limitation, the last activity could not be accomplished.  

I found it quite complicated during the activity to evaluate each participant's result individually since it 

was different from the lecture. So, I prepared several flow charts regarding the activity. Sincerely I was 

interested to also involve in the production “The Challenges toward a Multicultural Society.” which I regret 

a little of not achieving this goal. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group 

During the activity, I personally found out the difference of calligraphy's stroke of each nationality.  There 

was a group which could not be assumed in the Integration Stay. In my personal opinion, observing this 

group's appearance and their working quality individually during the activity, “The Integration Stay” as 

theme should have been changed to “ Arts of Asia” -which it sounds a bit abstract- but it suits best with this 

study group. 

●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・Because I was interested in arts.・I like drawing the pictures.・It seemed to be interesting. 

・I thought I could participate in this activity with my children.・I like art and am interested in calligraphy. 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・It was hard for me to understand calligraphy only in few minutes. 

・I wonder that artists are rough when they art something 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・I wanted to draw more various things. 

・I had good time to experience slowly and carefully. 

・I thought we didn‟t draw them with thinking. 

・I learned that breathing and rhythm is important. 

・I was pressured to make a work of art.  

・I understood a little that physical is important to calligraphy and rhythm of breathing, sense of a brush 

striking.  ・I got impression that we could express something by change how to use a writing brush. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・The pleasure of calligraphy・Love for the nature ・Everything is difficult 

to deal with. 

・I understood we feel arts by the body not only by the fingertips. 

・I realized I like drawing pictures. 
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⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・Coordinator was unique and funny. I hoped to write another paper. 

・I finished properly even a bit rush. ・Everything went smoothly. 

・First, I was lost because the coordinator depend on each participants pace, but I had good time. 

⑥Other opinions 

・I wanted to do more.・I thought the art was good as ever. I want to do calligraphy. 

 

23．Language Market 

Coordinators：Arimura／Satozono／Kabayama（Yu-rinkan） （Japan） 

●What did want to tell to participants 

・To know various languages and create some interests on it. 

・To practice some negotiations both verbal and non-verbal. 

・To have a chance of exchange after this stay. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

1. Self-introduction（Name・Country・Language・Greeting in their language） 

2. Pair up（Doing games with someone else） 

3. The game explanation・Demonstration 

 (The game is to fill task paper out with various countries written on it) 

4. Distribution of task paper and confectionery which were as substitute of money 

5. Think with partner and start exploring country. 

6. Shopping game（Buying words which could not see by confectionery.）（20 minutes） 

7. Asking number of confectionery stock.…Premium for the best pair. 

8. Answer the game【Self-marking】…Pronunciation・Repeat・Poster 

Pronunciation by native speakers. 

 Listening to the sample tape of native speaker. 

 Commendation for the best pair from 1 to 3. 

→（Congratulations by language of prize winners.） 

9. Entering questionnaire and chatting as eating confectionery 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ 

reaction) 

・It looks as participants alone also opened up to them and enjoyed the games. 

・Free time after the games, chatting and taking the photos. I think it was good for the participants (having 

chance of exchange) to be a chance for exchange together.  

●What worked well? 

・It seems easy to communicate because of pairing without acquaintance and 

there is a sense of solidarity among them. 

・We could introduce communication value naturally because staff team also 

participate in this game. 

・ the kind of confectionery was increasing, so participants looks as 
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communicate by their favorite in addition.  

・「Practice of congratulation」・「Handmade medals by staffs」・「Grabbing as many confectionery as they can 

in one handful」made commendation put enthusiasm. 

・We could go smoothly in time throughout this study group. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time? 

・We hoped more foreign participants to join this study group. 

・It seemed to be more interesting if the rule was changed, I mean participants get one point plus if they can 

fill one line full either in vertical or horizontal. 

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

Both of staffs and participants were very cooperative. Many people cooperated with us and gave us many 

ideas. 

We thought consultation was very important. 

●Questionnaire Results / Review 

・We got good assessment in understanding contents, changing in theirselves, and advancing. 

・We looked as succeeded to have the participants knew various foreign language and interest in that, and 

felt importance of language, nonverbal communication and the pleasure of communication. 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・To experience other language. ・I can join if I can‟t speak foreign language. 

・I wanted to speak fluently. 

・I wanted to learn many languages. ・It looked as interesting with games.  

・Because it was actual technique.・I heard it was popular last year. 

 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・It was hard for me to understand Spanish and French. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・I found that there are many languages and I can‟t communicate if I don‟t know that. 

・Vietnamese was cute.  ・It was interesting for me that each countries have their own expression. 

・It was good for me to speak with participants from other countries. Especially, I was interested in Korean. 

・It was hard for me to communicate.  ・Pronunciation was hard for me ・I enjoyed the communication. 

・There were the words and sentences which were different from Japanese character, but it is interesting.  

・The game was interesting. ・It was first time for me to make friends with foreigners. 
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・I enjoyed  talking while eating. ・It was interesting there were many various and interesting languages. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I learned different languages from my mother tongue.  ・I want to use English in my daily life. 

・I want to be able to greet not only in English but also other languages. 

・I found that it was fun if I practice to speak foreign languages. 

・I come to be able to communicate more than before. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・Tempo of advance was good and easy to understand.  ・The contents was interesting. 

・It went well because pronunciation session was already well prepared.・I enjoyed talking together. 

⑥Other opinions 

・Good plan. ・I hope to join again. ・It was interesting. ・Enjoyed. 

・I like medal because it was very cute. ・Thank you! 

●Impression 

We were really glad looking to the participants enjoyed a lot and felt something from this study group. We 

got many ideas and cooperation with many people in preparation and we could conclude this study group 

was succeeded. We felt the importance of cooperation. We thought something will happen by doing 

something. 

 

24． Structure of dispute and peace from disputes in Somalia 

Coordinators：Hiroki Ishihara／Shinichiro Ochi （Japan） 

●What did want to tell to participants? 

・The actual condition of disputes in Somalia which were not conveyed by the mass media 

・Asking a question that the U.S, Ethiopia, and the United Nations intervention for whose peace. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

・Introduction of disputes in Somalia ・Questions and answers ・Asking a question for the participants 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction) 

We were interested in many opinions, but refrain from print here not to mistake of intention of the 

speakers. 

●What worked well? 

We could finish making power point ahead of schedule. 

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time? 

・We failed in making atmosphere for facilitating participants to argue due to lack of preparation. 

・We could not explain enough for English speakers because we did it only Japanese but the slides was in 

both languages.  

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

It is important to exchange together in the integration stay, so we need to come up with various ideas to 

make environment above-mentioned.  
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●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I wanted to know the actual condition of disputes in Somalia because I had seen Black Hawk Down as a 

movie.  ・I am learning about international relations and welfares in university. 

・Because this study group was about Africa.・I heard the name of Somalia, but I didn‟t know about that of 

disputes.  ・I heard the word of “Disputes in Somalia”, but I didn‟t know the actual condition of that. 

・I wanted to listen to Ochi. ・It looked as interesting. ・I wanted to know more  about disputes.  

・I wanted to know about history of Somalia, where civil wars are going on now, and cause of that disputes, 

and the peoples living in there.  ・I was interested in it because I had seen the news of pirates. 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・I understand rough of history of that. 

・I should have known background knowledge for example that history. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・If the people live in anarchy, I am interested to see how this case will develop. ・Prospect after this. 

・It was good time to think how we show our historically responsibility for Somalia, various countries in 

 Africa although I had been particular by confusion in Japan.  

・The United Nations and large countries brought confusion not peace to Somalia by various interventions. 

・There were many secrets in this disputes.・Even the United Nations came to same to armament 

 organizations.  ・How the United Nations and large countries influenced badly Somalia by intervention. 

・I also want to learn about Peace because there are some topics about Peace in this study group. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I could understand history of this disputes I had never known. 

・It is important to think from various view point not only from the news.  

・It is dangerous that I believe in all of the news by mass media in Japan  

・We need civilization‟s  view points not only objectivity. 

・We can understand more deeply when we see a news according to know the inside circumstances. 

・I thought the “Mass media” through this study group about disputes in Somalia. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Proces 

・I think most of participants were lack of background knowledge. So I wanted to get resumes I can learn 

before that day.  ・Power points were very good and easy to understand for me. 

・Coordinators should have led participants to the seats which is easy to see the slides before starting study 
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group.  ・The whole this study group was good. 

・I hoped the time to exchange together because the time for question was too long and there were not time to 

 do it.  

⑥Other opinions 

・Resumes and explanations were very easy to understand and I solve my question at soon. 

・Discussion was very high level and cool. 

・The United States dislike the country which is above of them, so if they are worried that, they influence 

that country to have come to fall. ・I want to know more about it.  

●Impression 

We planned only introduction about disputes in Somalia because we were worried that there were no one 

knowing about it and whether they can discuss it or not. However, there were some common points and 

different points from other disputes, so we decided to ask them question about it. Our ideal was developing 

discussion together, but we could not, so it was lack of our abilities. 

 

25．Let‟s enjoy Sepak Takraw 

主催者：Professor of Kanoya physical university（Japan） 

I planed this study group because I hoped to have fun both of Sepak Takraw –which origin from Southeast 

Asia-and the pleasure of doing sports and exchange with people from various country. It‟s first time for me to 

join in the Integration Stay, and I didn‟t understand the purpose of the Stay, so I don‟t know whether I 

achieve the original objective of the Stay or not. Moreover, I regret for not having enough time for exchange 

with foreign students and other foreigner more over because I had to explain the rules and the game, and 

show the practice.  

●What did want to tell to participants 

In this study group-Let‟s enjoy Sepak Takraw-, one of the objectives was to make the participants to have 

an exchange together through sport. I divided the participants into some groups, so I think people from 

various countries were in same group and knew by sight throw practice and the game. Another objective 

was to have participants know Sepak Takraw which origin from Southeast Asia. Japanese Judo and 

Korean Tae Kwon Do now have become formal athletics of the Olympic Games. However, original athletic 

of Southeast Asian countries–Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Myanmar, Singapore- is even formal in Asia 

competition, but have not been formal yet in Olympic Games. If Sepak Takraw comes to be one of formal 

athletics in the Olympic Games, I think ASEAN will be conscious and have more effect on the world. So I 

wanted people from many countries to know more about Sepak Takraw. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

First, I have players of a club in Kanoya physical university whose explained the rules and performed the 

play. After see it, I think participants would just about understand the games. After that, we did 

warming-up and practice of throwing, passing, serving, and attacking in approximately 30 minutes, and we 

played the game in rest time. I planned 5 games to be played, but it was only 4 games we played because 

there were many participants and we had to change member numbers from 5 to 6 members in a team.  
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●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants‟ reaction)  

Many participants had their shoes in game but some participants played with bare feet, it would be better 

if I have informed before. Some children also joined and we had very good time. Moreover, this study group 

was videotaped by a television program of the genius TV boy MAX of NHK education program. Foreign 

students‟ children talked on interview. Their cooperative exchange made good impression on me.  

●What worked well? 

I think it was success of having people who didn‟t know each other at first to have exchange amongst them. 

Maybe, that success was same as Other opinionstudy group too, but especially for sports, words are not 

needed inside, and I could decide the members mechanically.   

●What didn‟t work well / Improvement for next time? 

Me, Japanese, wanted participants to know more about Southeast Asia and its sports, but I just had not 

enough time to do. I hoped there were about 2 hours. And like what I said before, there were some people 

who didn‟t bring shoes in playing the game. I think these 2 points should be improved for next time.  

●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

And also as improvement, I think it would be ideal if there were programs which explaining first-for 

example, Sports of Southeast Asia, or Situation of World Sports- before study group-for example, “ Let‟s 

enjoy Sepak Takraw-, and afterwards have the real practice of sports. 

●Impression 

I felt power of Integration Stay from Kagoshima University International Student Center, and foreign 

students and Japanese students of Kagoshima University. The students in Kanoya University, which is my 

working place, are pressed with routine activities such as study and activity in extracurricular club, practice, 

going away for play games, have lodge together and so on. They might be satisfied, for having their 

independence and individuality in club. But, I felt that the sense of achievement or satisfactory was 

different from Integration stay which contents were planning and doing the multicultural programs. I got 

this experience on this limited time, but for truth, recently I didn‟t have a chance to join such a big event 

which was mainly made up by students. Thank you to staffs for giving me a chance and to participants who 

have come from various countries. 

●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I wanted to do sports which I have never done. ・It is looked no problem for I can‟t speak English. 

・I was interested in Sepak Takraw and I chose it at first.・Sepak takraw sounded interesting. 

・I wanted to get exercise.・I wanted to have friends with foreign students by doing sports together. 
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②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・Not only it is important to enjoy the sport, but I wanted to know more about rules and the origins. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・I was interested in learning each person‟s leg movements.  ・I want to be able to do high kick. 

・I hope to see real Sepak Takraw games.・It was first time for me to do this sport. 

・It was cool. I could serve. Attacking was very difficult. ・I was very sweaty but had a good time. 

④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・This sport was a sociable because there is a similar sport in South Korea. 

・I found out that there are sports which I didn‟t know in the world. 

・I learn that we can do sports over the border. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・It was very good because every participant could join this sport. 

・I had a good time to play with skillful players. 

・The players were very skillful. 

・I was glad that players of the club taught me very kindly. Great! I wanted to play more. The progress of the 

game was nice because we could play while changing group and place. 

⑥Other opinions 

・I want to join again if I have a chance. ・I hope I can continue playing with this club from now on.  

・This study group was very interesting. 

・Good luck for Sepak takraw club! ・It was hard for me, but I enjoyed.・I want to join it again next year 

.  

26．Is atomic really good for environment? 

Organizer：Ryoji Sameshima (Japan) 

●What did want to tell to participants 

We want the participants to think of environmental issue independently by thinking and discussing the 

necessity of atomic power station afresh because adding atomic power dynamo NO.3 was applied in 

Satsumasendai city this year. 

●Outline at the appointed day 

・Presentation ・Question and response ・Write questionnaire 

●Impression at the appointed day (Most impressive opinion and Participants’ reaction)  

I was glad that the participants heard my story eagerly. 

●What worked well? 

We could finish the presentation. 

●What didn’t work well / Improvement for next time 

 The time for the discussion was short. I couldn‟t deep the discussion because I didn‟t assume the time for 

translation and more the over, I didn‟t prepare some of the questions to the participants. I need to prepare 

the question in advance from the various viewpoints. 

 And, some participants are beginner and Other opinions already have studied atomic power station. I had 

to grasp what the participants ask for beforehand in this study group. 
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●Subject for future / What did you learn through Study Group? 

Preparation was not enough. I caused the staffs much trouble because I didn‟t understand the intent of 

Integration Stay and study groups at all. Next time, I want to take time enough to come up to the purpose of 

the Integration Stay. 

●Questionnaire Results 

 

①Reasons chose this Study Group 

・I was interested in environment.・I‟m majoring in machine in the department of technology. 

・I‟m on the side of disagreement to the atomic power station.  ・I‟m interested in environmental issue. 

・I thought that atomic power station was good for environment. 

・I wanted to know much more about atomic power. ・I thought that atomic power is modern problem. 

・I chosen this study group to increase my drawer because I try to get my teacher ‟s license of society. 

・I didn‟t know much about atomic power. ・I have never learned atomic power. 

・I was interested in energy because I‟m studying energy in the department of agriculture. 

・I‟m interested in this field because I belong to the department of technology. 

・atomic power station is dangerous for  mankind and environment. ・I was interested in atomic power. 

・I wanted to listen to this timely topic, establishment of atomic power dynamo NO.3 is agreeable or not. 

・atomic power station is important for the politics of environment of Japan. 

②What weren‟t be able to understand the content of this Study Group 

・some were familiar with atomic power station. I should have made the data about atomic power station 

much more clear for their acknowledge. 

・The lecture about mechanism of atomic power station was difficult. ・I could not almost understand. 

③What impressed you a lot during Study Group and what things you want to learn more 

・It was good to know the actuality of atomic power station.  ・Influences of atomic power station in Japan. 

・It was good to know that there are atomic power stations in Kagoshima for the first time, today. 

・Atomic power station waste electricity on night’s power generation. 

・I felt impression for the actual circumstance of the difference of atomic power station in each countries. 

・I was surprised to know that atomic power station can harm human even if it doesn‟t cause accident. 

・I was surprised to know that atomic power station is related with nuclear armament. 

・I could know various problems and the influences related with atomic power station. 

・I think atomic power station is good for environment, but at the same time, I hope that research of the 

danger to human will be progressed much more than now, for example, treatment of nuclear wastes. 

・I wanted to learn from the different viewpoint(engineering, society). 
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④How did you feel change on yourself ? 

・I didn’t know the detail of atomic power station at all, but I listened to the lecture today and it was good 

to know the danger and the situation of Kagoshima and Japan right now. 

・I have to think of atomic power station much more by myself.  ・I have to have an interest for news. 

・It is highly difficult to say agree or disagree, but in fact, atomic power station is important energy in the 

aspects of energy supply and economic effect. However, I can’t say atomic power station is good from these 

points. We need to treat it as “joint” for the development of renewable energy. 

・I thought that atomic power station should be utilized, but I’ve known the other energies to be used. 

・It is important to try to consider on my own way. ・atomic bomb gives minus influences to environment. 

・I could broaden my horizon to listen to disagree side because I have never gone to the atomic power station 

in Satsumasendai city and I have only listened to the opinions of agree side. 

・I think atomic power station is not safe because there were people who were exposed to radiation in 

accidents at atomic power station.  ・I could learn atomic power station very clearly. 

⑤Improvements or Evaluation on Process 

・You need to learn much more about this topic. ・It was a little slow because of translation. 

・We need much more time to discuss. 

・Translation was very good and I could feel his great zeal. But, the woman side should take off her hat in 

presentation.  ・It was better to have much more time because there had many opinions. 

⑥Other opinions 

・It was a good chance to know the atomic power because there were many I didn’t know at all. 

・I’m disagree to atomic power station. 

●Impression 

It was the first time experience to have a study group with the different nationality‟s people and I could 

learn various things. Though I had already known that dealing with atomic power station had been different 

in each countries, I could have a circumstance to deepen my thought to atomic power station because 

participants‟ reaction was also various. Thank you very much. 
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******************************************************************************************************* 

③Report of Cultural Performance Ogawa Yuya, Kubo Hikari, Yusuf shuaib bin ibrahim 

●Purpose 

Culture, is the entire of our lifestyle. It is what we have 

made of. It is different according to nationality, race, region, 

society, age, religion, sex, and politics … etc. We take this 

opportunity, to introduce to you these various cultures, 

consisting of clothes, music, and dance. 

Let’s see, hear, feel, and enjoy other cultures!! 

 

●Contents 

 Performance Performar Contents 

1 Fashion show 20 groups Fashion show & Photo time 

2 Jazz Band Cherry Island Jazz Orc. Musical performance 

3 Jarabe Francia (Colombia) Mexican dance 

4 Okinawa Eisa- Kagoshima Uruma Eisa- Drums and Dance of Eisa- 

5 Violin Encarna (Spain) Musical performance 

6 Angklung “Bhinneka”(Indonesia) Musical performance 

7 Itik-itik Shiela(Philippine) Philippine cute dance 

8 Hindi movie song India Indian song 

9 Joropo Francia (Colombia) Colombian dance 

10 Beijing opera Su Ying, Li dong(China) Singing opera and dance 

11 Dance of Nepal BoharaManoj (Nepal) Nepalese dance 

12 Japanese music Japanese music club Musical performance 

13 Salsa Francia (Colombia) Latin American dance 

14 Yamanouchi band Yamanouchi Band Musical performance 

15 Dance of Tonga サロメイ(Tonga) Tongan dance 

16 Tinikling Eugene (Philippine) Bamboo dance 

17 Song of Myanmar Tun (Myanmar),Yanagida Musical performance 

18 Pocopoco Yuriz (Indonesia) Indonesian dance 

 

Fashion Show 

Japan Malaysia Fiji 

Philippine Bangladesh India 

Nepal Myanmar Bhutan 

Tonga Senegal Bulgaria 

America Korea China 

Okinawa Inner Mongol  
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●Schedule 

17:30～ Construction（Sound systems） 

Rehearsal（Check the route ＆turn of Fashion show） 

Arrangements with MC 

Arrangements with Broadcast （Sound systems） 

Keeping the room of change the clothes and practice 

19:00 Performer of Fashion show assemble with their cloth 

Performer of Jazz Band ready for BGM 

Announce to call 

19:15 Fashion show start 

～  

21:10 All of performance finish 

Lead the participant to Accommodate Block  

 

●What worked 

Many performances could be done. Each performance is great and has a sense of fulfillment. I devise the 

MC and movement (ask to audience, MC performance). I made 2 direction of stage for omit the time of 

preparations. We can dance, sing, and enjoy the performance with all. 

 

●For next time 

 Make contact with performers tightly and have the information jointly frequently. Keep the schedule 

clearly. If we change the planning, we also have to tell to performers. Do the rehearsal (gathering)regularly  

 

●Impressive response 

 There were great number of fashion show and it excited. We could keep 

the taking photo time. MC was good. BGM of fashion show could live 

music of Jazz Band. We could dance with all. Anyway we could enjoy. 

 

●Impression 

 I joined Integration Stay from last year as a staff. The thing when I saw the cultural performance was „‟I 

want to manage Cultural Performance‟‟. We sing and dance with strangers. It makes our barrier free. The 

real of this was shocking and moving my heart. 

 I work as a staff of Cultural Performance this year. It made me very busy. There might have been obtained 

something in busy days. I feel obtainment in making a project with any supports around me. I think this 

program was good. It is strange that making a project was too busy but I feel happy now. 

Through the Integration Stay, I met many people. And I had many thinks and feels. I have many things to 

say. But now I most want to say is gratitude. Thanks to staffs, performers, broadcasting members, 

participants, and people around me. 
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*************************************************************************************************** 

●Your time     Kagoshima Univ. Ishibashi kyohei 

●Purpose 

Your time is the time that everyone can go everywhere they like and do what they want to do. There are 

many activities such as sports, free time, band, handicraft, lectures. We could do in outdoors because the 

weather was good at that time. 

●Contents 

・Sports  

①Basketball ②Badminton ③Rock climbing ④Soccer ⑤Jump rope  

⑥Tug of war ⑦Hula hoop ⑧Quoits ⑨Table tennis   

・Free time  

①Free chat ②Card games 

・Session（mini band）・Lecture（Temple of CHIKOKU）・Egokoro game      

・Handicraft（Plahobby）・Art（KOSIKIZIMA ART）・Toreasure!? hunter 

●What worked 

・Because it was sunny, soccer is excited on the ground 

・Plahobby was popular among women 

・Toreasure!? Hunter was favorably receied 

・Rock climbing was popular with the children and that parents 

●For next time 

・Time of Your time is too short, so it should be more long time 

・Because the popularity item inclined too much, we should devise an unpopular item from next year 

●Impressions 

Your time is one of popular programs in Integration stay every year. So I was worried being coordinator of 

this activity, but thanks to staffs, I was able to lead it successfully. Thank you for all staffs. I could feel world 

smile for me, and that made me happy. I want to be the person in charge of Your time again! I want all staffs 

to join Your time. 
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*************************************************************************************************** 

⑤Symposium 

Coordinator                       ：Yamashita Chie 

Panelists                  ：Kkhan Noureen(Pakistan) Francia Campos (Columbia) 

                       Leonard Kwati(Cameron) Katahira Tomohiro(Japan) 

Interpreter                     ：Seine 

PC translator  English→Japanese：Lu Jenny, ZHAO ZILONG, Makiyama Mana 

        Japanese→English：Morita Toyoko, Nagata Katsuhiko 

Time keeper                  ：Hidaka Aoi 

●Theme：「justice」 

●Goal 

Functioning of a judicial system is to keep society and nation well-ordered, or to establish true justice. 

Each country has own judicial system which deeply reflects religion, ethnic-group, history and more, so we 

can image that each country has different problems about it. However sometimes they get to have a same 

problem. So today we‟re going to discuss problems and solves of the judicial system in different countries. 

“What a justice system should be? ” 

●Contains prepared for the day  

Themes selection →interview→Starting draw up scenario →Panel selection →Draft ・Create slides →

Decide all in charge →Decide schedule of the day →Decide other administration 

●Schedule of the day 

Introduce all in charge ・Explanation of themes and discussion rules →Each country law system and 

explanation problems →Discussion →Way and procedures to fix law problems →Discussion→Summary 

●Discussion contains : All contains will write down after discussion. 

●What went well 

・We could raises unexpected important questions, such as each country law and its problems. 

●For next time 

・Interpretation didn‟t go well because of lack of previous arrangement, so we couldn‟t share some opinions 

with all participants. 

・Someone couldn‟t watch screens . 

・We need to take care of Interpreters, for example, speaking speed and volume from speaker. 

・The theme was too difficult to discuss deeply, so many people got bored.  

・The delay of a decision on the theme  

●Comments 

 “What for we need the Symposium?” My answer is that we need to know how difficult to challenge toward 

a multicultural society at the end of this Stay. Though understanding and communication through Study 

Group, Introduction to Other Cultures and Dance are very important, at the same time, there is a possibility 

that people look to the multicultural society with some optimism. “We can make friends without common 

languages.”“We human beings are all brotherhood.”They are important feelings, but communication 

between different cultures is not always easy like that. Firstly I needed to remove optimistic views from 
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participants, after that I wanted to give people the impression that international interaction and 

“Challenge toward a multicultural society”is not simple and easy.  

Of cause, collision of different cultures and the whole problem are serious, however just discussing it is 

tough. We can‟t debate without common language, and if we have comprehensible language, it is doubtful 

that we can really understand various nuances of meanings. However we can‟t achieve “Challenge toward a 

multicultural society” without discussion and collision. For such a society, we have to face problems in the 

world. Under that big theme, I tried to coordinate the Symposium from realistic aspect and for that, we have 

to face up to the difficult reality. 

Now the Symposium was finished before I could convey my intention to participants. It was very difficult 

to coordinate a discussion deeply. I know that none of my statements were same like in actual sensation. 

Lack of communication with other members, which is a major cause of failure, attribute to my 

less-communication skill, and lead to the failure of Symposium. Even though symposium is opportunity to 

make Japanese participants‟ communication skills up, I myself couldn‟t practice at all. I learned its difficulty 

through my own experience. In addition, I regretted that I neglect language learning for long time, which is 

a matter of shame as a staff of this Stay. 

It is worth for me to notice such things through this experience, but I must not forget that the notice is 

built on a big failure of the Symposium which is the most important program in the Integration Stay and 

really sorry for that. Moreover, I feel sorry that I still can‟t put into practice what I have learned. 

I try to tell my thoughts and experiences to other staff in order to achieve a fulfilling Symposium next year. 

It is only thing I can do now. 
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(Symposium: Full Transcript) 

Yamashita: Good afternoon. We shall now start the 

symposium. I am the moderator, Chie Yamashita. 

This panel discussion‟s theme is justice and the 

judicial system. The judicial system is applied in 

the context of a particular state or society‟s own 

administration of justice. There are common 

problems with judicial systems, but there are also 

differences between countries. Several panelists 

will now share the problems of their own country‟s 

judicial system, and then propose solutions. 

Afterwards, everyone will be invited to join the 

discussion with the goal of figuring out common 

solutions to these problems. 

I now ask the panelists to introduce themselves 

and give their speeches about justice in their 

countries. 

Noreen: Pakistan is a 

South Asian country 

with a population of 

167 million people. 

Pakistan was 

established in 1947, 

but before this it was 

under British rule. 

Because of this, 

Pakistan‟s justice 

system was formed 

using the British Common Law as a basis, and then 

adding terms to make it suitable for a Muslim state. 

In the same manner, while keeping the original 

form of British law, a court that administered 

within our jurisdiction was established. Pakistan is 

a Muslim country, so the British law was modified 

to suit the constitution of Pakistan and Muslim 

teachings. 

Pakistan‟s court system consists of many courts. 

Each court holds a different function, which is 

determined by its expertise and the strength of its 

jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has the power to 

give a final decision for cases to which lower courts 

cannot give a ruling. Under the Supreme Court, 

each state capital has a high court, and under these 

there are general courts, and at the bottom of the 

hierarchy are the civil courts. As mentioned earlier, 

the Supreme Court is the most powerful or all the 

courts, and holds advisory jurisdiction. 

Leonardo: Cameroon is a multilingual country 

located at the heart of West Africa. 80% of the 

population speaks French, while 20% speaks 

English. After gaining independence from the 

French and English in 1961, Cameroon‟s judicial 

system, like in many other African countries, has 

vestiges of the colonial era. However, I think 

Cameroon‟s judicial system is unique because two 

countries influenced it, and every now and then 

conflicts have arisen due to differences between 

these two colonial systems. The British Common 

Law and the French Civil Law, in a sense, coexist, 

and it is within this tenuous relationship that we 

practice justice. Cameroon is one of the few 

countries that use two judicial systems at the same 

time.  

While Cameroon is recognized as the country with 

the highest literacy rate in Africa, it also has a bad 

image as one the world‟s most corrupt countries. 

Cameroon‟s law is mainly composed of the 

constitution, legislations enacted by the President, 

and the general courts. The provisions of the 

constitution, unlike general legislation, are 

considered the country‟s highest laws. The way the 

President exercises his role as lawmaker changes 

according to whether he was elected by the 

Anglophone states or the Francophone states. The 

President can effectively change the judicial system, 

so high-level judges cannot operate independently. 

Yamashita: Thank you very much. The panelist 

from Pakistan shared how Muslim teachings 

modified British law in her country, while the 

panelist from Cameroon showed us how the 
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coexistence of British and French law is a main 

feature of Cameroon‟s justice system. I now ask the 

next panelist to give the next speech. 

Katahira: To discuss Japan‟s case, I would like to 

start by introducing the Japanese constitution. 

What we learn in school is that it was established 

by the postwar government, and in principle, it 

covers national sovereignty, respect for 

fundamental human rights, and pacifism. The laws 

fall under this, and also the three-court system, and 

the recently introduced jury system. Some foreign 

students may think highly of the Japanese justice 

system, but there are some problems that I wish to 

discuss today. 

Francia: The Colombian judicial system has many 

levels. The highest level is the Constitutional Court, 

followed by the Supreme Court, then the state 

courts and district courts. All these courts, political 

and legislative, have high-level systems that are 

supposed to act independently. There is no death 

penalty, and the maximum sentence is 20 years in 

prison. In 1991, extensive revisions were made to 

the Constitution, and this included many changes 

in the judicial system. The main changes include 

the independence of the litigation system, the 

investigation of human rights issues and the 

protection of the national citizenry, and the 

recognition of traditional courts for ethnic minority 

groups. 

Yamashita: Thank you very much. The Japanese 

panelist‟s introduction focused on the Constitution, 

while the Colombian panelist explained the judicial 

system changes that took place in 1991. 

In the next part, we are going to ask each panelist 

to give a speech on the problems of their country‟s 

judicial system. Please keep the speech within 3 

minutes. The speeches will not be translated. 

Please check your screens. 

Noreen: Pakistan‟s judicial system has many 

problems, but the biggest one is that it allows 

influence from the government. The Pakistani 

government appoints judges that would provide 

legal protection even when some officials commit 

crimes.  

The second problem that should be given 

immediate attention is the fact that corruption is 

very common in Pakistan. The court usually takes a 

long time to resolve cases, and adjourns many times. 

Decisions also take too much time. This has caused 

the increase of the number of people who bribe the 

ruling judge instead of paying their lawyers. Sadly, 

in Pakistan, it is possible to “buy the law.” 

The third problem is the low salary of court judges, 

so their decisions are influenced by their financial 

needs. This is related to the corruption problem. 

When the judges do not receive enough 

compensation, they are more likely to accept bribes 

from the plaintiff.  

The fourth problem is law enforcement. Pakistan 

has many great laws, but the problem is 

enforcement. The poor are compelled to follow the 

law, but the rich and influential can get away with 

not complying. If the laws are properly enforced, I 

think a big part of Pakistan‟s justice problem would 

be solved.  

Another problem is the length of trials. 

Regrettably, few cases reach a final decision, so this 

discourages people from filing cases. Anywhere in 

Pakistan, cases last from 10 to 20 years, and they 

can go as long as 50 years. So if a 20-year old 

commits a crime and goes to trial, he may be 50 

years old when the case is closed. There is also a 

problem with labor shortage in the courts. This is 

one of the reasons why they are unable to do their 

work efficiently. If there are more qualified people 

who work in the courts, then this can resolve the 

problem of slow trials. 

Leonardo: Cameroon‟s judicial system has many 

problems. As I mentioned earlier, Cameroon‟s 

judicial system adapted both British law and 
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French law. This partly explains the problems of 

lynching, unlawful confinement, and the detention 

of political prisoners. 

In Cameroon, the English-speaking community is 

viewed with suspicion. This is because many 

wealthy people in Cameroon are members of the 

minority English-speaking community, so the rest 

of the Cameroonian people hold on to the fear that 

they would one day attempt to be independent. One 

of law‟s roles is to ease these fears, but in reality, 

this legal system is dependent on the President as 

its guarantor. The judiciary changes according to 

the President‟s home state and the language he 

speaks, and there have been instances in which a 

law established by a former president is vetoed by 

the current president before it is implemented.  

Another problem is that some prisoners are able to 

buy their freedom. Lynching is another problem not 

only in Cameroon, but also in other African 

countries, where it is performed regularly. When 

crimes such as robbery occur, no one calls the police 

or others for help. What happens instead is that the 

crowd beats or kills the criminal. The reason behind 

it is that the people no longer trust the judicial 

system, and they know that if the robber is jailed, 

he can easily buy his freedom again. 

These are all part of a big problem that Cameroon 

and many African countries are facing now. 

Katahira: I feel that there are problems with our 

Constitution and the current political situation in 

Japan. The constitution has a provision on pacifism, 

and yet the Self-Defense Forces exist. This in itself 

is a violation of Article 9. Presently, they are 

executing further military buildup and boosting the 

MD system. Some foreign troops have been sent to 

Iraq and Somalia. Through this government‟s policy, 

Article 9 and the spirit of pacifism has already been 

undermined. The Self-Defense Forces‟ budget is 

currently the world‟s fifth biggest, at 5 trillion yen. 

The government is trying not to make it look like 

the practice of sending foreign troops will be a 

permanent thing, but actually, I think there is a 

possibility that Japan will one day join the US in its 

war.  

The troops sent to Iraq were members of the Air 

Force and the Air Self-Defense Forces, assigned to 

carry US soldiers and US weapons. I thought, “Isn‟t 

this a real war? Aren‟t they participating in war?” 

In a sense, they are helping the killers of the Iraqi 

people. This is how I view it. America expressed its 

opposition to the war by choosing Obama as 

President, but Japan seems to be unaffected by it, 

because the parliament is not discussing it or 

showing its opposition by unseating the Prime 

Minister. 

The next item is the respect for basic human rights, 

which is the second principle. I am also suspicious 

of this. Especially when it comes to cases of false 

accusation. An example is the Ashikaga case, which 

revealed that the person accused, who had been 

detained for the past 17 years, is actually innocent, 

as proven by his DNA. The Ashikaga case involved 

the murder of a girl, and 10 years earlier, there was 

a similar murder of another girl in the same city.  

The culprit in the earlier case, Mr. Sugaya, was 

reported as the one who was also responsible for the 

new murder, and was arrested and sentenced even 

when there was insufficient evidence. The real 

culprit was left free to do as he pleases because of 

this misinformation. 

 Many people may think that Japan is a 

country that protects human rights, but there are 

problems like the ones I just mentioned that must 

be taken into consideration.  

Francia: One of the main problems of the 

Colombian justice system is corruption. In this 

context, there are three elements: the politicization 

of the judiciary, the inefficiency of the judicial 

system, and the criminal impunity fostered by the 

current justice system. 
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There are also many acts of violence that 

disregard human rights. A mechanism to protect 

human rights was created in 1991, but the human 

rights activists who were behind its establishment 

have been killed because of it. This problem‟s roots 

extend from the political lawsuits all the way to the 

local cases. The judicial system is inefficient. 

Yamashita: Thank you very much. The panelists 

have just discussed the problems facing the judicial 

system of their countries, as well as human rights 

issues and incidents within the legal-political 

sphere.. 

We shall now have the question and answer 

portion and the individual country reports. If there 

is something that you wish to ask the panelists, or 

if you wish to share your own country‟s problems 

with its judicial system, you may have the floor. 

Audience 1: My question is about Cameroon. It was 

mentioned that Cameroon uses two different 

judicial systems. Are those systems utilized 

separately? Or if they are used together, doesn‟t 

conflict arise because of differences? 

Leonardo: We can‟t say these two systems are used 

separately. The application of law depends on the 

location/place, and it may differ according to this. 

For example, if you belong to an Anglophone state, 

and you are being tried in a Francophone court, the 

decision may depend on the French judicial system, 

but the opposite also happens sometimes. The 

problem is that the sector that uses British law 

doesn‟t have many judges, so the resulting French 

law bias is a big problem.  

Audience 1: In other words, different areas use 

different laws, right? 

Leonardo: Yes, it is as you say. For example, if you 

are prosecuted in a Francophone area, you are 

considered guilty until proven innocent. In the 

Anglophone areas, you are innocent until proven 

guilty. This is a big problem. This is similar to what 

is happening to Japan. When you are charged with 

a crime, the police will put pressure on you to admit 

guilt even when you are innocent. 

Audience 2: What is the role of the media in 

informing the people of these issues? And what is 

the relationship between the media and the judicial 

system? 

Noreen: Before, the media was not independent yet. 

But in 2006, Pakistan had a campaign to make the 

media independent. Afterwards, both print and 

electronic media took up the issue, especially 

focusing on electronic media legislation, as it has 

greater influence on its viewers. Legal reform then 

occurred in 2007. For Pakistan, it was an important 

legal system. If the media mistakenly talks about 

the details of a court case, the court can directly call 

upon the parties to report immediately. 

Leonardo: The media has a very important role in 

Cameroon‟s judicial system. However, while there 

are laws, they are not actually implemented. The 

law is supposed to guarantee the freedom of speech, 

but in reality, when something unfavorable to the 

government is spoken, the government will use its 

own regulations accordingly. In this sense, the 

media may not have such a major role. Everyday 

the media reports about corruption and lynching. 

But it can only report; it cannot take any further 

action.  

Katahira: I want to raise two problems about 

(media) reporting in Japan. One is that when 

reporting, they have to study police information 

first before they go on the air. When they get to the 

reporting phase, they have to publish the person‟s 

confession (for example, “I intended to kill”) along 

with his photograph. This makes the readers 

believe them. It is this kind of reporting that may 

have been one of the contributing factors to the 

prevalence of false charges like the Ashikaga 

Incident. 

One more problem is the damage caused by 

reporting. This is a little related to what I said 
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before, but the media follows a suspect even before 

he is proven guilty, sometimes even showing full 

coverage of his arrest. Afterwards, the police decide 

whether or not to indict, but when the suspect is not 

indicted, the media does not report it. I think this is 

a problem because it gives the suspect the image of 

a guilty man upon arrest.  

Francia: There is no doubt about the importance of 

the media‟s role. When it comes to justice, 

Colombia‟s media has a political bias. In other 

words, the media reports only when it is convenient 

for the government. This has made the Colombian 

people very suspicious. However, since this 

suspicion is reserved only for the media, it does not 

solve the fundamental problem. 

Furthermore, everyone tried in criminal cases are 

reported guilty, and people believe this, so even 

when the suspect is proven innocent, the 

misconception of the people haunts them through 

their lifetime. If the media will continue to be used 

only for the government‟s convenience, and the 

judicial system remains in its current state without 

any improvement, I think the problem will continue 

to grow. Also, the country‟s handling of its various 

problems will no longer make sense. The media has 

a very important role, but because of their exclusion 

they cannot control what they can report on; 

therefore, they should each carefully consider from 

different angles how they could inform the people in 

the best possible manner. 

Audience 3: In the Ikeda Elementary School 

Incident, 5 students and 3 teachers were killed. 

After the court declared the plaintiffs mentally ill, 

how could you explain what justice is to the parents 

of the slain children? 

Katahira: This matter is very difficult to talk about. 

In a case like this where the plaintiffs are declared 

to have mental disorders, it‟s impossible for the 

parents to accept it. I think it‟s natural for the 

bereaved to seek the death penalty against the 

defendant. What we must consider here is that the 

law does not exist solely for the purpose of making 

the victims feel better. Of course we respect the 

feelings of the parents of the slain children. 

However, if we consider only the feelings of the 

victims, then there can be no fair trial. The trial 

should not violate the human rights of people with 

mental illness. If in a similar case, it was my child 

who was murdered, I do not know if I can 

personally say the same. But I think withholding 

the death penalty from mentally ill patients is a fair 

law, and it is sensible of the court to do this. 

Audience 4: All 

foreign students 

carry an alien 

registration card, 

which is issued 

by the Japanese 

government‟s 

Ministry of 

Justice.  In my 

point of view, the 

English word 

“alien” refers to 

someone who 

comes from other 

planet or someone not of this world. My question is, 

why does the Japanese government call me an alien, 

when I come from Bangladesh? 

Katahira: I see your point, but before I answer, I 

would like to clarify that I am not a representative 

of the Japanese government. All my comments and 

views are personal, and do not reflect the position of 

the government. It must be taken into 

consideration that the Japanese people are still in 

the thick of the problem of discrimination against 

foreigners. I am not sure about the English usage of 

the word “alien,” but I think its use here in Japan is 

not indicative of the how the Japanese government 

or people view foreigners. A similar problem is the 
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system of asking foreigners for their fingerprints 

upon entry to Japan, and that matter must also be 

seriously reconsidered while noting the effect of this 

system on the interaction between the Japanese 

and foreign students. 

Audience 5: You raised the fingerprint requirement 

as a similar problem, but the system of taking 

fingerprints and pictures upon entry is done all 

over the world now. For example, when you go to 

America, you have to wait in long lines to get your 

fingerprints taken.  Of course, when you think 

about basic human rights, this is not exactly a good 

thing. But at least in Japan you don‟t have to wait 

so long to get your fingerprints taken, and the 

attendant will kindly assist you. In America, they 

even ask you to take off your shoes and shirt. Japan 

does not do this. This is why I do not think Japan 

deserves to be accused in this regard. Please 

consider that Japan is not the only country that 

does this. 

I would like to ask the Pakistani panelist. You 

talked about the independence of the judiciary 

earlier, and recently there has been some activity 

within the judicial system. Do you view this in a 

positive manner? 

Noreen: In 2007, former President Pervez 

Musharraf dismissed Chief Justice Iftikhar 

Chaudhry. Meanwhile, the lawyers of the Chief 

Justice began to demand a movement for justice. 

The reason behind this was because Musharraf 

dismissed the Chief Justice for political reasons. 

This movement continued for 2 years, and the 

Pakistani people supported these lawyers. In the 

history of the judiciary, I think this deserves to be 

called the largest independence movement. The 

result of this movement came on March 15, 2009, 

when the present President Zafarullah Khan 

Jamali came to power, and he reinstated Chief 

Justice Chaudry. And now that he is reinstated, he 

is now working on reforms that would make sure all 

judges would not be affected by politics. He is also 

working hard to tackle corruption in the judiciary. 

As a result, policies that would reduce the time 

taken up by litigation were introduced. These 

amendments took effect on June 1, 2009. The 

people are expecting this amendment to truly make 

the judiciary independent. From now on, powerful 

and wealthy people like politicians who used to be 

above the law can now be tried and judged like 

everyone else. 

Yamashita: We are running out of time, so we will 

stop taking questions in the meantime. Thank you 

for your questions and comments. We have covered 

each country‟s issues, and the questions also 

revealed how to support victims of crime, among 

other things, and I think these are all important 

problems. Including this...  

Audience: I am a native speaker of English, and I 

wish to say something on the usage of the word 

“alien.” America and the UK also use “alien” as the 

legal term referring to foreigners. In line with this, 

the use of “alien” in the Alien Registration Card is 

correct. The bigger problem is that of immigration, 

and deliberating on how many people they can 

allow to immigrate.  

Yamashita: Thank you very much. I think it‟s time 

to take a short break. 

*********************Recess******************** 

Yamashita: Let us now continue with the 

symposium. We shall now ask the panelists to give 

a speech on their proposed solutions to the 

problems they raised earlier.  

Noreen: The law should be based on morality, equity, 

and equality. We have to think of ways to make the 

justice system quicker and more efficient, and trial 

time should be minimized. It may be hard to believe, 

that Pakistan is said to have approximately 300 

million cases that are behind schedule. Prisoners 

are also awaiting the decision of the court. Then I 

think the next step should be to make all judicial 
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systems independent of each other. Any political 

body or international pressure should not influence 

the judiciary. In order to realize all of these, we 

must consider the necessity of appointing judges 

based on achievement, reputation, and experience. 

I think that by selecting judges according to these 

standards, we can avoid hiring judges who are 

biased or practice favoritism. We cannot tolerate 

decisions that are based on the judge‟s ideological or 

political priorities. We must also try to eradicate 

corruption in the courts. Dishonest judges should be 

immediately prosecuted, while honorable judges 

should be promoted. If the judiciary and the public 

share these solutions, it should neither be difficult 

nor take too much time. 

Leonardo: In the legal sphere, both government and 

non-government organizations should be strictly 

controlled, and to make them more effective, it is 

necessary to reduce corruption. The judiciary must 

be separated from other government offices, and 

should be 

protected 

from 

strong 

political 

influences. 

Also, the 

governme

nt of Cameroon must avoid conflict between the 

French and British laws by harmonizing them, and 

pour all their efforts into establishing a single 

system. 

Another problem of equal importance is that of the 

independence movement of the Anglophone areas in 

Cameroon. Solving this is an important 

responsibility of the government. Related 

legislation must be enacted, and the people‟s 

human rights must be respected even more. If all 

these goals were fulfilled, then our society would 

become an excellent one. 

Katahira: First of all, I would like to apologize for 

my erroneous response to the “alien” question.  

With regard my points for improvement for the 

issues I raised earlier, I wish to point out that I 

think it is important that citizens closely monitor 

the actions of the government when it deals with 

fundamental human rights. For them to be able to 

do this, there are two important things that must 

also be done. Firstly, the media should not just rely 

on information from the police. This is the way they 

should report: it is important that they wait until 

the end of the trial, so that they may be able to 

show whether or not the plaintiff is truly guilty. 

Secondly, it is also important to record the process 

of investigation, to check the behavior of the police, 

if they engage in forcing confessions and other 

similar ways of monitoring and recording evidence. 

By doing this, it would be clear how they were able 

to get the said confession. When done repeatedly, 

for example for 10 hours a week, I think a 

confession forced out in this manner is not credible. 

Next, with regard to Article 9, there may be some 

Japanese people here would have many objections, 

but I think we do not need a US-Japan Security 

Treaty. One big reason is that in essence, we fought 

in the Iraq war. If we continue to join the US in this 

war, how are we going to establish relations with 

the Middle Easter people? We deliver the weapons. 

If, (for example), I hand a knife over to my friend, 

and that friend stabs a person with it, will I not be 

held liable for this too? There is a need to consider 

this point, and to end this, I think we have to break 

free from the Japan-US Security Treaty. 

Finally, with regard to Article 9, because there are 

US forces in Japan, the MD system is being run in 

Japan, and I feel that this is a quite a threat to Asia. 

I think the Asian people feel this threat too. The 

Japanese always proceeds with a consciousness of 

North Korea, and this strong awareness leads it to 

act defensively. Japan strongly feels that it is being 
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threatened. Perhaps it is (Japan) who is the threat. 

We need to consider that it is possible that we pose 

a threat to people in other countries. Because of this, 

instead of becoming America‟s 51st state, it is 

important that we act like an Asian country, as 

Japan. This is the end of my speech. 

Francia: In any country, the protection of human 

rights is extremely important, even more so than 

the formation of countries. The Colombian 

government has persecuted several human rights 

activists. This is because the government considers 

them dangerous people, but reality shows that it 

has absolutely no basis. 

Now, I wish to introduce the basic concepts of a 

new law. This began 20 years ago in New Zealand, 

and then afterwards the system became widespread 

across Europe, Canada, America, and Australia. 

Recently, several Latin American countries have 

begun incorporating it into their own judicial 

systems. This is called restorative justice. This is 

different from the traditional justice system. The 

idea is to have the victim and the assailant solve 

the problem together. The victim‟s right to speak is 

guaranteed properly, and they also have the right to 

receive explanation, as well as the right to effective 

security. This means the perpetrator must then 

take serious responsibility for his/ her actions. This 

system also establishes ties between the 

perpetrator and the victim. Law based on 

traditional thinking holds that the perpetrator has 

to be punished, and then asked to pay 

compensation to the victim, but this kind of focus 

only brings about negative effects. What I mean is, 

even if the victim receives a huge amount of money, 

the relief is only temporary, and it can still leave 

resentment or a desire for revenge in his/ her heart. 

This can possibly lead to violence and cause a new 

crime to be committed.  

Yamashita: Thank you very much. We shall now 

have another question and answer session. You may 

also share your comments during this time. If 

anyone wishes to ask a question or make a 

comment, you may have the floor. 

Audience: In my country, an anticorruption 

monitoring organization was introduced many 

years ago. This agency‟s function is to help prison 

authorities look for criminals. Do your countries 

have an agency with a 

similar monitoring 

function? We also have 

the Press Council, 

which is in charge of 

monitoring the 

publishing industry‟s 

works. For example, 

some publications also 

report that a person is 

guilty even before the 

court releases its 

decision. If that person is found innocent, and he 

wishes to complain to the Press Council, he can 

take the publication in question to them and report 

it. In your countries, do you also have a mechanism 

to monitor the news? 

Noreen: Pakistan has an organization that is 

supposed to check for corruption among politicians, 

but unfortunately, there is corruption even within 

that organization. As part of the judicial reform, the 

court incorporated a new system with the function 

of monitoring corruption. I hope it will be successful 

upon implementation. 

When it comes to the media, the government 

actually strictly regulates it. The media is 

independent, but sometimes it stirs up problems. 

Pakistan has an organization that is supposed to 

maintain the fairness of the media. If the media 

mistakenly reports an innocent person as a 

criminal, the group responsible can take steps to 

improve on its own, as each group within the media 

works on its own as well. This means that the 
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media in Pakistan is in fact independent. 

Leonardo: Since corruption is a global problem, I 

think organizations that deal with corruption exist 

around the world as well. But not all are able to 

resolve these problems. I think one way we can 

tackle corruption head-on is by encouraging 

awareness. Education is also related to this. To 

ensure that their child will not lie, don‟t parents 

have to establish from the very start that there is a 

rule against lying? For example, if we lie to our 

children, or if we let them hear us lie, we are 

fostering an attitude of lying, and they will 

probably lie too when they grow up. This is how 

corruption starts. If we think about it in this 

manner, we can completely change or eradicate 

corruption.  

Katahira: In Japan‟s case, some people are 

promoting judicial reform and the incorporation of 

the jury in trials. We are expecting the decision on 

this matter soon. It has not started yet, so I can‟t 

really say much about it, but I think if we shorten 

the trial period, and without the time to properly 

debate in court, mistakes can easily be made, and 

convictions of falsely accused people will increase.  

In response to the question about the organization 

that monitors the media, yes, Japan has such an 

agency. I think some of you have heard of the 

“Media and Human Rights Commission.” However, 

the recommendations it makes to newspapers and 

television networks are not mandatory. That being 

said, there is much doubt about how effective it 

really is. 

Furthermore, I think it is important to point out a 

movement that proposes to let the government 

monitor the media. Due to privacy laws, names of 

victims may not be disclosed to the news 

organizations. I think such controls have started.  

I think that in order to compete with such 

government surveillance, we need a powerful 

organization that uses the voice of the citizens.  

Francia: In Colombia, like some other countries, 

there is corruption in the government and the 

judiciary. The organization created to monitor 

corruption in the judiciary also practices corruption. 

I think until the government and the top politicians 

start the necessary measures, there is no way to 

solve this problem. I think it is important to start at 

the regional level. As one of the panelists mentioned 

earlier, we have to start the way we think from the 

level of the family. So using this way of thinking in 

repairing the justice system would be better. The 

local community initiated restorative justice in 

Colombia. By planning the reconciliation between 

perpetrator and victim, as well as the community as 

a whole, they are taking a step forward in finding a 

solution to the problem. At that time, the police and 

judiciary were engaged in corruption, so the local 

communities decided that it was better to deal with 

the problem on their own. This system has now 

gone through a lot of experiences, and it continues 

to succeed to this day. 

Five years ago, the government was interested in 

restorative justice, so it decided to take this project. 

Initially, it worked well, but because the 

government ran it, corruption started once again. If 

the community, instead of the government, fixed 

and operated this mechanism, I think it would 

continue to be successful for decades. 

Aside from the regions I mentioned earlier, there 

are two other communities that have incorporated 

restorative justice. This has improved the social 

situation, and resulted in an improved quality of 

life throughout the region. 10 to 15 years ago, this 

community was one of the poorest, and the town 

suffered from constant violence. Now, while the 

community remains poor, violence is nowhere to be 

seen. This is because the damage caused by violence 

is fading from the minds of the residents; thanks to 

the education that takes into account their feelings 

and thoughts. Restorative justice has helped reduce 
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its inefficiency and politicized characteristics. False 

accusations have also gone down because the 

community members know how the trial is 

supposed to proceed, and how the judiciary works. 

Perpetrators will be held responsible to correct 

their wrongdoing. The victim will also share the 

responsibility. He/she will have to act to mitigate 

the damage. Families and the community will take 

action together to support the victims as well as the 

perpetrators. Of course, due to the emotions 

involved, this system cannot be called simple. But 

people have to overcome their emotions to be able to 

act, and they also have to understand the mindset 

of both the victim and the offender. I think that 

when you understand the position of both sides, the 

situation can be resolved. Furthermore, since 

restorative justice‟s system is community-based, 

there is no politics involved, so there is no monetary 

punishment. In the same manner, there are no false 

accusations. This is because all the people 

understand what is going on.  

Audience: I wish to ask the Colombian panelist. You 

mentioned that talking to criminals can solve 

corruption, and that problems can be solved 

without violence. Indeed, certain people around the 

world will agree with you on this point. But I think 

there will be people who will claim that this is 

impossible.  

For example, right now I fear whether or not the 

police and authorities from my country are present 

here. In my country, if you say something against 

the government, it will mobilize the police, the 

people, and various organizations to suppress you. 

If I say I want to tackle the problem of corruption, I 

will be the target of revenge. That very night, I will 

be asked to give up my fight against corruption, and 

to just let time resolve it. This is why I think this 

resolution is difficult. 

So instead of trying to solve this politically or 

logically, I think it‟s better to just use biotechnology 

to find what it is in our DNA that makes us corrupt, 

and then remove it or create a “vaccine” which we 

could inject in our future leaders. I think the result 

would be a country with no possibility of corruption.  

Francia: I think that “technology” is already in our 

hearts. We cannot change a whole generation by 

ourselves, but we can change the hearts and minds 

of our families. When I have children in the future, 

I will remember to oppose the proposition that 

crime is in our DNA. Please do not just teach the 

children only about making profit. If we teach them 

that, they will be raised waiting only for these 

profits or benefits. It is important to teach them to 

respect other people. It is when we just expect profit 

that corruption starts.  

Audience: Is restorative justice being implemented 

in all corners of Colombia? Please tell us how much 

this system has effectively reduced violence and 

inequality between the strong and the weak.  

My friend had an e-mail story written by a 

housewife. When she got sick, she was treated 

unfairly at the hospital. This friend forwarded the 

e-mail to another friend who posted it online, and 

the hospital saw the comments. The hospital 

accused the housewife of slander, but she was 

acquitted. This example is well known 

internationally. What do you think of this situation? 

Francia: Restorative justice was introduced 10 

years, and incorporated in 200 communities. For 

the first 5 years, it didn‟t expand from its original 

size. The 

chosen 

communities 

were the 

poorest in 

Colombia, 

where there 

was endless violence. The system was initiated to 

end the vengeful practice of taking justice in one‟s 

own hands and killing the offender, which in turn 
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provokes revenge from the other side as well. The 

community leaders then decided to interview both 

the offender as well as the victim. They interviewed 

the victims because they had the potential to 

become future criminals. Initially the scale was 

small. The victim‟s family also did interviews, at 

first only in accordance with the local community. 

This continued for several years. To intercede in 

front of a person who is considered a criminal is not 

a simple task. But I studied how to mediate 

between many people. This is something the 

community may not be able to do by itself, so we 

needed to consult legal experts in mediation. These 

people were not connected in any way to politicians. 

As a result, the town is till poor, but they have an 

improved quality of life, and the incidence of 

violence has declined. The system has cut off its 

relationship with the government. Even the 

financial assistance received by the community is 

from organizations that do not have ties with 

politicians. The restorative justice system is a good 

example of how a community can show its power, 

and it has been incorporated in several other areas 

in Colombia. However, the incorporation of the 

system at the national level is still difficult. The 

president tried to do this three years ago, but 

corruption tainted the system.  

Yamashita: Thank you very much. We have run out 

of time, so we shall now end the question and 

answer session. I would now like to summarize 

what we have discussed in this symposium.  

Today‟s theme was judicial problems. Topics 

covered included false accusations, government 

corruption, and discrimination, and these were all 

deeply interesting. The judiciary, which was 

introduced earlier as the underlying system 

responsible for upholding justice in countries and 

societies, also suffers from the common problem of 

government corruption in many countries. In this 

regard, the justice system may not always foster 

justice the way we conceptualize it. There is 

government justice, and then there‟s also our justice, 

and each individual may have a different 

conception of justice.  Within a society where many 

humans live together, please think about how we 

can achieve a better form of justice. We will now 

end this symposium. Thank you for your time and 

participation.  
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6．Result of the Integration Stay Questionnaires 

******************************************************************************************************* 

Results 

 We started to have questionnaires from the 7th Integration Stay because we wanted to know participants‟ 

opinions and thoughts. First of all, we‟ll show what participants enjoyed and what they thought as boring. 

Next, we‟ll show what they learn from the Stay.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ice Breaking 

○I enjoyed this activity for the unity even it was first time for participants to meet each other.  

○I was not too good in English, but I could communicate with foreigners in English. I defeated my worry 

about the communication.  ×I couldn‟t hear the self-introduction well. 

×It was difficult to communicate with all members due to large number of people.. 

Study groups 

○ I could learn foreign country. ○ I could get more information or view point about my country. 

○ I made new view of thinking. × I need more time for having more experience.× I couldn‟t join a study 

group I have chosen. × The coordinators should think more about the divide of place. 

Introduction to other cultures 

○ I enjoyed this time, because we could have fun naturally by making circles and dancing. I felt happy for 

the mood.  ○ I joined this activity while comparing each own characters of every countries. 

○ I could enjoy dancing with people whose even I don‟t know his/her name. 

Let‟s dance 

○ I enjoyed dancing with all members. ○ I could make many good friends. 

○ I had fun with foreign students for their high mood.  × larger space was needed to dance. 

○ We could feel unity by the music and I felt there was no difference amongst people when dancing.  

○ I could enjoy even if I did not have enough acknowledgment of language. It was great time. 

Symposium  

○ I‟ve got many points of view of a problem.  × I couldn‟t feel participants‟ full participation. 

○ It was good point that many foreigner could say their opinions. 

× I thought the theme was important but I couldn‟t understand well. I thought the theme should be more 

close to us. × The translation was not enough. I felt the preparation was not so good 

Your Time  

○ I thought that playing sports could break the barrier of languages. 
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○ I could be more friendly with a person whose I first met the day before. 

× There were many foreign students who didn‟t know the rule. × I wanted more time for this activity. 

Free Time  

○ I could say something with any person. ○ I could make friend in short time.  

× I felt bored for nothing to do.  

What you learnt through Integration Stay 

・To know more differences between foreigner and Japanese, and I liked to prepare better attitude when 

communicating with foreigner.  ・For not made barrier and we had to know how the difference occurred. 

・To feel that there is same between Japanese and foreigner and I felt that feeling when dancing and doing 

other activities.  ・I thought I have to know more about my country.  ・My personality and character. 

・I thought there were many kinds of people and they have their own characters.  

・English is common language but we have to see other Asian countries that are close to Japan. 

・When we are close amongst each other, we are able to have peaceful life. 

・I could learn about the change of Japanese religion through the history of Buddhism in Japan. 

・When I want to talk to foreigner, they gave me good response by smiling. 

・Lack of Japanese‟s communication.  ・The importance of taking action positively. 

Other 

・I felt participants made group only in same nationalities. ・one night two days wasn‟t enough. 

・I enjoyed this stay. And I want to join this event twice in a year. ・I satisfied with these two days. 

・The coordinator prepared the event well.  ・I want to join this kind of stay, but lack of chance. 

・The Japanese must show their feeling. They didn‟t say enough because of shame and passivity. 

Review of Questionnaires 

 We could see from the questionnaires that this Integration Stay was satisfied for the participants. For 

example, they wrote „I enjoyed this stay.‟, „I learnt other culture.‟, „I could know more about new culture that 

I didn‟t know‟, „I revive my thought about my country.‟, „I want to think about my personality.‟, and „Japanese 

tend to think foreigner = American‟. We were able to improve ourselves by knowing other people and it 

leaded to know ourselves more. And it was one of the ways for achieving the goal of harmony of 

multiculturalism. But, there were many problems of lack of preparation of the room assignment, and the 

problem of time schedule. In the symposiums theme, there were many comments that the theme was 

difficult to discuss and to gaze the point deeper. This defines the difficulty of goal of making “the challenge 

toward multicultural sharing society”. This was very good teacher for us and we wanted to be more 

improved by experiencing. (Chie Yamashita) 

 

********************Impression of Participants******************* 

After Integration Stay  

Kagoshima University and International University of Kagoshima 

Part-time Lecturer 

Han Sang Gyun 

I could learn a lot of things after participated The 9th 

Integration-Stay at “Natural House of Osumi Juveniles” in Kanoya. 

I would like to express my deepest gratitude for main-staffs for their 
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work hard so we could have fulfilling time together during our Stay. 

If I describe my feeling simply, then I could say “We are the world.” On this world, there are various 

countries, so each people have their own language and culture. These are not such a special thing, but after 

Integration-Stay, I paused to revive my thoughts about it. 

 It would be an ideal world if there is no war or any confliction among people. Looking from the other 

person's viewpoint could be the best way to understand other person`s trouble. For me, Integration-Stay was 

the first meeting place for understanding other person. 

I have been living in Japan for 16 years, but I‟ve never experienced to meet such lot of foreigners. Of course, 

I‟ve met many foreigners as foreign student from South Korea 16 years ago. But it was the first time to meet 

such many people who came from various countries at once. 

The world is so wide, and each country has many differences, but there is same essentiality. And for that, 

basically the way of thinking of each person is same even though people are living in different countries.  

From now on, it will be no surprise for a thought of living in a multicultural society or multiplicity society. 

So, I think that if we are selfish and do not have an appreciation for diversity, we would not be able to 

survive in the future. We should gain our experiences not to have a narrow view of things. 

I wish Integration-Stay continued outstanding success. 

 

Participating in Integration Stay 

Kagoshima University of Law Faculty Humanities Department 

Tomoyo Hukumiya 

It was my first time to join this event, I could have many chance to 

talk with every foreigners through study group, cultural program, 

and game.  

At first day, I joined study group about “Rights of freedom speech.” 

We had discussion about Right of freedom speech in China, I was 

surprised that a Chinese coordinator was not disappointed of his 

own right, but evaluated positively as “It is improving gradually”. I knew each opinion from people of each 

country were different. Frankly speaking, analysis of questionnaire investigation was coarse. Those were 

valuable investigation, so if they analyzed the results for separating nationality of questionnaire, they 

should have gained more interesting consideration. 

At Cultural program, I was particularly impressed with Fashion show. Participants showed their own 

traditional clothes. Facial expression of participants made the biggest impression for me rather than 

beautiful clothes. They had a radiant look, and a proud face. From their expression, I could know how big of 

their love for their country and their own culture. So I thought that it is important to protect diversity and 

respect for multicultural society.  

2nd day, theme of symposium was “Justice”. Every panelist introduced their own country‟s legal system and 

problem, and then exchanged for own opinions. It was interesting for me for I could know each country‟s 

problems. 

I could interact together with foreign students whom stayed in same room by joined study group and game. 

If we want to break our barrier of language, we should join Integration Stay. Especially in study group, there 

were 2 types of study group, light and heavy category such as playing music or discussing social problem and 

economics respectively. That was one of attractive point of Integration Stay. Not only sharing adoration of 

each other ‟s culture, but also sharing problem or concerns of each country, then talking frankly. I think that 

is the real cross-cultural exchange.   

I could know the problem of many countries and thinking of person who came from each country, so I could 

have significant time. To staffs and participants, thank you for all. 
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7. Integration Stay committee‟s impression 

*************************************************************************************************** 

 

Impression of Integration Stay 

 

Kagoshima University Graduate school of Science and Engineering  

 General Coordinator  

 Yukihumi Okada 

“Want to have new friends, let‟s join!”-That was a friendly message I received 

on my Messenger from last year‟s Integration Stay staff. I decided to join as a 

staff of Integration Stay even I did not fully understand of the meaning of 

Integration Stay activity. It is still clear on my mind when I joined first meeting 

about the progress of discussion which was held in relax situation with Japanese and English both are used 

in conversation. I found out that there are a lot of various nationality students also joined as staffs. I would 

be very pleased if this international socialization could become more intimate and it triggered me to get 

involved too.  

I was told by one staff that it was only left 2 months preparation. Frankly, I thought that minimum 

available time would not be enough then. But, if we looked back now, that 2 months preparation was just 

enough. I think we could make it because the cooperation among staff was done carefully in every detail. I 

was in charge for general affair and bulletin. I attempt hardly so the event could be ready on schedule but 

sometimes I felt messy in the middle of progress due to lack of preparation. At that time, many people 

helped me such as Miki-ne, Hiroshi, Makino, Kama-chan, Kodama-san, Passhii, and other many staffs of 

Integration stay. On first day of registration, there were only 4 people who applied as participants, so I felt 

pessimistic. But, the anxiety just flew away as at the end of registration there were more than 400 

participants. It eased my mind and made staffs run easily until the day, June 13.     

In the one night-two days camp, even there were obstacles on language and culture, I felt happy because I 

could integrate smoothly with foreign people and foreign students from each country. While working, 

sometimes I took of my nametag, and socialized with other participant not as staff but as a participant. The 

chance of talking with a foreign student gave me deep interest. I asked him whether he was tired or not, but 

he replied, “Since my childhood, it‟s been my habit to wake up very early and sleep very late. And, because 

today is very exciting, I don‟t think I‟m tired at all”. After hearing it, I shamed to myself for not thanking 

what I have at this moment. Because I always think it is normal to live in such a life with everything 

well-served. Through these 2 days, I was trying to practice about “challenge toward multicultural society” in 

life, but it wasn‟t an easy thing. Nevertheless, experienced from living together in same situation, the basic 

thing is not about feeling the difference but rather to understanding of each other own way of thinking. 

Environment and way of living that has been passed made a various experience, regardless of nationality. 

And it is impossible to bury those differences because variation always exists. Maybe it is hard to describe, 

but what I mean by live close together is not by denying the difference, but receiving it sincerely without 

giving priority to any side. In some meaning, I think it‟s better to be open-hearted. Then, it will be easy to 

accept each other. 

The one which make people so exciting is this Integration Stay. Even I didn‟t go to Universal Exposition 
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which was held in Aichi prefecture, I could enjoy universal situation only in here, Integration Stay. It just 

crossed in my mind that I‟m already master degree course second year student yet. If I graduate next year, I 

couldn‟t just be staff again for Integration Stay. And it will make me so sad. I‟m just curious whether I 

should postpone my graduation or not. If I postpone it, I‟m afraid I will be scolded by my parents. 

As I made myself thought like that, I think this event is so important. For people who read this pamphlet, I 

suggest to be one of staff or at least be a participant of this event. Then, I am very sure it will be the best 

experience.  

 

Rooting the International Exchange 

Kagoshima University Law Faculty Politics Major 

Kaikan Tutor and KUFSA Coordinator  

Aoi Hidaka  

It‟s been my second time to be staff during my participation in Integration Stay. 

Different from last year, this year brought a new sense of fulfillment and 

achievement, and also an issue for me. Holding the objective of “the challenge 

toward construction of multicultural sharing society”, we, staffs would like to ask 

ourselves whether we can accomplish that objective or not during the 

preparation days.   

Learn from last year mistakes, we requested to KUFSA to call foreign students to work together as main 

staff for the Stay this year. The first difficulty was language; next, the way of thinking and also the 

difference of work method. We were curious if this huge job amount will be success or not because sometimes 

there is miscommunication, although work together with people from same nation. Moreover, we felt 

anxious because we will work with people who are different in mother language for every foreign student. 

Beside me, especially for Japanese staffs whose plan the work fully realized that. First thing of what should 

do in working together is to not forget the partner-acceptance feeling so each other could get closer. 

Non-Japanese students were often left behind in conversation because most of Japanese staffs often spoke in 

complicated language during the meeting. That was prominent example. But, aside from that fact, this 

year‟s non-Japanese staffs were no tiring in trying to get closer to work with Japanese staffs by themselves. 

And, backed up by that kindness and collaboration, staffs could work well together until Integration Stay 

began. For myself, I got many learn especially for not to press other staffs when doing job.   

My biggest reflection of this year is, I could not use the chance of bringing the same thought of “why do we 

do this Integration Stay” amongst Japanese and non-Japanese staffs. I was curious that many staffs 

thought that success means working right on schedule. Were they able to feel the real meaning of living with 

people whose are different in nationality, culture, and or habit? For I believed we had precious time in this 

one night two days event for realizing intensive international exchange. And I‟m sure that we didn‟t left 

impression of pain and busyness only. For that, I really expect for all staffs whose had done their great job 

from preparation until the appointed day to not forget of what he had done for and felt from this Integration 

Stay, and moreover can absorb that energy into each own life from now on. For myself, I believe this 

Integration Stay brought me more energy. The realization of construction of multicultural sharing society 

won‟t exist if there is no willingness to compromise or understand among people. I felt lucky that I had a 

chance to revive that feeling through 3 months preparation days. 

I would like to write all names that have been involved in cooperating during 9th Integration Stay, but I 
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know there is not enough space yet. Privately, I also want to say my regard to all people whose have 

supported me. I wish I can keep continuing the friendship that happened in the Stay. And also, I wish this 

Stay will keep going on forever. 

I also want to say my great honor to all main staffs that had done their best for this 1 night 2 days event. I 

was so happy can do job together with you all. Arigatou gozaimashita. Well done everybody ! 

 

After Integration Stay finish                          

Kagoshima Women‟s Junior College 

Aika Shimada 

I think the event went successfully without any big trouble happened at the day 

despite the fact of always be in panic situation during preparation time. 

As an advance party, it was very tough to put up a notice about study group place 

and each accommodation on wall. There were many mistakes of posting the notice due to map 

misinterpretation, unexpected additional participant or pray room or day nursery. But, thanks to 

Katahira-san and Wakamatsu-san who helped me until the event was over. It was regretful that I didn‟t 

have a chance to see icebreaking session. Study group session was finish right on schedule. Thanks to 

Noguchi-san, the organizer, for his smooth instruction and also Tejima-san for her high level translation. 

The one what I thought is, the participants of study group were very energetic, and they intended to look for 

more acknowledgment.  

Noguchi-san‟s study group session was a little high-level topic because it is viewed from theme about 

ecology. And, in order to explain it in a simple way, he used a method of supplying a lot of information about 

environment. But, if I check again on the questionnaire, it seemed that the participants prefer a quality 

than quantity of opinions, such as “I understand the introduction of ecology but actually I wanted to know 

more about the content” or “I wanted to hear more about Noguchi-san‟s opinion” etc. I thought for next topic 

whether high quality group study could be held or not in 80mins (70mins excluding questionnaire time) 

fitted to participants need,  

It was my first time to participate in Integration Stay, but I learned a lot since preparation days. From 

preparation days until the event begin, concern for foreign students from each countries and consideration 

to every staffs were important. Even sometimes it was difficult to spare time between study and work as 

staff which was very busy than I thought, but when it came to the day, I felt a sense of achievement. For me, 

I think Integration Stay can be a first step toward multicultural society. 

 

Impression on Integration Stay 

The International University of Kagoshima 

Coordinator of Symposium  

Zhao zi long 

I know Integration Stay since I saw Integration Stay ex-staff ‟s T-shirt. And also, 

I felt Integration Stay is like a new thing for me after I read previous report. But it 

wasn‟t about the thickness, but more about the printed opinions. And, one part of 

them was symposium. During the preparation days, I met some students from 

engineering faculty. They are so brilliant, and better in talking rather than me who 

are majored in liberal arts. That‟s what made me thinking that in arguing, there is no relation to each 
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person's major.  

In one session of study group, freedom of speech, I had discussion about Chinese delicate problems. And, 

differ from my imagination of having discussion in intense situation, the discussion was held in relax 

situation. It looked like that mass media just spoiled for provoking people. Actually it would be best option 

by having discussion than leave the problem up to specialist in a television program. Then, we could achieve 

clear understanding between each side.     

It was same as symposium we had. I know we had a lot of pressure but it was not related at all between 

symposium content and opinion of “my back is hurt”. I am very sure people can learn many things from this 

symposium if they read again the content which would be published. There was no problem in discussing. 

There was good translator who can translate either from English to Japanese or from Japanese to English 

as well. But, there was a term that could not be translated easily, such as “Friend”. Of course there is a term 

for “friend” in each language. But, there is difference in interpreting “friend” between Japanese and 

non-Japanese. This kind of ambiguous is a common thing. 

It is also difficult in interpreting “share” in life. But one psychologist said that human are growing by 

having process such as experiencing, responding, suffering, and learning. I hope Integration Stay can be a 

chance for people to experiencing. 

This year there will be no my long-cherished T-shirt but I want to leave out my impression in this 

Integration Stay report. 

 

After Finish 9th Integration Stay 

Kagoshima University Law Faculty Politics Major 

Study Group Coordinator  

Tomohiro Katahira 

I heard from one foreign student said, “I do not want to be Integration Stay staff 

again for next year”. He said, “Only Japanese opinion was heard, what about my 

opinion”. It seemed he had dissatisfaction that have been concealed for long time 

and finally it overflew away. We, Japanese staffs didn‟t do it on purpose, but we felt sorry if he felt had been 

alienated. If I heard foreign student complaint like that, I felt we have done nothing for this Integration Stay. 

Due to differences of language, culture, and habit, it made me difficult to work together with foreign 

students. Just a little misunderstanding could disorder situation. 

I think this year Integration Stay was wonderful, very cheerful and I was so impressed by participants‟ 

positive reaction. 

Many foreign students cooperated together with us.  

Beside staffs‟ effort, there was also big contribution from Kaikan tutors who also helping in KUFSA. 

Many foreign students are attracted to cooperate together because of her consideration to foreign students 

and also her power of attraction. If there weren‟t those 2 things, maybe fun of this year Integration Stay 

would not be the same. For that, I really appreciate it. 

But, staffs have to know that in preparation days, there was still dissatisfaction voice of some foreign 

students beside the success we had in this Integration Stay. There was written in the previous report that 

this Integration Stay needs a change. 

The important is, making a space for foreign students ( not only for staff ) so they can play active role. And, 

for that, there is necessity to change the consciousness of Japanese staffs. I think, we, Japanese staffs need 
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to re-think again of what is needed for making a “share society“. There were such trifling matters as, the 

meeting was held only in Japanese, didn‟t share the work to foreign students because tired of explaining, 

didn‟t hear foreign student‟s opinion because busy. From an act of what we think as common action actually 

can make our partners felt be alienated. And, we can try to change our act so we can be aware. 

Another important thing is, we can not hear foreign students‟ real voice only in superficial relationship. 

First of all is to join a community with foreign students. It‟ okay by having drink, dinner, or play together 

but at that time we have to learn about the problem they may have. Then, in unexpected time, I‟m sure we 

can hear his/her real intention.  

By imagining we are on their position, feeling what they feel, then we can learn more the meaning of 

existence of sharing society. I wish we can practice it because we are Integration Stay staff. So, in the future 

we won‟t make foreign students to be felt alienated again. 

 

Impression on Integration Stay 

Kagoshima University Law Faculty Politics Major 

Coordinator of Symposium and Document  

Chie Yamashita 

“Not interpretation but change” is my motto. 

There was a word said, “Philosophy was used for interpreting societ y. 

But, it is used nowadays for society reform”.  I only took latter part of 

each word. Not only for philosophy, and not only ended to interpretation, 

but change that word meaning -have a power to change own and surrounding environment- and 

made that word as my motto. I believe that those words are realized on this Integration Stay.  I 

feel regret on some cases, moreover I believe that attitude should also be improved.  

This time, I took charge of children-caring, observation, and symposium. For symposium, I 

kept straying even it was over. Anyway the theme was not settled.  And finally, the theme was 

settled on Tuesday, one day before Integration Stay began.  Besides, it was very difficult to 

interpret the understanding of “justice”.  Of course, it was due to lack of preparation for the 

Symposium. We could not make the most of what panelist has. So audience ‟s response was not 

really good then. It was unsurprisingly because we just could not make preparation ready in only 2 

or 3 days. But I was lucky that our line up panelists was great, and we could go through somehow. 

 The detail cause of symposium session‟s failure can be read in report. But, it was me at all who didn‟t 

work with foreign students yet arranged the plan only by myself. Basically, I am introvert. As well as 

possible, I don‟t want to work with people.  What I mean by don‟t work with people could just be a 

misleading meaning, but I prefer if my attitude is described as don‟t want to order someone.  After 

all, I felt that communication of human relationship will be unpleasant because of bad habit of 

always commanding someone. That‟s why I prefer to work by myself.  That effect was easy to be 

understood. Integration Stay is communication, a place for Japanese to learn to.  And, I felt 

failure in understanding that value. At first, I had no self-awareness. But, now I think finally I 

could understand in simple way. I realized my lack of communication skill or lazy attitude after 

saw event result. I felt bad because it was true that I grew up but I had to pay big price for my 

mistakes on Symposium-the main event of Integration Stay-. But, it was a big harvest for me. 

In my opinion, we had done this year Integration Stay successfully.  One of reasons is foreign 
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students are involved in the event directly. Because of the existence of foreign students who 

pump up the event, handle and convey to other participants about Japanese strict rule of facility, 

so staffs could prevent frictions, and everybody could enjoy the event happily. I think we won‟t go 

this success if the event was done by Japanese staffs only or non-Japanese staffs only. Of course, 

there were many internal or external problems happened.  But, I thought those problems were 

nothing. That‟s what made me realized why I failed in managing the symposium; for not involving the 

foreign students in that session.  

Next year I can not work as main staff due to job hunting.  

During Integration Stay has been held 4 times so far, I just could participate as staff only for 2 

times. I would not get such this feeling as this time if I only worked as recorder. Just what like 

written in last year report-which I only did interpretation as recorder for last year-. And, at that 

time I felt I was not like as myself as what I used to be. But, I think now I recognized more about 

“change” through Integration Stay this year. 

 

First of all, I would like to express my sincerest gratitude to all staff members for 

their amazing efforts to make this integration stay smooth and successfully. As a 

staff I‟m now realized that it is hard to gathered people from over the world with 

lots of different cultures and behaviors. Without cooperation and earnest between 

all committee members, maybe this integration stay will not be as planned. 

Congratulation to all staff enthusiasm and ability to motivate has resulted in a 

significant increase in productivity and profitability. I have attended as 

participant in 2007 and for this year I‟m very lucky to be one of the staff although at the first time it make 

my spine crept out!! No confidence and shy to express my ideas. But, from it I learn many advantages such 

as concept of teamwork, constructive meetings, and also improved my Japanese language skills. You can 

experience and learn many hidden things when you join it at least one. This is a good way to know different 

cultures, religions, society and make new friends all over the world. 

As a coordinator of study groups, a million thanks to this programme for giving us a chance to introduce our 

country. We are very happy to share our culture and some ideas to participants. We hope our presentation 

enjoyable and the emphasis has been redirected not only for entertainment, but more on education. 

By the way, sometimes we as a staff cannot satisfy everybody. That is our weakness “human is not perfect” 

but I believed that all staff members had already tried our best and gave a lots of efforts to make it perfect 

as possible. 

I wish that this event will continue every year and the quality will be increase better than this year. From 

here, I can conclude that if we together cooperate, unite and destroy border of shyness maybe we will make 

this event more successfully. “Terima kasih” 

Yusuf Shuaib b. Ibrahim 

Master candidate 

Earth and Environmental science 

KUFSA Sport Secretary 
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Md. Imranul Hoq 

PhD Candidate 

Department of Biochemical Science and Technology 

Kagoshima University 

& 

President 

Kagoshima University Foreign Students Association 

 

As a member of the Integration Stay 2009 organizers, I saw that the staff and 

volunteers worked with their fullest effort to make the event smooth and organized. Everyone fulfilled their 

tasks and didn‟t leave their post behind. The organizers made sure that the participants enjoyed the 

activities and accommodated their questions and requests. Being one of the organizers was indeed a tough 

job, as much time and effort were needed to facilitate and to make the event a reality. Yes, it was tiring, but 

all the effort, planning and meetings were all essential for the success of the event. Though the organizers 

had so many duties on their hands, we had fun as well. This is especially true when we saw that the 

participants enjoyed every moment and every activity that we had meticulously planned. 

On the other hand, as a participant of the event, I realized that the Integration Stay is an important tool in 

establishing new friendships and in strengthening the bonds between foreigners and Japanese. It is a 

multi-cultural venue that maintains several purposes: to discover the colorful cultures of different countries 

– to see how similar or how different they are from me; to appreciate the beautiful talents that we have – 

from dancing to singing; to create new acquaintances with foreigners and Japanese – as this crowd consists 

of my daily encounters here in Japan; and to promote friendship and unity with each other – as this event 

bridges cultural and behavioral gaps amongst us.  

I enjoyed the study group as a participant. It was a chance to share part of my Bangladesh history and 

culture to others through sports. It was a unique way of introducing Bangladesh to them, without the 

worries of language and cultural barriers, as all of us have games in our own respective countries. 

I liked the cultural night too! I think the performers did very well. It was like a show of talents from all over 

the world. While I watched the performances, it felt like I travelled the whole world already via the dances 

and songs of different countries. The performances were very interactive, as the audience mingled and 

joined together. I think in every show, audience participation is very important, and the cultural night 

passed that criterion with flying colors. 

I think that events like the Integration Stay should continue to run every year. It serves as an opportunity 

for foreigners and Japanese to mingle and to share their culture and talents. It fosters relationships and a 

sense of unity amongst different people. Through the Integration Stay, I saw unity 

despite diversity. 

 

Ｍulticultural Sharing Society and Integration Stay 

 

Kagoshima University Law Faculty Politics Major  

Coordinator Leader  

Rina Kajihara 

What should I do for Integration Stay with objective of “the challenge toward multicultural sharing 
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society”? That‟s what I always think since I had been a staff in 2008. I think Integration Stay was very great 

event. Nevertheless, even we can say that this event was success, it doesn‟t mean poverty and violence have 

vanished. Moreover, there are still people who are dying somewhere in this world. A scheme of “success of 

Integration Stay equal to realization of multicultural sharing society” did not exist. I have ever been asked 

by one person, “Why you are so struggling for Integration Stay while it doesn‟t have any (relationship with 

educational degree/school score) relation with education grade?”. At that time, I just thought “I‟m just dying 

to do Integration Stay because it‟s fun at all”. Actually it was so hard being a staff of Integration Stay. Even 

though, I felt everyday of my life was so filled and was happy for it. But, I could not find specific reason when 

sometimes I asked a question to myself “why could I do my best so far?”. I become felt terrible if I think like 

that because I had a duty as leader of coordinators. 

Yet, I know that feeling after doing my duty. And, it is because the fun of Integration Stay itself. When I 

was being a staff in 2008, only few staffs had experience. The condition was “abnormal” because many 

lack-experience staffs worked as a leader or took charge as a session leader. In addition, I took charge of 

Integration Stay biggest session, the symposium. I felt happy for what staffs had done for symposium, and 

also I got many learns and experiences. But, it was also fact that staffs sometimes felt uneasiness in dealing 

with the job as “is there something not forgetten?” because many newcomers worked as staffs. It was so tired 

at first day due to preparation for second day. Soon after symposium was over, I with other staffs cleaned all 

rooms that have been used, and went back to university. For true, I couldn‟t enjoy the fun of whole session of 

Integration Stay but study group session and introduction of other culture session.  

  

Actually I really wanted to join the whole session in Integration Stay for this time. The job as coordinator 

main leader was not easy enough. But, rather than last year, I got my chance to get in touch with many 

staffs and foreign students. Different from last year‟s symposium, I could see that my chance to talk and 

joke with staffs and foreign students increased. This year I was better doing my job than last year because I 

handled over all the problems in case it happened. And most of all, the important one is Integration Stay 

itself. I have had a lot of fun inside the bus for Osumi, and two study groups that I attended were also 

advantageous. Both for seeing the whole progress of introduction of other culture session and for dancing 

with many people at night were my first experience. Those two days was so fun at all that I couldn‟t describe 

it in words obviously. I am always thinking that this Integration Stay will be over, and maybe I won‟t meet 

all the staffs again so often like before when preparation days. 

One of objectives of Integration Stay is to convey the fun of this event to everybody else. For appearing 

“the challenge toward construction of multicultural sharing society”, it is important for even a single person 

to tell everybody that multicultural sharing society is great and should be realized. One effective way to 

convey the multicultural sharing society is to join and do it directly. For that, we held one night-two days 

Integration stay for Japanese and non-Japanese people who are living in Kagoshima, the little form of 

realization of multicultural sharing society. Maybe it is looked impossible, but here we are all charmed and 

attracted by a bond of circle-activity during the Stay and, either asked to join again in next chance or to 

involve more in other international exchange. I‟m sure even the Stay was over and we have got back to our 

“normal” life, we won‟t forget the fun happened there. Of course I want people to keep remembering those 

memories very much. Because even one single person‟s thought of realizing the multicultural sharing society 

can be a steppingstone to realize the objection of “the challenge toward construction of multicultural sharing 

society” not only in the Integration Stay, but also in whole world.  
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But, it is a fact that multicultural sharing society won‟t be realized if we only have dream of it and do 

nothing. It is important to know the problems that are happening or the cultures that are existing now in 

real world. Because it would be useless thing to realize the multicultural sharing society if not relating 

between the present condition and its analysis, or the solution and its execution. Needless to say, the content 

of two days Integration Stay event was designed so participants can learn or experience the unknown yet 

world‟s culture and every problem happened inside. We could see many participants fell asleep or left in the 

middle of second day event because they enjoyed the first day so much. But, I just wished people won‟t forget 

that in realizing the multicultural sharing society, there will be hardships incident to ideal life. That‟s why 

we, the staffs, want to tell many people about reality of world, such as how to eliminate the poverty or the 

violence. Either, we don‟t want people give up on handling the international problems for thinking the 

problems are too wide or difficult. Many solutions and arguments had been viewed according to experts, only 

it hasn‟t been happened yet in real. 

It was my honor to be one of staffs in Integration Stay. I feel lucky for meeting many people through 

Integration Stay. Especially because I have given a chance to be the leader of coordinators in 2009 

Integration Stay. Because there are many staffs who worked from last year till this year, we could have 

cooperative people in handling problems that occurred in Integration Stay. 

The newcomer staffs also worked in high motivation. I got many supports from many people especially 

foreign students and institution officers. Even I often get home very late, my parent never burst in my 

problems but they kept an eye on me. Especially, for staffs who are still living with their family may have 

troubled their parent or family. I want to say thanks again to people who support me. Last, I won‟t stop 

wishing that Integration Stay can grow more to keep conveying the message of “the challenge towards 

multicultural sharing society” from Kagoshima to the whole world. 
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8. En no Shita no Chikara Mochi which has supported the Multi-nationality 
*************************************************************************************************** 

●Child Psychology 

・Ono Asuka ・Heijou Ayaka ・Kobae Nana ・Shiroyama 

Ayami 

・Ando Lina ・Tuji Satomi ・Wakimoto Yumika ・Hattori 

Kaoru 

 

Integration stay staffs executed the nursery for parents who 

participate in Integration Stay so they could join study group 

section or symposium without anxiety. Chaikoro‟s staffs bear the work every year. Chaikoro is an 

abbreviation of “Child Psychology” which attached to Kagoshima Univ. Since it was approved in 1977, they 

do various activities like recreation and creation activity. They hold role of taking care children while 

playing with them. Thanks to Chaikoro for their work so parents can participate in programs and children 

can play safely. 

 Above-mentioned eight people cooperated at this year. Thanks a lot! 

 

●Broadcast Department 

・Yamasaki syusuke ・Yamao umihiko ・Oda miho ・Koarata 

yuri 

 

 Integration Stay hired Broadcast Department members to do 

work for sound systems. All programs would not work well without 

the cooperation of the people of Broadcast Department. Not only 

sound systems, they also did arrangements with performers and a 

lot of small works. When trouble happened, staffs got many help as Broadcast members also helped to 

resolve those problems. 

Above-mentioned four people cooperated at this year. Thanks a lot! 
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●Part Two 

1. Look Back on Integration Stay ‟09  

*************************************************************************************************** 

 “Actually what is 2009 Integration Stay?” That`s what I thought while making this report since head of 

the 2010 year, period when many previous staffs graduated. While looking over future after graduation, the 

outcome of discussion about “How the progress of 2009 Integration Stay has been held?”, or “What is 

everyone thinking about Integration Stay for own self?” is this Part Two. 

The speciality of 2009 was activity from KUFSA Exco which became new division at that time. In making 

Integration Stay, Japanese staffs collaborated with non-Japanese staffs. For Integration Stay base ideal and 

contrary to usual fact of non-Japanese staffs was decreasing while most staffs were Japanese students, new 

division of KUFSA Exco was formed. Even we got many results from work collaboration with non-Japanese 

staffs but we have to admit that we also had many problems at the same time. And since both Japanese 

staffs and non-Japanese staffs` opinion will be written here, I hope it can be reference for future. 

 And in the middle of graduation of staffs, what was written in this report was “Integration Stay 

Before&After”. The mean is similar as the title, which has meaning of participation before Integration 

Stay and participation after Integration Stay. For every staffs, it is unmeasureable results we got from 

Integration Stay, so it is not too much to say that without Integration Stay, we will not be the same 

person like present. Write for report while did job-hunting, or write in other country after made a mind 

on study overseas, many thought I kept on my mind, but those things also the one I got from Integration 

Stay, and I hope I can keep hold that value even for my next life.（Rina Kajihara） 

 

2. With non-Japanese Students～Sight of Integration Stay from KUFSA coordinators（Aoi Hidaka） 

*************************************************************************************************** 

2-1. Initiating “multiculturalism” through the main staff 

The “Integration Stay” program started in 2001, so 2009 marks the 9th time it was held. Every year, the 

diverse main staff carries out the plans, design, and management of the camp. In our limited understanding 

as the 2009 staff, we recognized a commonly raised question: 

“Why is the main staff mostly composed of Japanese students?” 

Of course regardless of the nationality, we have cooperated with various workshop organizers, discussion 

panelists, and other people who have worked hard to make this camp possible. We also have panelists and 

organizers who join us every year. 

Even if the camp‟s theme is “the challenge of building a multicultural society,” the staff members that 

prepared for it are mainly Japanese. The way we think, the way we do things, our point of view, and the 

Japanese way of doing things were all questioned. While the staff is mostly composed of university students, 

we wonder why there aren‟t many students who join the staff. This situation is also now considered 

“natural.” 

In a short span of 2 days and 1 night, this camp intended to give participants a taste of a multicultural 

society, so that they may be able to think about how it can be promoted in reality. 

That said, as the staff strives to understand this concept, our response to the aforementioned issue is to 

change the “mainly Japanese staff” by creating a position in charge of coordinating with KUFSA. 
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2-2. The creation of the position “KUFSA liaison” 

KUFSA stands for the “Kagoshima University Foreign Students Association.” It is an organization that 

aims to foster friendly bonds between foreign students, as well as deepen their interactions and friendships 

with the Japanese through promoting mutual compromise. The executive committee is composed of twenty 

elected members (to be fair, they try to make sure each country is represented). With this committee as the 

central authority, KUFSA organizes various events, and the Japanese and foreign students who participate 

are able to establish ties with each other. 

As the KUFSA liaison was in charge of coordinating with the foreign students of Kagoshima University, 

the creation of this position was the key to breaking down the boundaries between the Japanese staff and 

the foreign students as we worked together towards organizing the Integration Stay.  

More specifically, as a starting point, we tapped into the KUFSA network for foreign students who were 

willing to work with the main staff. We aimed to have 10 foreign students from various countries to work as 

main staff members. 

Through this, we were able to bridge the gap between the Japanese and foreign staff members, and build 

awareness on “collaboration,” and together, we were able to propose solutions to various problems. 

 

2-3. Change brought about by collaboration 

(1) The shift towards bilingual meetings and résumé (summary/ agenda) 

 Until this year, meetings and everything else were carried out in Japanese. This time, we had to prepare 

for the camp with foreign staff members who have just arrived in Kagoshima, so they did not understand 

Japanese yet. To foster shared awareness (or equal access to information),① the résumé was written in 

both Japanese and English; and ②  meetings were mainly conducted using English as the default 

language. 

(2) The increase of participants due to coordination with KUFSA 

 In 2009, we increased awareness of the event by expanding our publicity scheme. As part of this 

publicity expansion, we also tapped into the foreign students‟ individual networks to reach out to more 

students. The staff‟s efforts paid off, and we were able to get the maximum number of 430 participants for 

the Integration Stay. 

(3) Conflicts between staff members and increased awareness 

 Misunderstandings due to the language barrier and conflicts caused by differences in work pace arose 

from time to time. The Japanese way of requiring the other to be sensitive to unspoken needs (what they 

call “reading the air”) had to be set aside. The staff had to explicitly say, “what I want to do,” “why I want 

it,” “why this has to be done” … While the subject is usually omitted in spoken Japanese (i.e. watashi wa, 

which means “I am”), it had to be said this time to avoid misunderstanding. Ever since 2001, an attitude of 

mutual respect has always been promoted, but even so conflict was unavoidable. During those moments, 

the mistake had to be clarified, and compromise had to be reached by properly discussing it. Through this, 

the staff was able to experience first-hand the difficulties of multiculturalism.  
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2-4. How the foreign student staff members felt 

Q. How was last year's style for Integration-Stay during preparation and on that 

day? 

Answer: The styles are good, but need some improvements on panel discussion, 

study group and culture introduce (performance). About panel discussion, I‟m a 

little bit sad because on that time 80% of the participants were slept. Is it the 

theme was too details and not interesting or everybody tired? Let us think deeply. 

Q. Do you have some complained or suggestion or opinion about style of 

preparation? (For example, "The meeting takes so long time and difficult to join discussion," "I complain 

about Japanese staff's reaction...."etc.) 

Answer: About meetings, only 2 hours is enough because staff already sent to mailing list and discussed 

between them before the meetings. Actually the meetings are only to make a decision, conclusion and get 

some new ideas from other people beside staff. In this situation the chairman plays an important role to 

consider which part is important and cut off the irrelevant. Time management is important. As for foreign 

student, language is the main problem. They need a translator to help them bringing the brilliant ideas. In 

the meetings, do not discussed and focused on „WHY” but more on “how to make a better solution”. 

Q. Not necessary to hide your real intention so just please feel free to write your comments. 

Answer: Every year there are new staffs willing to help in this event and surely they don‟t have enough 

experience.  So, senior should give courage and help them with new ideas without pressuring them a lot. Of 

course there are some mistakes during the preparations. But as a human being, it is normal because “no one 

perfect” and we cannot judge them like we judge ourselves. Everybody is different. The best way is to lead 

them with sincere heart and positive thinking. It is good to give them a little bit pressure to make them 

work more efficiently but not in every time. Machine will also breakdown, human? especially heart. So, if 

this happens continuously, it will lead to negative impacts such as angry, unsatisfied, and troublesome or 

maybe some staffs will not be able to give a help again in the next event.  As we know, most staffs are 

students they need enough time to study, sleep, and eat and other things. If the daily routines or main task 

are disturbed because to focus only on one thing, for me it is terrible. For example, if they work too hard 

until morning and sometimes forget to eat this will make them sick and new ideas cannot be achieved 

especially Japanese staff. I‟m very proud and amaze with the way Japanese people work very hard. But 

sometimes from my opinion beside work hard, work smart also important. In this event, staff participation 

especially foreign people or students are needed. From here we can gather different ideas and the different 

way of thinking towards effective communication and better understandings. We need something to make 

them interested. How? Japanese students should think about it. “A sharp tongue and a brilliant mind are 

never found in the same skull”. Lastly I‟m hoping that friendship built from this event will last forever not 

only on that time. 

Yusuf Shuaib b. Ibrahim 

Master candidate 

Earth and Environmental science 

KUFSA Sport Secretary 
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As a member of the Integration Stay 2009 organizers, I saw that the staff and 

volunteers worked with their fullest effort to make the event smooth and 

organized. Everyone fulfilled their tasks and didn‟t leave their post behind. The 

organizers made sure that the participants enjoyed the activities and 

accommodated their questions and requests. Being one of the organizers was 

indeed a tough job, as much time and effort were needed to facilitate and to make 

the event a reality. Yes, it was tiring, but all the effort, planning and meetings 

were all essential for the success of the event. Though the organizers had so many 

duties on their hands, we had fun as well. This is especially true when we saw that the participants enjoyed 

every moment and every activity that we had meticulously planned. 

On the other hand, as a participant of the event, I realized that the Integration Stay is an important tool in 

establishing new friendships and in strengthening the bonds between foreigners and Japanese. It is a 

multi-cultural venue that maintains several purposes: to discover the colorful cultures of different countries 

– to see how similar or how different they are from me; to appreciate the beautiful talents that we have – 

from dancing to singing; to create new acquaintances with foreigners and Japanese – as this crowd consists 

of my daily encounters here in Japan; and to promote friendship and unity with each other – as this event 

bridges cultural and behavioral gaps amongst us.  

I enjoyed the study group as a participant. It was a chance to share part of my Bangladesh history and 

culture to others through sports. It was a unique way of introducing Bangladesh to them, without the 

worries of language and cultural barriers, as all of us have games in our own respective countries. 

I liked the cultural night too! I think the performers did very well. It was like a show of talents from all over 

the world. While I watched the performances, it felt like I travelled the whole world already via the dances 

and songs of different countries. The performances were very interactive, as the audience mingled and 

joined together. I think in every show, audience participation is very important, and the cultural night 

passed that criterion with flying colors. 

I think that events like the Integration Stay should continue to run every year. It serves as an opportunity 

for foreigners and Japanese to mingle and to share their culture and talents. It fosters relationships and a 

sense of unity amongst different people. Through the Integration Stay, I saw unity despite diversity. 

Md. Imranul Hoq 

PhD Candidate 

Department of Biochemical Science and Technology Kagoshima University 

President Kagoshima University Foreign Students Association 

 

2-5. Japanese staff‟s episodes 

Looking at Cross-Cultural Understanding Through Halal 

 Kagoshima University Law Faculty Politics Major  

Coordinator Leader  

Rina Kajihara 

Cross-cultural understanding is required of those who participate in the 

Integration Stay. Without respecting and recognizing other people‟s values and 

differences, a “multicultural society” is not possible. In working alongside foreign 

students, I intended to strive for compromise, and I am thinking of doing the same from now on. However, 

this action called “compromise” is not exclusive to the Japanese people. As the external liaison, I had the 

chance to deal with the issue of Halal. If we truly want to achieve harmony, we have to approach this issue 
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not just unilaterally but through mutual compromise. I also realized again that I am still in the process of 

overcoming cultural clashes with foreign students. 

I think many people know that Muslims can neither drink alcohol nor eat pork. But this doesn‟t mean that 

they can eat beef and chicken the same way non-Muslims do. For Muslims, animal blood is considered 

poisonous to the body, so when cutting meat, great care must be taken not to cut the carotids. Meat prepared 

in this manner is called “Halal.” Since meat sold in the markets here are usually not halal, there was always 

a meatless menu in the annual camp. However, these meals proved to be unpopular, so for the 2009 camp, 

we asked the caterers to provide meals with halal meat. This turned out to be a success, as 300 halal meals 

were sold on the first evening alone. 

The aforementioned request to the caterers was not just about halal meat. Aside from avoiding alcohol and 

pork, they were also asked not to include ra-yu (Chinese chili oil), consommé, local sake, and mirin in the 

halal meals. Japanese food is hard to season without local sake and mirin, and the absence of ra-yu and 

consommé further limited the caterer‟s options as Chinese food and common soups required these 

ingredients. Because of this, I had to ask the caterer to fax us their proposed menu several times, and then I 

repeatedly had to ask Professor Hafiz to check these proposed menus. I also had to ask the caterer to revise 

several menus. I wished for a menu that everyone could enjoy eating together, so that Muslims and 

non-Muslims could be equal even in eating their meals. 

Despite my intentions, I encountered a sudden problem. The menu at the cafeteria showed food with sake 

and ra-yu. Since there was a table especially for the halal meals, many foreign students ate without 

checking the menu (and actually, this wasn‟t a problem). But when they noticed the regular menu displayed 

at the cafeteria, many of them thought they had eaten non-halal food. I checked with the cafeteria people 

again, and while they reassured me that the menu had no problem, at that instance they irritably said, 

“what again? We‟ve had enough!”  

I just wanted everyone to have a delicious meal, and yet because of my mistake, I had made some foreign 

students uncomfortable. I even went to the extent of consulting with Professor Hafiz several times to check 

the menu, and I also constantly negotiated the menu with the cafeteria people through fax, and yet all my 

efforts went down the drain. This left me in shock and despair. 

In my frustration, on several occasions I would think, “it was my mistake,” or “if I had only done it this 

way,” but there were several things I struggled to understand.  It came to a point when I resigned myself to 

thinking “it was impossible to avoid.” I am not a Muslim. That said, no matter how careful I am, no matter 

how hard I try to figure out how they eat, I can never know it 100% well. So like what happened this time, 

there will always be something I will not be able to notice. Despite not being Muslim, I took great care in 

providing them with a menu specially designed for them, and if that consideration went unnoticed, then 

there‟s nothing more I can do. I did my best. I found out about the problem 30 minutes after the mealtime 

started. Why didn‟t the foreign students ask the other Japanese staff members or the cafeteria crew about 

the menu? What were the Japanese meal staff members doing at that time? Just by asking “Does this meal 

have alcohol or pork in it?” the foreign students would‟ve easily gotten the answer they needed. So why was 

the problem unsolved until I arrived? Us Japanese, we are able to be considerate of Muslims and other 

foreign students. But we cannot “become” Muslims or foreign students. So in instances like this, if no one 

says anything, there is nothing we can do.  

What I mean is, I am also not in a position to blame other people. At that time, I wasn‟t able to ask “Why 

didn‟t you ask other staff members about the menu?” Or I should‟ve said, “If you don‟t say anything, we 

won‟t be able to solve the problem. We‟re not Muslim, so there are things we do not know. Besides, did you 

think that we, the staff, would make you eat non-halal food? Just so you know, we had to check this menu 
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several times to make sure. We‟re not capable of making you violate your beliefs on purpose. We would 

appreciate it if you trusted us a bit more.” It would be meaningless if it were just the Japanese people 

exerting effort to understand other cultures. Furthermore, if I do not present my true feelings to others, real 

cross-cultural understanding cannot be achieved. If we are to truly understand and respect each other, we 

must start by changing ourselves first. 

 

An Episode (Incident) with a Foreign Student 

鹿児島大学農学部生物環境学科 

異文化紹介  小川 裕也 

My experience of organizing the 2009 Integration Stay with foreign students left 

a strong impression with me.  Among the staff members, there was someone in 

charge of KUFSA, who exerted the necessary effort to include the foreign students 

in the execution of the Integration Stay.  As the one in charge of planning the 

introduction of the various cultures represented by the Stay participants, I was 

able to interact more with the foreign students than I did last year.  Without the 

cooperation of the foreign students, I would have been unable to carry out my duty; however, as my 

interaction with them increased, I encountered some problems as well. There were instances when I was 

unable to express myself adequately in English, which resulted in various forms of miscommunication: 

sometimes I could not confirm the information I needed; other times I had difficulty assembling everyone for 

a meeting so I did it poorly. There was also a time when I failed to set aside some time for prayer so I 

frantically had to adjust on the day of the event. There were many other problems caused by 

miscommunication, but the toughest one was when a foreign student came prepared for a performance I did 

not include in the intercultural presentation program. Apparently, the foreign student in charge of this 

program had made a request to this performer, but due to miscommunication, I did not know about this 

arrangement until I met the performer, who at that time was ready to go on stage. Because I did not want to 

add performances not included in the program, I did not know what to say to the unexpected performer, so I 

ended up angering and frustrating him/ her. In the end, he/ she was able to perform, but it‟s a shame that 

the misunderstanding had left him/ her offended. 

This Integration Stay was the first time I‟ve had trouble with a foreign student. I‟ve always tried to avoid 

trouble, but I think there‟s a possibility that the reason why I‟ve been able to avoid trouble with foreign 

students up to this point was that I actually avoided the foreign students themselves.  I felt that the foreign 

students had a special existence of some sort; hence, whenever I came into contact with them, I interacted 

with them in a superficial manner to avoid any trouble. However, it is because I have experienced conflict 

with a foreign student that I now seriously consider the situation of foreign students. Bit by bit, as I view 

each trouble as an opportunity, the importance of rising to the challenge of conflicts becomes clear to me. A 

big part of me still wishes to escape from conflicts, but I now know this aspect of myself better. 

Both Japanese and foreign students who were involved in the production of the Integration Stay have 

brainstormed and shared their views, comments, and concerns about the event, and I have high 

expectations for the results of the meeting. However, from my perspective, what I am fervently concerned 

about is the lopsided ratio of Japanese staff members to the foreign student members.  Because there were 

a lot more Japanese students in the organizing staff, it followed that there were also a lot more Japanese 

students who participated in the execution of the camp. One cannot deny that the Integration Stay‟s base 

was composed mainly of Japanese students, and that the foreign students just provided the extra help 

necessary to carry out the camp. The high staff turnover also caused problems, as it is not easy for a newly 
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hired staff to envision the intended design of the Integration Stay. To achieve the ideal camp, it is also 

important to create an environment in which the Japanese and foreign students could interact on the same 

wavelength. As for the foreign students, there is still some room to be more cooperative in many aspects. 

Once a challenge is resolved, a new one emerges.  This is how I want the Integration Stay to proceed. 

 

2-6. Future prospects; initiating multiculturalism through the Integration Stay 

When borders are crossed, culture also changes. For instance, differences in eating customs and socializing 

rules are not uncommon. Kagoshima, as Honshu‟s southernmost prefecture, has borders that separate it 

both from other prefectures and from other countries.  Because of this, harmonious living with others is 

something that we have to seriously live out, and every year, as students, we do it through the Integration 

Stay. On the one hand, there are students who feel that if they did not participate in this camp, they would 

not be so aware of their Japanese identity. On the other hand, there are those who are now more acutely 

aware of the differences between the Japanese and those from other countries due to their interactions with 

both kinds of students.  

After months of preparation, each member of the main staff has many thoughts on their experiences. While 

the members were able to make progress in their preparation, they all had moments when they realized 

what they could not understand about the other. The Japanese always smile, but in reality, it‟s hard to read 

what they are actually thinking. It‟s also hard to understand why foreign students can work at a leisurely 

pace even when the work begins to pile up. Questions like, “how can they do this, when the rest of us are 

trying our best?” etc. come to mind at times. During these times when the members simply cannot 

understand each other, conflict is inevitable. However, we can view these moments as opportunities. 

Without these conflicts, our knowledge about each other remains poor, so we continue to view each other 

with prejudice, and that is a bigger problem. The Integration Stay gives us the chance to experience these 

differences first-hand, with people we meet in person, and this reaffirms the importance of this event. 

With the creation of the position “KUFSA liaison,” we were able to organize the Integration Stay in 

collaboration with the foreigners, but many problems remain. After the Integration Stay, there is a great 

tendency to let ties dissolve, and this is not a problem exclusive to the main staff. When you are in a 

community that communicates merely in your first language, it is impossible to truly experience “living with 

others.” Without being considerate of how other people differ from you, and without trying to understand 

other people‟s cultures, you will not be able to tolerate fundamental differences, and the vision of “living 

with others” will not be realized. It is still common to be confused about how to practice consideration and 

restraint in interacting with others, and because of the limited opportunities for interaction, we still have a 

long way to go. The main staff members from various countries came together naturally, and we all took up 

the challenge to “live with others” with idealistic expectations. However, we have not yet exerted enough 

effort to overcome certain hurdles. 

The Integration Stay may be a limited venue to get a taste of multiculturalism, but it offers the chance to 

experience the freedom and joy of this kind of society. Even if it was just for a moment, the participants 

won‟t be able to forget the comfort of such an experience. To be able to share this comfort in our actual 

society requires many people to think about how to achieve this. We hope that this freedom and joy brought 

by multiculturalism would become the norm in all countries and regions. Furthermore, we hope that Japan 

would someday become a truly multicultural society. 

By living briefly in a small “world village,” the participants and main staff of the Integration Stay have the 

opportunity to make social harmony a reality. It is our dream that this small opportunity that starts from 

Honshu‟s southernmost part can contribute to world peace. 
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3．Integration Stay –Before&After  

*************************************************************************************************** 

Aoi Hidaka 

I have asked these questions to myself, "what's the meaning of being Japanese?", 

"what's the point of living together?", and "what does culture mean?". I figured out 

that I have to find the objective of being Japanese by myself. I also haven't forgotten 

that there was a stereotype for us in such measure. 

Since I was in elementary school, I was accustomed to aid people in creating 

something in organizations where I belong. 

 However, it crossed through my mind that it was just my way of thinking as 

"Japanese". Or maybe by saying "being read in the air" can describe my position in the group. I also 

wondered, could I gain any experience by being together with people with different backgrounds and 

different choices of word? Probably I just had to let it be in order to "know how". Basically, it painfully 

revealed itself to me through the experiencing process.  

 I somehow felt that I was lifted up since I became a staff of this multinational camp. Also, I learnt that 

conveying one's own opinion to others should be done in such conscious endeavor. The vector was not about 

one-sidedly telling from one to another, but about unilaterally impositioning the message with passion. 

When we merely lending our ears to someone without listening carefully to our heart, the communication 

will not go succeed. Further it may even disrupt the parallality. But during communications, when we 

actually want to convey what we want to say, should we really just cut it out? should we think of the 

appropriate way to do that? 

 Such problem, when brought into Japanese people, it may seem that it is not how they act. Simply it would 

bring the impression that it's a non-Japanese way of thinking. Even so, I feel that among Japanese people, 

real communications can't be done in a simple manner. 

It may seem patronizing, but what i thought had been realized. And it was completely different. I was 

depressed during my 3 years of experience in the camp due to the participants' lack of language skill, or 

most notably, communication skill. 

 Each other's "differences" may seem interesting, but I rather felt it annoying. Often, I find it hard to believe 

to their own self-loathing. This situation has hit a wall. But now I feel that the wall itself is actually 

insteresting. 

 That is why we can't stop. In Japan, common foreign students keep on coming and they attempt to have a 

life in Kagoshima. The challenge to live with and among them, for me is just a great fruit to harvest. 

We all live on earth, thus we are all the same fellow. The word "foreigner" should not be embraced to achieve 

a multicultural society in Japan. But such idea could not be realized if Japanese people still alienate and 

brand others as "foreigner" 
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Kaori Kodama 

When I think about it, the only thing that changed after I encountered this 

multinational camp was my consciousness about the so-called 

"multiculturalism". Even though the name of this camp is "multinational camp", 

the real theme is about "the challenge to build a multicultural society". I have 

been participating in this camp for one year. But before I decided to participate, 

I absolutely had no idea about those two things. I had high hopes about the 

theme that was lifted up in this camp, but I found it rather vague. At first, 

without any confusion, I felt that the words "multinational" and "multicultural" 

were not different. 

 But now, I have obtained a big change within myself: my own thought about those two words. Now I think 

that "multicultural" and "multinational" are not same at all. In other words, I have learned from this camp 

that country and culture can't be equalized. Through direct communications among Japanese and foreign 

students that were mingled in this camp, I came to realize that it is a sensitive matter to differentiate those 

two things. 

 Every year, this camp has 400 participants from 15 different regions/countries. But it is not an 

exaggeration if I say that each individual brings their own distinct culture. 

For instance, the Chinese people. Even though they come from the same country and seem to have the same 

culture, they are actually different to each other. Before I participated in this camp, I certainly have met 

Chinese people. My opinion about those whom I met was they were merely divided into "critics against the 

(Chinese) government" and "support for the (Chinese) government". Some even showed that they respect the 

"secrecy" in this topic. But I have never thought that those who "absolutely don't have the interest for this 

matter" existed. 

 It may seem that they have the same culture, but when we look deeper it's actually much vast than that. 

When they return to china, they may behave as if they are one "unique entity", thus uniform their 

homogenous culture. 

 But n this camp, I had the chance to look into each individual by a glimpse. Hence, I felt that china is on 

the verge of cultural danger. 

 This happens for Japanese people as well. While from the outside we may seem that we come from the 

same background, the individual distinctness still appeared. 

 Our cultural differences can simply be observed from superficial aspects such as age, gender or affiliation. 

But through real dialogues, we had the chance to think outside the box and spread our points of view. 

 Regarding to "fair trade" when it comes to university students. I felt that the students tackle and struggle 

on a daily basis to be able to participate and seek opportunities involving international activities in this 

camp. Also, this highlights the vast variety of their point of view and thoughts, which inarguably must be 

acknowledged. 

 Based on years of experience in dealing with multicultural stuff, i came to conclude that multiculturalism 

should not just be viewed from its respective country / region. The problem is not about placing both 

multiculturalism and multinationalism, but to establish connections between them. 

 What I am trying to mention here, of all the years I've had, I found that "culture" is a very complex concept. 

It is not easy to assert for it has many elements in it. I have gained a lot from this camp. There are times 

where we compare cultures in class, like when we compare that Chinese people are actually "Chinese" or 

Americans are actually "American". It's actually lumpy if we do that. I can no longer ingest the surface, 

because cultural comparison is obviously too complex to describe. I am aware that the most significant thing 

is my own growth regarding this matter. 
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Hiroshi Iwayama 

When I first heard of the event Integration Stay (or Multinational Student 

Camp), I just thought, “people from different countries will be staying together.” 

My image of the event at that time was quite vague. When I first participated as a 

staff member, I timidly carried out my tasks while retaining this minimal 

awareness of the event, so I did not expect both the problems and the fun 

awaiting me. So after these problems and fun times, and my overall experience in 

the Integration Stay, I thought about whether or not I had changed. I think I did. 

The biggest changes were how I thought about foreign students and the way I 

dealt with them, and also the way I thought of the term “international exchange.” 

In all honesty, I was a shy person. Some people may wonder why I say this 

because I don‟t seem so shy to them, but when I deal with foreign students, I can‟t help feeling shy. As the 

leader of Kagoshima International University‟s International Exchange Circle, it‟s a pity that I am like this. 

In an effort to correct this, I thought about why I become shy around them.  I discovered that I had some 

peculiar concerns when it came to dealing with foreign students, and I also became aware of my low 

self-esteem. I think these were what consumed me. 

Let me explain my peculiar concern for foreign students using my experiences as a staff member in the 

Integration Camp. When foreign students were present during the meetings, I noticed that they had 

difficulty understanding the high-level Japanese we were using. I understood that it was natural that there 

were times when they had to use English, Chinese, or some other language to express what they meant. The 

pamphlet, of course, and the meeting materials were published both in English and Japanese. We thought 

this was the logical way to do things because we wanted the foreign students to understand us as much as 

possible. What I mean to say is, before the Integration Stay, the language barrier lingered in my mind, so I 

held fast to the belief that it was difficult for us to completely understand each other. I think no one can deny 

that it was indeed difficult, but the point is my attitude hindered me from exerting the maximum effort to 

overcome this barrier. The foreign students were very kind, positive, and they always did their best for us. 

My concern was not that it was difficult to communicate with them so I‟d rather do the tasks myself, but 

that I had to learn the importance of properly expressing exactly what I needed them to do. I learned that 

this kind of communication is actually possible, and should be highly prioritized.  

I also realized that the main reason why I was unable to communicate properly with them was my low 

self-esteem.  Perhaps to this day, I never seriously thought about what intercultural exchange and mutual 

understanding really meant. When I entered this university, I thought merely talking to foreigners was 

enough. I was somehow satisfied with that. I never really thought about whether or not I was truly 

communicating with them. Even in university events, people simply got together, and it wasn‟t considered 

rare if afterwards the interaction stopped. But even so, I didn‟t do anything about this because I didn‟t 

recognize the problem. I think because the foreign students were not contented with simply gathering with 

other students, many of them left the circle. 

There‟s nothing wrong with wanting to have fun. The event would also lose its meaning if it‟s not fun. The 

foreign students get to introduce and discuss their countries. But I realized that they want to express 

themselves more, and I had to think about what I can do to make this possible. The Integration Stay opened 

up an opportunity for everyone to get answers to their questions. This idea has definitely benefited me too. 

The way I think about intercultural exchange has changed significantly.  

The challenge of building a multicultural society is a very substantial theme. Its coverage is so vast, it‟s 

beyond my imagination. Conflict is sure to arise because there are so many countries. Despite this, when I 

make friends from other countries, I want us to deepen our understanding of each other. I believe this can 

serve as a good start to something we will discover later on. Just the way I discovered the things I did 

through my experience at the Integration Stay. 
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4．Postscript Editing 

*************************************************************************************************** 

 The characteristic of this report is written after the commencement of the Integration Stay for the 

upcoming year‟s Stay. There were problems where the yearly reports were not completed, we would like to 

re-examine this problem to understand why it happened again this year. This year‟s report was done with 

the help of many people as to compare to the usual, and the recorder this year should possess all the 

know-how which should have been relayed. Furthermore, as we were proceeding towards the 2010 camp, we 

made a reflection on the 2009 Stay, added it as “the color of the 2009‟s Stay” and became a valuable 

experience. There is no argument that the report should be completed within the year, but as there are still 

many problems related to the reports and the Stay itself, the way we are making the report, need to be 

further improved in the future. 

 What I felt as I was making this report are the limitation of the staffs who are students, and it is difficult 

to make this report from the perspective of outsider. The recordings for these few years were made by 3rd 

year student. However, the job hunting would then start after the end of this Integration Stay. To manage 

both of this extensive and job hunting activities is nearly impossible. Which is why, some of the staffs, 

taught and passed over the responsibility to make the report and focus on the job hunting, but at the end the 

staffs were not clear on what to do and unable to do anything. This is something inevitable. It is possible to 

split the responsibilities of the writings, collecting materials, or corrections, but to a certain extent, the 

editing after collecting all the materials need to be done by a single person. To link each data, inserting 

pictures, editing sentence, was not done by splitting it among a few people, but it needed to be done using a 

single computer by a single person. This is the most difficult part of making the report from outsider‟s 

perspective. The university students will only be present for four years and it doesn‟t assure that they can 

participate for the whole 4 years. The one person who is in charge of making the report, in case where he/she 

is busy with job hunting activities, or even graduated, then the only person who have the knowledge to make 

the report would be gone. After the end of the Stay, regarding the making of the report, it is difficult to 

maintain the motivation. It cannot be helped if the report was ignored as the report writing was entrusted to 

another staffs because of job hunting activities. I am also partially responsible for not being able to complete 

the report in time due to those entire problems.  Therefore, I would like to apologize for it. 

 Fortunately, the 2010 Integration Stay Report can be completed within the year. I am very grateful to 

Asahi ODA-san who despite her first experience has been working diligently, and also to Madoka 

NAKAJIMA-san who despite all the difficulties has been able to continue with all the works. Report in other 

3 languages (i.e. English, Chinese and Korean) was not able to be completed, however all the report 

including 2010 will be posted in in 4 languages (Japanese, English, Chinese and Korean) on the homepage. 

We, the staffs had not been making full use of the internet up till now. I really hope that by reading from the 

webpage, the people can become more interested in “multi-cultural society”.   I would like to express my 

sincere gratitude to all the (English, Chinese and Korean) translators, and those who have been working 

together with us during the Integration Stay. Thank you very much.   

 

The 9th Integration Stay Chairperson 

Rina KAJIHARA 
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5. List of Names of Participants 

*************************************************************************************************** 

1 鎌田悠幹 日本 
 

41 ＭＯＨＤ ＨＡＺＷＡＮ ＢＩＮ ＹＵＳＯＦ マレーシア 

2 井手迫美紀 日本 

 
42 越智信一朗 日本 

3 片平知宏 日本 
 

43 手嶋道男 日本 

4 ユーリズ バクティアル インドネシア 
 

44 田中大揮 日本 

5 ＶＩＬＬＡＭＯＲ ＳＨＩＥＬＡ フィリピン 

 
45 濱元亜衣 日本 

6 岡田行史 日本 
 

46 宮野洋平 日本 

7 趙子龍 中国 
 

47 小野祐佳 日本 

8 若松夏紀 日本 
 

48 上野真理衣 日本 

9 濱屋啓太 日本 

 
49 向江親太郎 日本 

10 嶋田愛佳 日本 
 

50 木村清 日本 

11 宋詩媛 中国 
 

51 木場彰一 日本 

12 ＡＮＩＳ ＵＲ ＲＥＨＭＡＮ パキスタン 

 
52 城之園真代 日本 

13 ユソフ シュアイブ ビン イブラヒム マレーシア 
 

53 平田杏菜 日本 

14 日髙葵 日本 
 

54 西原千夏 日本 

15 児玉香織 日本 

 
55 植木園麻未 日本 

16 中島まどか 日本 

 
56 小川景一 日本 

17 小林基起 日本 
 

57 川本聡美 日本 

18 梶原莉那 日本 
 

58 山崎修輔 日本 

19 岩山浩司 日本 

 
59 山尾海彦 日本 

20 永田勝彦 日本 
 

60 小荒田裕理 日本 

21 蘇穎 中国 
 

61 小田充穂 日本 

22 ＣＨＯ ＨＹＥＭＩＮ 中国 

 
62 黄恵顯 台湾 

23 ＴＹ  ＭＵＲＰＨＹ アメリカ 
 

63 王越 中国 

24 柳田泰 日本 
 

64 馬渡菜生 日本 

25 吉井豊寛 日本 
 

65 吉田祐基 日本 

26 ＳＭＩＴＨ  ＪＡＹ アメリカ 

 
66 IQBAL ＫＨＡＮ ＭＯＨＡＭＭＡＤ バングラデシュ 

27 河ダソン 韓国 
 

67 ＳＨＵＲＡＹＡ ＴＡＳＮＯＯＶＡ バングラデシュ 

28 鳥栖石 カナダ 
 

68 KHAN ＮＡＷＭＩ バングラデシュ 

29 岡信太郎 日本 

 
69 瀬角龍博 日本 

30 王林桐 中国 
 

70 竹下俊一 日本 

31 小川裕也 日本 
 

71 名嘉眞航 日本 

32 久保日香梨 日本 
 

72 喜井建太 日本 

33 ＣＡＭＰＯＳ ＣＨＩＮＣＨＩＬＬＡ ＦＲＡＮＣＩＡ コロンビア 

 
73 脇元克也 日本 

34 ＲＯＤＲＩＧＵＥＺ ＣＡＭＰＯＳ ＪＵＬＩＡＮ コロンビア 
 

74 星田敬弘 日本 

35 山下智恵 日本 
 

75 柳沼悠 日本 

36 韓尚均 韓国 

 
76 坂本武弘 日本 

37 前川菜々 日本 
 

77 土屋大樹 日本 

38 ＥＬＩＡＳ ＴＨＩＡＭ セネガル 
 

78 山田雄吾 日本 

39 石橋恭平 日本 

 
79 鈴木新 日本 

40 ＮＩＡＮＧ ＭＯＨＡＭＥＤ ＯＵＭＡＲ モーリタニア 

 
80 樺山美和 日本 
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81 里園直美 日本 
 

121 IQBAL AFRAIMA ADARA バングラデシュ 

82 里園知香 日本 
 

122 FERDOUS AHAMED バングラデシュ 

83 山下いのり 日本 
 

123 SULTANA MOST AFIA バングラデシュ 

84 有村貴子 日本 
 

124 李冬 中国 

85 テレシータ中島 フィリピン 
 

125 高堅 中国 

86 鮫島亮二 日本 
 

126 小島大昇 日本 

87 赤崎隆明 日本 
 

127 郭鵬 中国 

88 西村宏子 日本 
 

128 劉揚 中国 

89 村井宏彰 日本 
 

129 篠原理江 日本 

90 仁賀善友 日本 

 
130 内田里那 日本 

91 廣原寿竜 日本 
 

131 樊思鳴 中国 

92 KWATI LEONARDO カメルーン 
 

132 馮 双 中国 

93 松岡朝子 日本 
 

133 中原 樹里 日本 

94 大木弓佳 日本 
 

134 山崎 寛子 日本 

95 KATHY THI AUNG ミャンマー 
 

135 徳田覚子 日本 

96 TIISEKWA ADILI タンザニア 
 

136 佐賀恵 日本 

97 古田信一 日本 

 
137 鈴木文乃 日本 

98 MAK GOON LOM マレーシア 
 

138 羽生美奈子 日本 

99 NYLVYN MAYER PETER マレーシア 
 

139 池田隆太郎 日本 

100 ANIS FARHANA BINTI IBRAHIM マレーシア 
 

140 MICO AMＩGO ENCARNA スペイン 

101 王忠騰 中国 
 

141 陳鐳鐳 中国 

102 姜燕珍 中国 
 

142 鄭玉青 中国 

103 西岡セルソ ブラジル 
 

143 熊華磊 中国 

104 MD ABDULLA AL MAMUN バングラデシュ 
 

144 SAEED MUHAMMAD パキスタン 

105 菅雄祐 日本 
 

145 李民主 韓国 

106 ROSLEINE DIAN インドネシア 
 

146 SOOMRO ANILA NAG パキスタン 

107 KOROWA ARINI MONIKA MEIDY インドネシア 
 

147 KHAN AFSAR NOUREEN パキスタン 

108 BARANSANO CHRISTINE インドネシア 
 

148 BOHARA MANOJ ネパール 

109 KITOLELEI フィジー 
 

149 KHAN SOHAIL パキスタン 

110 玉利浩美 日本 
 

150 SUHAIL BUSHRA パキスタン 

111 玉利由美子 日本 
 

151 KHAN SALIB AHMAD パキスタン 

112 玉利祐人 日本 
 

152 KHAN ASAD AHMAD パキスタン 

113 玉利友梨奈 日本 
 

153 KHAN SOHA パキスタン 

114 MD IMRANUL HOQ バングラデシュ 

 
154 MYINT THEIN TUN ミャンマー 

115 李曼 中国 
 

155 HOSSAIN MOHAMMAD ALAMGIR バングラデシュ 

116 GARRIDO MORENO RAUL スペイン 
 

156 SULTANA JASMINE バングラデシュ 

117 RAHMAN バングラデシュ 
 

157 ALAM MOHAMMAD RIDWANUL バングラデシュ 

118 符晨星 中国 
 

158 AFRA RAIHNA バングラデシュ 

119 UDIIN ABUL FAIZ MD BURHAN バングラデシュ 
 

159 GHANI SIDRA パキスタン 

120 MOSA SANZIDA SULTANA バングラデシュ 
 

160 ANWAR SOBIA パキスタン 
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161 ANWAR MUHAMMAD パキスタン 
 

201 AKTHER HAFEZA バングラデシュ 

162 ANWAR IZA パキスタン 
 

202 AHMED FARHAN バングラデシュ 

163 ANWAR ZOYA パキスタン 
 

203 AHMED HIMAWARI バングラデシュ 

164 孫夢嬌 中国 
 

204 DO HIEN ベトナム 

165 相良かおる 日本 
 

205 TU MAI OANH ベトナム 

166 BASHIR AHMMAD バングラデシュ 
 

206 林貢平 日本 

167 福元俊 日本 

 
207 HALL WILLIAM イギリス 

168 田原純一 日本 

 
208 肱黒香里 日本 

169 山崎望 日本 

 
209 上田美佳子 日本 

170 中島寛之  日本 

 
210 魏一 中国 

171 安藤雪乃 日本 

 
211 吉原直樹 日本 

172 太田麗子 日本 
 

212 吉原和樹 日本 

173 YADAV VARADARAJU GNANESHWAR インド 
 

213 永峯知明 日本 

174 石原寛樹 日本 
 

214 緒方祐介 日本 

175 鄧黎明 中国 
 

215 鵜口紘平 日本 

176 久保彩華 日本 
 

216 謝新 中国 

177 DEVIN CARTER アメリカ 
 

217 竹山依里 日本 

178 大前研斗 日本 
 

218 大島卓 日本 

179 MULYILA ESTHER JAPHET タンザニア 

 
219 岩崎育美 日本 

180 阮敏 中国 

 
220 川崎昌達 日本 

181 楊文霞 中国 

 
221 坂本悠三 日本 

182 倉橋桃子 日本 

 
222 櫻井夏菜 日本 

183 許ボムアン 韓国 

 
223 中岡志織 日本 

184 范姜閎韻 台湾 
 

224 BIN ABRAHIM MUHAMAD SYAFIQ マレーシア 

185 金英善 韓国 
 

225 BINTI ZAINAL NURUL IZZA マレーシア 

186 鄭殷先 韓国 
 

226 平岡彩子 日本 

187 牧山真奈 日本 
 

227 GYULEMETOV NIKOLAY ブルガリア 

188 ANASCO NATHANIEL フィリピン 
 

228 益山めぐみ 日本 

189 ANASCO CHERRY フィリピン 
 

229 RIKO HAMDANI インドネシア 

190 ANASCO JOSHUA ICHIRO フィリピン 
 

230 PATRICK PRAYOGA インドネシア 

191 ANASCO JULIA AIKO フィリピン 

 
231 水谷成美 日本 

192 上川畑智美 日本 

 
232 中村ももえ 日本 

193 北國秀治 日本 

 
233 藤元幸子 日本 

194 BACOLOD EUGENE TAN フィリピン 

 
234 岡村由美子 日本 

195 MONTECILLO MENCHIE フィリピン 

 
235 松山洋子 日本 

196 MONTECLARO HAROLD フィリピン 
 

236 JUARUAH インドネシア 

197 RAGAZA JANICE ALANO フィリピン 
 

237 SUSANTI RULLIYANA インドネシア 

198 SARNO BRIAN JOHN フィリピン 
 

238 坂下千鶴子 日本 

199 RABOR JANICE  フィリピン 
 

239 WIDIAS TUTY インドネシア 

200 AHMED SAGIR バングラデシュ 
 

240 LUSIA MANU インドネシア 
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241 LIDEMAN インドネシア 
 

281 張子午 中国 

242 LAINING ASDA インドネシア 
 

282 日高亜耶 日本 

243 NEEDA NURROHMAH インドネシア 
 

283 音堅茉美 日本 

244 森山祥子 日本 
 

284 内匠康博 日本 

245 山本貴士 日本 
 

285 髙橋かすみ 日本 

246 森田豊子 日本 
 

286 盛園茉耶 日本 

247 米田昌生 日本 
 

287 濱田利奈 日本 

248 林利栄子 日本 

 
288 草野辰朗 日本 

249 堂園尚史 日本 
 

289 ＳＡＬＯＭＥ ＴＡＵＦＡ  トンガ 

250 若狭隆彦 日本 
 

290 池田洋子 日本 

251 若狭美奈 日本 
 

291 日髙淳一郎 日本 

252 若狭茜音 日本 
 

292 福宮智代 日本 

253 若狭杏奈 日本 
 

293 ＳＡＹＥＤ ＭＵＨＡＭＭＡＤ ＳＹＡＦＥＥＱ マレーシア 

254 通山こころ 日本 
 

294 樺山綾子 日本 

255 小森かおり 日本 
 

295 西岡盛隆 日本 

256 高椋三樹 日本 
 

296 除川創 日本 

257 WEBER JAN ドイツ 
 

297 上井瑛子 日本 

258 山之内卓也 日本 
 

298 藤元悠 日本 

259 川路梨紗 日本 
 

299 角野加奈 日本 

260 牧保奈美 日本 
 

300 三上拓朗 日本 

261 林恵里香 日本 
 

301 乗濱静香 日本 

262 ＨＡＦＩＺＵＤＤＩＮ BIN ＭＯＨＡＭＥＤ マレーシア 
 

302 CHOUDHURY MALAY インド 

263 松田智恵 日本 
 

303 CHOUDHURY DEEPANKAR インド 

264 黒川夕貴 日本 
 

304 CHOUDHURY NILANJANA インド 

265 久保泰國 日本 

 
305 CHOUDHURY ABHRONEEL インド 

266 柚木崎健太 日本 
 

306 CHOUDHURY DIYANJANA インド 

267 豊西敬 日本 
 

307 PAL SANDIPAN インド 

268 後藤あや 日本 
 

308 MD.YEAMIN HOSSAIN バングラデシュ 

269 有江憲吾 日本 
 

309 KHATUN MURSHIDA バングラデシュ 

270 新留靖貴 日本 
 

310 前田英恵 日本 

271 岡部里美 日本 
 

311 大津英理 日本 

272 渡久地翔太 日本 

 
312 今村梨沙 日本 

273 谷口明子 日本 
 

313 黒尾信 日本 

274 橋本佳代子 日本 
 

314 若松拓郎 日本 

275 轟木克也 日本 
 

315 貞谷貴裕 日本 

276 有馬美香 日本 
 

316 松尾優作 日本 

277 有馬アハッマドリョウ 日本 
 

317 中村祥吾 日本 

278 ＳＴＯＫＡＲＴ ＴＨＯＭＡＳ ベルギー 
 

318 福島直彦 日本 

279 福盛三南美 日本 
 

319 片岡理奈 日本 

280 程嘉男 中国 
 

320 関美穂子 日本 
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宮崎恭輔 日本 
 

361 山崎真里菜 日本 

322 松井勇磨 日本 
 

362 白石西南 日本 

323 冨山貴之 日本 
 

363 平嶺純子 日本 

324 大川卓也 日本 
 

364 古川聖音 日本 

325 松尾航太 日本 
 

365 屋宮香世子 日本 

326 松尾哲人 日本 
 

366 遠目塚幸子 日本 

327 山下美沙貴 日本 

 
367 西直美 日本 

328 原元祐太 日本 
 

368 古野安寿子 日本 

329 竹田侑里 日本 
 

369 NORA インドネシア 

330 有賀美保 日本 
 

370 ASKAR ZUHDI ASYAUQIY インドネシア 

331 片平祐介 日本 
 

371 NIBRAS TASKIYAH QALBINA インドネシア 

332 佐藤賀俊 日本 
 

372 AMIRA HIKARI インドネシア 

333 泉和佳奈 日本 
 

373 野口英一郎 日本 

334 田嶋亜紀子 日本 

 
374 村津蘭 日本 

335 大江佑季 日本 
 

375 髙群勝彦 日本 

336 野尻彩歌 日本 
 

376 李青 中国 

337 井手口優太郎 日本 
 

377 宋暁萌 中国 

338 宮内尚之 日本 
 

378 種子田実希 日本 

339 華山達也 日本 
 

379 松山昌樹 日本 

340 児塔彬音 日本 
 

380 松山聖姫 日本 

341 ＡＦＺＡＬ ＭＵＨＡＭＭＡＤ パキスタン 
 

381 泉有香 日本 

342 ＡＦＺＡＬ ＳＡＩＭＡ パキスタン 
 

382 尾脇こずえ 日本 

343 ＡＦＺＡＬ ＫＡＩＮＡＴ パキスタン 
 

383 肥後綾子 日本 

344 ＡＦＺＡＬ ＨＩＲＡ パキスタン 
 

384 三嶋弓子 日本 

345 ＡＦＺＡＬ ＳＡＭＥＥＮ パキスタン 
 

385 CHENGA TSHERING ブータン 

346 ＪＵＮＧ ＪＵＹＡＮ 韓国 
 

386 元ホウ州 中国 

347 尾崎夏美 日本 
 

387 権相豪 韓国 

348 田邉明日香 日本 
 

388 王浩 中国 

349 飯田恭子 日本 
 

389 SANDER CHRISTOPH ドイツ 

350 苧野あすか 日本 
 

390 呂燕妮 台湾・フィリピン 

351 平城亜弥華 日本 

 
391 趙正操 中国 

352 小八重奈々 日本 
 

392 杜林 中国 

353 城山彩美 日本 
 

393 張旭潔 中国 

354 安藤理奈 日本 
 

394 孫考利 中国 

355 辻さとみ 日本 
 

395 林偉倫 台湾 

356 脇元憂美香 日本 
 

396 李秋 中国 

357 服部薫 日本 
 

397 葛芹然 中国 

358 野間滋 日本 

 
398 仼暁紅 中国 

359 野間リツ子 日本 
 

399 當清香 日本 

360 RIZTYAN インドネシア 
 

400 李春揺 中国 
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401 迫地陽平 日本 
 

441 AMRIT KUMAR GIRI ネパール 

402 李美英 韓国 
 

442 馬俊南 中国 

403 中尾真央 日本 
 

443 姚燕 中国 

404 劉力暢 中国 

 
444 鄧彪 中国 

405 李超慧 中国 

 
445 蔡天培 中国 

406 李涵月 中国 

 
446 張志勇 中国 

407 齋藤晃 日本 

 
447 NGUYEN THI HOA ベトナム 

408 林将之 日本 
 

448 NGUYEN TRONG QUYEN ベトナム 

409 謝寧 中国 
 

449 馬媛 中国 

410 谷帥欣 中国 
 

450 NGO THE NGHIA ベトナム 

411 温中敏 中国 
 

451 XAIKHA KAO YANG ラオス 

412 隠居悠介 日本 

 
452 WIJESUNDARA MENUKA スリランカ 

413 林錦彣 台湾 

 
453 SAMRETH KUCH VUTHY カンボジア 

414 平口いづみ 日本 

 
454 久保仁 日本 

415 小幡順子 日本 

 
455 小松あけみ 日本 

416 帖佐理子 日本 
 

456 太田原愛 日本 

417 村方千鶴 日本 
 

457 帖佐徹 日本 

418 谷口晴夫 日本 
    

419 金田正博 日本 
    

420 福永梨々子 日本 

    
421 山下晃暢 日本 

    
422 久永明靖 日本 

    
423 塚本真理音 日本 

    
424 大徳昴平 日本 

    
425 柿元勇人 日本 

    
426 潟山望見 日本 

    
427 宇都彩香 日本 

    
428 靍田翔子 日本 

    
429 金南希 韓国 

    
430 吉田友美 日本 

    
431 小島亜衣 日本 

    
432 広瀬公子 日本 

    
433 黒葛原結愛 日本 

    
434 中俣菜穂 日本 

    
435 大久保由起子 日本 

    
436 中崎陽子 日本 

    
437 恒吉伸子 日本 

    
438 王宇 中国 

    
439 李震 中国 

    
440 何歓 中国 

    


